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Structural equation models have extremely wide applicability in various fields. 
In this thesis, we systematically study the confirmatory factor analysis model 
and the LISREL model for continuous and non-standard data by the Bayesian 
approach. By treating the latent variables as augmented variables (such as the 
factor scores and the unobservable continuous vector in non-standard data), it is 
shown that some Markov chain Monte-Carlo methods, such as the data augmen-
tation algorithm and the Gibbs sampler, can be utilized to solve several important 
problems in the field: (i) Simultaneous estimation of structural parameters and 
scores of latent variables in the factor analysis model and the LISREL model, 
(ii) Estimation of scores of latent variables in models with polytomous, censored 
or truncated data, and (iii) Analysis of models with continuous and polytomous 
variables. The basic procedure is to generate random samples from the corre-
sponding posterior distributions. Asymptotic properties of the posterior means 
are discussed. Results from some simulation studies are presented to illustrate 
the theory developed. 
Keywords: Data augmentation; Gibbs sampler; Markov chain; Polytomous 
data; Structural equation models; Thresholds. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction and overview 
Structural equation models (see, e.g., Bentler 1983, Joreskog 1978) is a multi-
variate statistical technique to assess causations and correlations among observed 
and latent variables. It is also known as causal modeling, covariance structure 
analysis, latent variables models and path analysis. This general multivariate 
method covers multivariate analysis of variance, regression, principal components, 
factor analysis and simplex models (see, e.g., J6reskog, 1970). Therefore, it has 
extremely wide applicability in education (De Gmijter & Van de Kamp, 1976), 
marketing research (Bagozzi, 1980), psychology (Bentler, 1980), econometrics and 
social science (Aigner, et al 1984). 
One of the most widely used model in practice is the LISREL model (Joreskog 
& Sorbom, 1988). It consists of two portions: the structural equation model 
and the measurement model. Consider random vectors r]' = ( " i , . . . , "m) and 
� ‘ = ( 6 _ , . . . , 6 0 that consist of latent dependent and independent variables, 
respectively. The relationship of rj and ^ is determined through the following 
structural equation model 
r/ = Br7 + r “ C ， （1.1) 
where B (m X m) and r (m X n) are coefficient matrices and C = (Ci，• •., Cm) 
is a random vector of residuals. It is assumed that ( is uncorrelated with ^ and 
¥ 
that I — B is nonsingular, where I is an identity matrix. 
Vectors r) and ^ are unobserved latent vectors, whose information is given 
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through observed vectors y' = {yi, •.., y^) and x' = {xi,..., Xg) via the following 
measurement models 
y 二 A/T7 + 6T, (1.2) 
a^  = A , i + 6, (1.3) 
where e {p x 1) and 6 {q X 1) are vectors of error terms, Ay {p X m) and A^ 
[q X n) are loading matrices. It is assumed that e is uncorrelated with rj, 6 is 
uncorrelated with 之，and ¢, e and 6 are mutually uncorrelated. 
Let r = Var(0，^s = Var(C), ^y = Var(6r) and ^^ = Var(^), then it follows 
from the above assumptions that the covariance matrix ^{0) of {y',x')' can be 
expressed as follows: 
(Ay{i — B)-'{rrT' + ^g(/ — B^'Ay' + ^y Ay{i — BywrA^� 
�A^rr'{I — B')-^Ay' A,rAj + ^ ), 
(1.4) 
where 6 is the structural parameter vector which consists of all unknown param-
eters in the matrices Ay, A^, B, r , r ,屯” % and ¢^. In covariance structure 
analysis, we are mainly interested in the inference of 6. For example, after we 
obtain the estimate of 0, the correlations and causations among the latent vari-
ables and the observed variables in (1.1) to (1.3) become clear. These correlations 
are very useful in a lot of fields, such as psychology. Moreover, it is well known 
‘that the LISREL model is general enough to handle most of the research in be-
havioural science. For this model, the maximum likelihood and the generalized 
least squares are two main criteria to obtain estimates of the structural parame-
� 2 
ters. 
Factor analysis (see, e.g. Lawley t Maxwell, 1971) is perhaps the most im-
portant special case of the general LISREL model. The basic confirmatory factor 
analysis model is 
a? = A^ + 6, (1.5) 
where x {q X 1) is a vector of continuous variables, A {q X n) is a factor loading 
matrix, ^ {n x 1) is a vector of factor scores with distribution N(o, T), and 6 is 
a q by 1 vector of error measurements with distribution N(o, ¢ )^. 
Factor analysis model was first studied by psychometricians (e.g. Horst, 1941; 
Thurstone, 1944; Guttman, 1944) and then by statistician (e.g. Anderson k Ru-
bin, 1956; Lawley, 1967). Due to the important computational breakthrough of 
J6reskog (1967), the basic problem of estimating the unknown structural parame-
ters in the model was solved. Because the nature of the model, another important 
issue is the estimation of factor scores. Under the assumption of normality, factor 
scores estimates can be obtained via the regression approach and the generalized 
least squares approach that respectively minimizes the variation of the estimator 
and the sum of squared standardized residuals (see, Lawley h Maxwell, 1971). 
A valuable contribution that gives new insight in analyzing the model is due to 
Bartholomew (1981), in which the manifest variables and the latent factors are 
linked up and studied via a Bayesian approach. In particular, an estimate of the 
factor scores was obtained as the mean of the appropriate posterior distribution. 
However, various methods in the factor scores estimation are developed under the 
3 
assumption that the structural parameters are known. In practical applications, 
these parameters are replaced by their estimates. Therefore, due to the sampling 
errors in estimating structural parameters, the bias in estimating factor scores 
are unavoidable, in addition, it is difficult to discuss the asymptotic properties 
for this kind of methods. In this thesis, we try to develop a unified Bayesian 
approach to estimate the structural parameters and the factor scores simultane-
ously. This approach is also extended to investigate LISREL model. 
Due to the nature of the questionnaires and other reasons, most variables in 
behavioural and social sciences are only observable in discrete polytomous form; 
and in economical studies, many variables are censored. In past years, various re-
lated statistical methods have been developed to assess these kinds of data; see, 
e.g. Mislevy (1986), Muth^ (1989a) and Lee, Poon k Bentler (1992a, 1995). 
However, analysis of structural equation models that involves both continuous 
and nonstandard variables is very complicated. Muthen (1984) proposed a three-
stage estimation method that deriving the original problem to an integral part of 
the program LISCOMP (Muthen, 1987). Recently, Lee, Poon k Bentler (1992a, 
1995) showed that LISCOMP's goodness-of-fit statistic is far off from the pro-
posed chi-squared distribution even with large sample sizes. A two stage method 
was investigated by Lee, Poon k Bentler (1995) to deal with the situation with 
both continuous and polytomous data. Their first stage of the procedure applied 
the partition maximum likelihood approach to estimate the thresholds and the 
correlation matrix of polychoric and polyserial correlations, without imposing 
4 
any structural models. The correlation structure U{6) is analyzed at the second 
stage, in which the generalized least squares criterion is used to estimate the 
structural parameter 0 based on the estimation obtained in first stage. In this 
thesis, we will use Bayesian approach to analyze the posterior behaviour of the 
structural parameters directly. The Gibbs sampler algorithm will be adopted. 
The main idea is to treat the nonstandard variables and the factor scores ^ and 
Tf in (1.1) to (1.3) as augmented variables, and then, to use an iterative sampling 
process. In every iteration, random variates of these augmented variables are 
drawn from their conditional distribution, meanwhile, random variates of struc-
tural parameters are generated based on the conditional distribution given the 
above augmented variables. Under some mild conditions, the process converges 
to an equilibrium distribution which can be designed as we needed, e.g., the pos-
terior distribution, then the observations obtained in above process can be used 
to do posterior analysis. 
Since the posterior inference for structural equation model is very complicated, 
especially for non-standard data, some ofthe computation techniques, such as EM 
algorithm (see, e.g. Dempster, Laid k Rubin, 1977), importance sampling algo-
rithm (see, e.g. Tanner, 1993), data augmentation (Tanner k Wong, 1987) and 
Gibbs simpler (see, e.g. Geman k Geman, 1984), will be used in various situa-
tions. The applications of these methods will be discussed in chapter 2. Chapter 
3 studies a unified Bayesian approach for confirmatory factor analysis model. 
The estimates of factor scores and structural parameters are obtained simultane-
5 
ously, by computing their posterior mean via the data augmentation algorithm. 
One-run sampling method and Rao-Blackwellized estimation are adopted. The 
asymptotic behaviours of various interested statistical quantities are studied via 
the theoretical derivation and simulation results. In Chapter 4, a similar proce-
dure is applied to analyze the more general LISREL model. The results of sim-
ulation studies show that the procedure is efficient for this complicated model. 
The another main part of this thesis is devoted to deal with non-standard data in 
structural equation models. Chapter 5 concentrates on estimating factor scores 
with non-standard data while other unknown parameters in covariance struc-
ture are assumed to be known. Besides the general Bayesian technique, data 
augmentation and EM algorithm are applied. The comparisons among different 
approaches via simulation results are presented. In Chapter 6, the factor scores 
and the structural parameters are studied simultaneously via the Gibbs sampler 
algorithm. Posterior inference is performed by a set of observations generated 
from the approximate posterior distribution of the interested parameters. This 
analysis is proposed for both the factor analysis model and the LISREL model. 
In Chapter 7, we explore the potentiality in applying our approach to other kinds 
of models in covariance structure analysis. 
Before ending this chapter, we define some notations. For non-standard data, 
suppose only the exact measurement of part of the components of x and y are 
observed in LISREL model (1.2) and (1.3). Without loss of generality, we assume 
the vector yo of first Vy components in y = {yo', yu)' and the vector xo of first r^ 
6 
components in x = {xo^,xuY are observed, but non-standard (e.g. polytomous, 
censored or truncated) versions of yu and Xu will be observed rather than yu 
and xu themselves. These non-standard versions will be denoted by yp and Xp 
for polytomous data, yc and xc for censored data, and yx and xr for truncated 
data. More detailed definitions of these nonstandard variables will be given in 
Chapters 5 and 6. 
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Chapter 2. General methodology 
In this thesis, a unified Bayesian approach will be applied to analyze the struc-
tural equation models, combined with some of the augmentation algorithms, such 
as EM algorithm, data augmentation and Gibbs Sampler. Except that EM al-
gorithm has been used to some special case of factor analysis models (see, for 
example, Rubin k Thayer, 1982), the augmentation algorithms have not been 
applied to covariance structure analysis in the literature. It will be shown that 
these algorithms are powerful and efficient in structural equation models, espe-
cially for non-standard data. In this chapter, we will give a rough description of 
these augmentation algorithms. 
(i) EM algorithm 
The EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird & Rubin, 1977) is well-recognized as a 
very useful method in computing the maximum likelihood estimate with incom-
plete data. With minor modification, this algorithm can also be applied to find 
the posterior mode of the posterior distribution in a Bayesian approach (see, e.g. 
Dempster, Laird & Rubin, 1977; Tanner, 1993). However, as pointed out by 
some discussants of the Dempster et al paper, the E-step and the M-step may 
be difficult to implement in some applications; and also the convergence rate of 
the algorithm may be very slow. Recently, some extensions of EM algorithm 
are reported in the literature, such as Liu & Rubin's (1994) ECME algorithm, 
Lange's (1995) Quasi-Newton EM algorithm. These procedures have the faster 
rate of convergence than the basic EM algorithm. 
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Each iteration of EM algorithm includes two steps: the expectation step (E-
step) and the maximization step (M-step). In E-step, it is necessary to compute 
the conditional expectation of objective function with respect to the current value 
of the parameters and the observed data. Then, in M-step, this expected objective 
function found in the E-step is maximized with respect to the unknown param-
eters to give the next parameters values. In general, the computation involves 
in these two steps is not so easy. But for the specific situation which discussed 
in Chapter 5, we find that both of E-step and M-step are very simple, and then, 
EM algorithm is very efficient for the problem discussed in Chapter 5. 
(ii) Data augmentation and Gibbs sampler 
In contrast to EM algorithm, data augmentation and Gibbs sampler are 
stochastic techniques. A systematic use of an iterative sampling scheme in para-
metric statistical problems was introduced by Tanner k Wong (1987), where data 
augmentation was presented for approximate computation of posterior densities. 
Suppose that the parameter vector 6 is of interest, p{6\X) is its posterior dis-
tribution function, and it is difficult to do posterior analysis from this posterior 
distribution directly. Tanner k Wong's idea is to augment the observed data X 
with some latent data, say C, it will be called augmented vector in this thesis. 
It is assumed that we can easily draw random variates from the augmented data 
posterior p[0\X^C). The procedure of data augmentation is to draw random 
samples from the conditional distribution of 6 given x and an initial guess of C, 
9 
and then, draw random samples from the conditional distribution of C given x 
and G, and so on. The (j + l)th iteration of data augmentation is defined as 
follows:� 
(a) Imputation step 
Let gj(0) be the current estimate of p{0\X). 
(al) draw 0 from the current estimate of gj{0)] 
(a2) draw C from the conditional distribution p{C{X^ 9). 
Repeat steps (al) and (a2) T* times to get C(^ )-^ '+S k = 1,.. -,T*. 
(b) Posterior step 
Set the posterior density of 0 equal to the mixture of conditional densities 
of 6 given the augmented data generated in (a), i.e. 
" ^ • 1 州 = 去 ? > ( 呕 ’ 0 ( 胁 1 ) . 
k=l 
In every iteration, we have T* independent observations from imputation step: 
(0(kVj \ 
,k = l,.-�T\ 
C(4J \ / 
Under some mild regularity conditions, Tanner k Wong (1987) have proved the 
convergence of above data augmentation algorithm. Therefore, after the initial 
runs with a reasonably large number, say J, {[(权⑷“)',(。⑷，』)']',k = 1, •. •, T*} 
can be regarded as T* independent observations from the posterior distribution 
of 6 and C. 
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The Gibbs sampler is related to the Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis et al., 
1953; Hasting, 1970), and was introduced by Geman & Geman (1984) in the con-
text of statistical image restoration. Suppose 6 二 (0/,. • •, 0/y is a c/-components 
random vector with joint density function 7r(0), and it is difficult to do statistical 
inference from 7r(6) directly, where each component Oi can be multidimensional. 
The algorithm of Gibbs sampler summarizes the joint posterior density of many 
parameters by simulating various fully conditional distributions which are as-
sumed to be easy in drawing samples. It is a stochastic technique which yields a 
Markov chain. The chain is initiated by a draw from a starting density. After j 
iterations, the {j + l)th iteration of the Gibbs sampler draws 
0p+i) from 7 r ( 0 i | ^ ) , 0 � � , . . . , 0 A , 
ei^ ^^ ^ from 冗 (02|权?+1 )，吟 ),...,时 ))， 
e t ' � f r o m r(0d^+i),0l)_+i),...,0SL+ii)). (2.1) 
Under some regularity conditions, Geman h Geman (1984) showed that the joint 
density of the observation {6[^\6^J\ . •., 0?)), which obtained at the jth iteration 
of above procedure, geometrically converges in distribution to 7v{0). Thus, with 
a reasonably large j , say J, (0(力，0丄力，.• •，0&)) can be regarded as an observation 
from 7r(0) for j > J. 
If we take T* 二 1 in the data augmentation algorithm, the procedure at 
(J + l)th iteration is reduced as follows 
Draw0(j+i) from p(^|Jt,C())) 
11 
DrawC("^+i) from p{C\X,0^^+'^). (2.2) 
Therefore, the algorithms of data augmentation and Gibbs sampler are similar. 
Their formal connection is clarified by Gelfand h Smith (1990). Liu, Wong h 
Kong (1994) gave a more specific and detail description about the comparisons 
of various augmentation schemes. By studying the covariance structure of the 
samples generated by the procedures of data augmentation and Gibbs sampler, 
Liu, Wong h Kong (1994) pointed out that augmentation schemes that exploit 
possibilities for blocking or collapsing variables are more efficient than full with 
iterations among variables at the finest level. So, in this thesis, we always try 
blocked data augmentation first, when it fails (e.g., some conditional distributions 
are difficult to obtain), the full Gibbs sampler will be considered. 
In the following parts, we will discuss the one-run method and the Rao-
Blackwellized estimation. 
(iii) One-run method 
Repeat the entire process of Gibbs sampler T* times (the ( j + l)th iteration 
is defined by (2.1)), we can get following observations 
Replication 1 : 0(11)，...，6^人-1),0(人)； 
Replication k : 0(1义--.,0(*^广1),6^«^义 
Replication T* : 0(iT*),...,6KJT*-i)，0(JT*); (2.3) 
12 
where Jk is taken the value where the corresponding process is converged. Thus, 
T* observations {0(J+ k = 1，..., T*} are mutually independent from 7r{0) if the 
starting values of these T* replications are mutually independent. If we take 
7T(^ ) as the posterior density function of interested parameters, these indepen-
dent observations can be used to carry out posterior analysis, such as computing 
posterior moments or density estimates. However, this method is inefficient in 
practice, since to get {6^^^\k = 1, • • • ,T*}, observations obtained at iteration 
jk < Jk are discarded. From (2.3), we know that the number of discarded obser-
vations is Ji H h Jr* — T*. Since it may be necessary to repeat with a larger 
number of replications to have a posterior inference, and Jk can not be taken 
too small to guarantee the convergence of the process, thus it is unsatisfactory 
in that so many observations in the initial run of each replication are discarded. 
‘ So, Zeger k Karim(1991) (see also Albert k Chib, 1993) suggested to use a 
more effective 'one-run' Gibbs sampling scheme. In 'one-run' sample scheme, we 
take T* = 1 in (2.3), after {权“工）,• • .,0(*^i)} has been completed, the process is 
continued to generate ^(人+工）and so on. From previous discussion, we know that 
{^(Ji),0(Ji+i), • • •} are the observations from 7r(0). 
However, there is typically strong positive correlation between ^(Ji+0 and 
权(人+»+1) To reduce this correlation between sequential observations, we collect 
T observations at cycles Ji, Ji + 3i, Ji + 2^i, and so on, where Si is the spacing 
between cycles where 0(人+0 and (^^ i+^+ i^) are believed to be approximately in-
dependent (see, Zeger & Karim, 1991; Albert & Chib, 1993). Selecting Si need 
13 
to be investigated via the covariance structure of the Gibbs sampler process (Liu, 
Wong, k Kong, 1994, 1995) and the simulation studies for specific models. How-
ever, as pointed out by Albert k Chib (1993), it is not necessary to obtain an 
independent sample of G for doing some posterior analysis, such as computing a 
posterior mean of interested parameter, i.e., the value of spacing factor Si can be 
taken 1, this will be discussed further in Chapter 7. 
(iv) Rao-Blackwellized estimation 
Suppose a scalar function of some components is of interest, without loss of 
generality, assume that this scalar function is g{0^). Let {0^^\j = 1 , . . . , T} be 
successive samples generated by the Gibbs sampler algorithm. Then two natural 
estimates of fj, = g{^i) are 
A = l ^ ^ ( 0 O ) ) , (2.4) 
71/ ‘ H J=1 
T 
A = 1 [ 聊 1 ) 丨 处 ) ， 於 二 2 广 . , " } . (2 .5 ) 
^3 = l 
(2.4) is the standard estimate used in Metropolis type algorithms; (2.5) was in-
troduced in Tanner & Wong (1987). It is called the Rao-Blackwellized estimate 
by Gelfand k Smith (1990). Though both of (2.4) and (2.5) are consistent esti-
mates of ^(0J, the variance of jl is less than the variance of jl if the independent 
samples are used (it will be discussed in details later). Therefore, jl is better than 
fL (see, e.g., Gelfand t Smith, 1990, 1991). W h e n � _ , ] = l , . . . , r } are not 
independently drawn from Gibbs sampler, Liu, Wong k Kong (1994) proved that 
above conclusion is still correct. So, we will always use the Rao-Blackwellized 
14 
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Chapter 3. A Bayesian approach to 
confirmatory factor analysis 
A unified Bayesian approach to confirmatory factor analysis is discussed in 
this chapter. Using this approach, the structural parameters and the factor scores 
are estimated simultaneously. The data augmentation algorithm is used to gen-
erate a set of observations from corresponding posterior distributions. These 
observations are applied to do posterior analysis, such as estimating the struc-
tural parameters, the factor scores and the posterior covariance matrices. The 
asymptotic properties and the goodness-of-fit test are also discussed. Results of 
simulation studies show that this approach is efficient. 
3.1 Confirmatory factor analysis model and its prior 
Consider a data set {«,-, % — 1, • •., N} which satisfies the following confirmatory 
factor analysis model 
x p A i i + 6i,i = l , . . , N , (3.1) 
where X{ is an observed {q x 1) vector, A {q X n) is a factor loading matrix, ¢,-
(77, X 1) is a vector of factor scores with distribution N{p,r), and 6i {q x 1) is 
a vector of error measurements with distribution 7V(o, ¢'). It is assumed that 
i^ and 6i are uncorrelated and ¢^  = diag{^n^ • • • , ^g^} is a diagonal matrix. 
Let X = («!,•• -,03iv), E 二 (^i,...,6iv), and C = (^i,-' ',^7v), (3.1) can be 
16 
rewritten as 
X = AC^E, (3.2) 
where X and E are two q x N matrices and C is a n x N matrix. The un-
known parameters involved in above factor analysis model, which are denoted by 
G, include the unknown elements in the loading matrix A, the distinct unknown 
parameters in the covariance matrices ^ and JT. For the above factor analysis 
model, the main objective is to estimate the structural parameters 0 and the 
factor scores. 
The Bayesian estimation of structural parameters in a factor analysis model 
was first studied by Lee (1981). In his paper, the unknown parameters were es-
timated by computing their posterior modes, but the estimation of factor scores 
was not considered. Press & Shigemasu (1989) investigated posterior estimation 
of the factor scores and the structural parameters. Without imposing any struc-
ture of loading matrix A and covariance matrix ¢", they obtained a large sample 
estimation of the factor scores, and then, estimated the factor loading matrix and 
covariance matrix conditioned on the observed data x and the estimates of the 
factor scores. Since too many approximations were used in their method, there 
is bias in estimating structural parameters A and ¢^  due to the sampling errors 
in estimating factor scores. In this chapter, we proposed a unified approach to 
estimate structural parameters and the factor scores by computing their posterior 
means. 
For the factor analysis model (3.1) or (3.2), we assume that all the lower 
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triangular elements of F and diagonal elements of ^ are free. The structure of 
loading matrix A is a little bit complicated, some elements of A are fixed and 
some are free, besides, the structure of A is different for different examples. For 
describing the structure of A clearly and easy to do derivations, we defined a 
q X n index matrix L as follows , 
0 if h j fixed; . . � lj,j = for j = 1, • • •, n and k = 1, • • •, q. [6.6) 
1 if \kj free; 
、 
Then, the number of unknown parameters in A;th row of A, say Ak', is n^ = 
E?=1 hj. Let Al be the collections of all X^j with lkj = 1 for j = 1，. .. n, Al be 
the vector of other elements of Ak, and K = (A;, • • •，A]|), then K includes all the 
free parameters in A. Let 6 be the vector of the unknown structural parameters 
which includes all the unknown parameters in «;, ^ and i^, and let 7 be the 
dimension of 0. 
For Bayesian analysis, the first step is to choose a prior distribution. Lee 
(1981) discussed several types of prior information. For convenience, in this 
chapter, we use the noninformative prior (see, e.g., Zellner, 1971; Box & Tiao, 
1973) as follows 
p{0) 二 p(K, ¢^ r ) 二 p(K)p(¢r)p(^), (3.4) 
where p(K) is proportional to a constant, 
厂⑷ 二 K^11,.. • ’ %q) ^ n ^ 1 二 1外1, and p(r) cx |r|-(-+i)/2. 
k=l 
It should be pointed out that the results obtained in this chapter can be extended 
to other form of prior distributions. 
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By the Bayes Theorem, the posterior distribution of 0 is 
j){e\x) oc p{e)p{x\e). (3.5) 
Due to the complicated structure of G, except for the posterior mode (it can be 
obtained by maximizing the loglikelihood of the posterior density), it is difficult 
to do other posterior analysis, such as investigating the posterior mean and pos-
terior covariance matrix, from posterior distribution (3.5) directly. So, we treat 
the factor scores as the augmented variables and use the algorithm of data aug-
mentation. The details are given in following sections. 
3.2 The algorithm of data augmentation 
3.2.1 Data augmentation and one-run method 
Data augmentation (Tanner k Wong, 1987) is an effective algorithm in Bayesian 
computation (see Chapter 2). It is an iterative Markov chain Monte Carlo algo-
rithm which draws a set of observations from its equilibrium distribution. This 
distribution can be designed as the posterior distribution of the interesting pa-
rameters. For the factor analysis model, we treat factor scores C as augmented 
matrix. We use the one-run method, which described in the last chapter, to gen-
erate the process. The procedure is initiated from a starting value of augmented 
matrix, after j iterations, the {j + l)th iteration has following two simple steps: 
(i) Draw 0("^ +i) from p{0\X,C^^^); 
(ii) Draw C(^ +^i) from p{C{X,0^'+^^). (3.6) 
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We collect the values starting at iteration J where we believe that the process has 
converged after Jth iteration, i.e. (0(J+7)'，C("^ +')')' is approximately a random 
observation from the posterior distribution of (^, C\X) for i = 1,2, • • •. Since 
these values are collected from a sequential chain, there are strong positive corre-
lations between the values (6>(*^)', C ( � + " ) ' and (6KJ+#i)', C"+*”')： If we wish 
to obtain an approximate independent sample, the observations of (0,, C')' could 
be collected at cycles J, J + 5i, Ji-2si and so on, where si is the spacing between 
cycles. Based on the discussion by Albert k Chib (1993), (6/(^+0', C^J^^))' and 
(^J+i+si)', ^(J+i+si)'y are approximately independent by choosing an appropriate 
si. Using this method, T approximately independent observations are collected 
as follows 
(Q{J) \ ( Q{J^s,) \ ( ^(J+(T-i)5.) \ 
••• f3 7) 
� C ^ j , ( C ( � j ， （ c("(T-i)si) j • . 
To implement the above algorithm, the remaining problem is to derive the condi-
tional distributions p(C|X, 0) and p{6\X^ C). We present the expressions here 
and the details of the proof are given in Appendix A.1. 
� 2^C|X,0) 
From model (3.1), we know that 己 are mutually conditionally independent given 
X and 6 for i = 1，. • • ,N. So we can consider ¢^ - separately. The conditional 
distribution of ^i given (X , 6) is a normal distribution N[fjii, f2) with 
/x, = OA'^-^Xi and 0 = (r_i + A ' ^ - ' A ) - \ (3.8) 
for i = 1 , . . . , N. It should be noted that the kth row of A is composed by A^ 
and A^. A^ is changed step by step but A^ are fixed {k = 1 , . . . , q). 
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(ii) p{e\x,c) 
From model (3.1), we know that F is conditional independent to K, and ^ given 
X and C (it will be proved in details in Appendix A.1). Now, we first consider 
the conditional distribution of (/c, ¢^), which consists of (A^, ^ kk) for k = 1,. . . , q. 
Since ¢^  is diagonal, {A\,^kk) are mutually conditional uncorrelated for differ-
ent k given X and C. Therefore, we can derive the conditional distribution of 
{Al,^kk) separately. 
For k 二 1, •..，q, let 如=少“丄，the conditional distribution of (A^, ^>k) given 
X and C is a Normal-Gamma distribution (see, e.g., Broemeling, 1985). It has 
the following form 
A l \ X , C , ^ , � N n , [(C,C;)-^C,X,, (#CfcC;)-i] , (3.9) 
and 
^k\X.,C �Gamma(ait, A), (3.10) 
where 
a , = {N — n,)/2, h = \^[1" Cl(C,Cl)-'C,]X,, (3.11) 
Xk = (5fci, • • •, XkN)' is a N x 1 vector, which is a transformation of the A;th row 
of X with the following form: 
n 
Xki 二 Xki - Yj ^kjCji{^ - hj), for i = 1，..., N, 
i=i 
and Ck is the part of matrix C without the j-th row if l^j = 0 for all j — 1, • • •, n. 
Thus, Ck is a n^ by N matrix. The conditional expectations of Al, ^>k and ^ kk 
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are 
E K | X , C ) = {CkC',)-'CkXk, (3.12) 
E(^fc|X,C) = a , / A , and E(^fcfc|J^,C) = A / ( a f c - l ) , (3-13) 
respectively. 
The conditional density p{r]X, C) is equal to p(r|C). Let P = P " , its con-
ditional distribution is the following Wishart distribution (see Anderson, 1984): 
P\C �Wishartn((CC')- i ,AO. (3.14) 
Thus, the conditional expectation of F is 
E(r|C) 二 CC'|{N-n-l). 
3.2.2 Rao-Blackwellized estimation 
For convenience, we denote T observations in (3.7) as follows: 
(6/(i) \ ( 0(2) ] ( 6/m \ 
, ， … ， (3.15) (c(i)J’（cwJ， i c(-) j 
which can be regarded as the observations from the posterior distribution of 6 and 
C. Using these observations, we can do posterior analysis. Now, we first estimate 
the structural parameter vector 0 and the vector of factor scores ^i (i 二 1,. • •, N). 
We use the posterior means as the Bayesian estimates of interested parameters. 
Thus, the estimate of structural parameter vector 6 is E(0|X). The analytical 
form of Fj{6]X) is difficult to be obtained, but we can use the observations in 
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(3.15) to estimate E(^|X). Two natural estimates of E(0|X) are respectively 
given as follows 
0 = ; f _ , (3.16) 
i j=i 
0 = ^j:mX.C(^^y (3.17) 
丄j=i 
Let hj 二 E(^|X, C ( � ) and h = E((9|X, C). Since (；⑴ in (3.15) are mutually ap-
proximately independent, hj are also mutually approximately independent (here, 
X is fixed). Using the law of large number, we have 
1 T 
e = ^ Yu ^J 一 E(/i) 二 E[E(0|X, C)] = E(6/|X), (3.18) 
Tj=i 
〜 A 
as T tends to infinity. Similarly, 6 is also a consistent estimate of E(^|X) {6 and 
6 are still consistent estimates of E(0|X) even if the observations in (3.15) are 
not independent, it will be discussed more detail in Chapter 7). Thus, if we want 
〜 A _ 
to compare the estimates 6 and G, computing their variances is needed. From 
(3.16) and (3.17), we have 
Var(0) = ^Var(6>|X), Var(0) = ^Var^[E(6>|X,C)]. 
From the properities of conditional moments, we have 
Var(6>|X) = Ec[Var(6l|X,C)] + Varc[E(6/|X,C)], (3.19) 
A 
Var(0|X) is larger than Varc[E(0|X, C)]. So the standard deviation of 0 is 
always less than that of 0 in estimating E{6]X). Therefore, if the samples 
(^ (• )^,C(》）are independent samples, the estimate 6 given in (3.17) is better 
than 0 in terms of mean squared error. In fact, the Rao-Balckwellized estimate 
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0 is better than 6 under more general loss functions (see, e.g., Ferguson, 1967, 
p.l21). Liu, Wong U Kong (1994) proved that this conclusion is also true even 
if the observations in (3.15) are not independent. Therefore, we will always use 
Rao-Blackwellized estimate in this thesis. 
For the model discussed in this chapter, the Rao-Blackwellized estimates of 
structural parameters can be computed by the following equations 
Ai = ^ D ( C ! " M " V i c f ^ 4 (3.20) 
丄3 = l 
1 T o{j) 
^ - ; ^ E ^ . (3-21) 
T Fi ak - 1 
for k = 1，•. •，q and 
r = - j2\C��C�3�'/�N - n — 1)], (3.22) 
T j=i 
where, f^i]�is evaluated by (3.11) at C ( � . 
Similarly, we can estimate the vector of factor scores by its posterior mean. 
The Rao-Blackwellized estimates of the factor scores are 
i- = ‘ E E(^ l^ .沒⑴）二 ‘ !:[(^？⑴”⑴乂^^⑴)-^,], (3.23) 
丄 j=i ^ j=i 
for i = 1, •.. ,7V, where the superscript {j) means that every quantity, which is 
given in the last subsection, takes its corresponding value from the jth observa-
tion in (3.15). Ci is a consistent estimate of E(^ |aJi) as T tends to infinity. 
Simulation study 1: Consider a confirmatory factor analysis model (3.1) 
with 8 input variables and 2 factors. The true values of structural parameters 
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are taken to be 
, ( 0 . 8 0 0.8 0.8 0.8 0 0 0 \ ^ ( 1.0 0.6 \ 
A' = ， r = ， 
乂 0 0 . 8 0 0 0 M QJ. M y 乂 0 . 6 1 . 0 
and ¢^  二 0.36is. It is assumed that all diagonal elements of ^ and all lower 
triangular elements of F are free parameters. In loading matrix A, the elements 
A31, A41, A51,入62, 7^2 and As2 (with underline) are assumed to be free and others 
are fixed. So, the total number of unknown parameters is 17. 
Random samples 己 and 6{ are first generated from the corresponding multi-
variate normal distribution with the true values of parameters. Then, a random 
sample of X{ is computed from model (3.1) with the true values of loading matrix 
A. Repeating this procedure N times, we obtain a data set {aj^ , i = 1,. • •，7V} 
and it will be used for the simulation study. 
By the initial inputs A31 = A41 = A51 = Ae2 = ^72 = ^82 = 0.5,少“ —0.2 (i — 
1,. • • ,8), and Fn = r22 二 0-8, Fi2 = 0.3, we use data augmentation algorithm 
(3.6) to generate a process. The observations are collected by the one-run method, 
and then, they are used to compute the Rao-Blackwellized estimates of structural 
parameters and factor scores. 
Now, we first consider the selection of J. We use the batch mean as monitor of 
convergence of process (see Albert & Chib, 1993). Suppose 0 is one of components 
of unknown parameter vector, and 肿）is the random observation generated in 
jth. iteration { j = 1,2, • • •) in the process of data augmentation, then the batch 
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mean with 100 sample size is defined as follows 
1 k+99 
0k ± _ Y j � ] � . (3.24) 
100 j ^ � ) 
After Q^ is stable (i.e., the batch means are all lie in between some horizontal 
bands, and there are no linear or higher-order trends in these sequential batch 
means) , the process can be regarded as converged. In this simulation study, 
we plot the values of six unknown parameters in A for N 二 100 and N — 500. 
They are in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. It shows that J is less than 100 for both of two 
figures, i.e., the process of data augmentation has converged after 100 iterations. 
The phenomena for other values of N are similar. 
For comparing the results for different values of spacing Si (see (3.7)), we take 
T = 400 observations from a sequential chain of data augmentation by one-run 
method for different values of 5i for a fixed data set with J — 100 and sample size 
N = 500. Using these observations and formulae (3.20) to (3.22), we compute 
the Rao-Blackwellized estimates of structural parameters. Results are reported 
in Table 3.1. The last two columns are the estimates which are computed based 
on the observations collected respectively at iteration 100 and 200 by the origi-
nal data augmentation method (T* = 400). From this table, we know that the 
estimates are well even for small <si. Since the burden of computation largely 
depends on the choice of Si, it need not to take too large value in general (In fact, 
if we only interest in estimating the structural parameters, we can take Si = 1, 
it will be discussed in the last chapter of this thesis). For s^  = 5，it only takes 
several CPU seconds in the HP735 machine, but it needs almost one minute for 
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51 = 50. 
For studying the accuracy of our approach, 100 replications of above procedure 
were completed for different choices of N (taking si 二 20, J = 500 and T 二 1000). 
Some summary statistics are computed based on these 100 estimates of structural 
parameters. Table 3.2 lists the Mean, STD and RMSE for N = 100, 300 and 500, 
where Mean and STD are sample mean and sample standard deviation of 100 
replications respectively, RMSE is defined as follows 
f 100 1 1/2 
RMSE = |5^^(^, — ^)VlOO| , (3.25) 
A 
where 6o is the true value of one component of G, and {6a^ a — 1, • •., 100} are 
the Rao-Blackwellized estimates of 6 with 100 replications. Table 3.2 shows that 
the accuracy of proposed method is reasonable even for the situation with small 
sample size N = 100. The accuracy of the estimate increases as the sample size 
N increases. 
In the procedure of data augmentation, the samples of factor scores are ob-
tained simultaneously with the samples of the structural parameters. The Rao-
Blackwellized estimates of the factor scores are given by (3.23). As an example, 
we compute the estimates of factor scores for N = 100 and 300. For studying 
the simulated properties of Bayesian estimates of the factor scores, we repeat 
the procedure with 100 replications. For different replications, the true values 
of {¢^, i = 1,. • • , N} are same, but the random samples {6i^ i = 1, • •., N} are 
changed, and then {x{^ i = 1, • •. ,N) are changed . Thus, the 100 replications 
A 
of Bayesian estimates ^- are corresponding to one true value ¢^ , and then these 
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estimates of 100 replications can be used to study the simulated properties of 
the Bayesian estimates. The summary statistics MEAN, STD and RMSE, which 
defined similar to previous paragraph, are computed. Table 3.3 listed the results 
for first 10 cases. From this table, we find that the values of summary statistics 
for sample sizes N = 100 and N = 300 are similar. This is because the accuracy 
of the estimates of factor scores is mainly depend on q, i.e., the dimension of Xi 
(it will be discussed in next section). In addition, though q is only equal to 8， 
the values of RMSE is not too large. It means that the estimates of factor scores 
obtained by the approach in this chapter can give a sketch of factor scores, which 
is very useful in behavioural science. This phenomenon is also found in Figures 
A 
3.3 and 3.4, which are the scatter plots of ^- and ,^- (z = 1,. •., N) for N 二 100 
and 300 respectively (one replication). Both of them show that the distribution 
of the estimates of factor scores is similar to that of the true values of factor scores. 
3.3 Asymptotic properties 
3.3.1 Asymptotic normality and posterior covariance matrix 
Since a?” . •., xpj are independent identical distributed as N{o^ X"(0)), and assume 
that 6o is the true value of Q, then by the Bayesian asymptotic theory (see, e.g., 
Rubin, 1987, p.66), we have 
E(6/|X) — 6>o �N(o,Var(0|J^)), (3.26) 
if N is sufficiently large (under very weak regularity conditions). In addition, 
A 
by the discussion near (3.18), the Rao-Blackwellized estimates 0 converges to 
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E(0|X) in probability as T tends to infinity. Thus, 
�-0o�N(o，VarO9|J^))， (3.27) 
when both N and T are sufficiently large. 
From the above discussion, we know that there are two kinds of sampling er-
A A 
rors if we use 6 to describe 0 � . The first part is the error between 6 and E(0|X), 
which is determined by the covariance matrix Varc[E(0|X, C)] /T. The other is 
the error between E{0]X) and 0。，which is described by Var(0|X). Comparing 
Var(;[E(0|X,C)]/T with Var(0|X), it can be ignored when T is sufficiently large. 
Therefore, the dispersion of the Rao-Blackwellized estimate mainly depends on 
posterior covariance matrix Var(0|X), which depends on N. When N increases, 
the dispersion decreases. 
The analytical form of Var(0|X) is difficult to be obtained, whose value can 
be estimated as follows 
7 ^ £ ( _ - _ ) - 句 ' ， (3.28) 
丄-1 Fl 
where 0 is the sample mean of 权⑴ for j — 1, • • •, T. T is usually taken to be a 
large number, thus, the difference between the covariance matrix Var(0|X) and 
above estimate can be ignored. 
A 
Similarly, the sampling error of the Rao-Blackwellized estimate ^- in (3.23) 
A 
includes two parts. One is the sampling error on estimating E(^ |a3i) by 之“ which 
depends on Var [^E(^ |a;i, 0)]/T. This part can be ignored when T is sufficiently 
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large. The other is the error between true factor score value i^ and E(^|aJi). Its 
dispersion is determined by Var(^|aJi), which can be estimated by: 
; ^ E [ ( ^ P ' ^ - i - ) ( # - i - ) 1 (3.29) 
丄-1 j=i 
where 么 is the sample mean of (p) for j = 1, •. •, T. It is noted that Var(^|aj,) 
A 
only depends on aj^ , hence, the dispersion of Rao-Blackwellized estimate ^- be-
comes smaller just when q increased, i.e., the error is depend on the dimension 
of X{. 
Simulation study 1 (continuous): For the model discussed in Section 3.2.2, 
we use 100 replications of the Rao-Blackwellized estimates of structural param-
eters to test the asymptotic normality. As an example, Figures 3.5 to 3.7 give 
the normal probability plots and the p-values of Anderson-Darling normality test 
(see, e.g., D'Agostino & Stephens, 1986) of A72 for N = 100，300 and 500, respec-
tively. All of them show promising results. The Rao-Blackwellized estimates of 
other unknown parameters have similar properties. 
Since we take T — 1000 in this simulation study, it is a large number, so 
the sampling errors of the Rao-Blackwellized estimates of the structural param-
eters are mainly determined by posterior covariance matrix Var(0|X). It can be 
computed by (3.28). The diagonal elements and their square roots of Var(0|X) 
are listed in Table 3.4 just one of the replications. Comparing the theoretical 
results in this table and the simulation results obtained from 100 replications 
in Table 3.2, we find the results are consistent. For example, when N — 100, 
;Var(A31|X)]i/2 = 0.0969 in Table 3.4 while the STD of A31 is 0.100 in Table 
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3.2. The values of Var(0|X) for other replications are close to the values of this 
replications, and we don't presented them for save space. 
For factor scores, though the sampling errors of Rao-Blackwellized estimates 
include two parts, since T is large, we only consider one kind of error which is 
determined by Var(^ |aJi). The values of Var(^ |aj,-) are computed by (3.29) for 
100 replications. The diagonal elements of Var(^ |aj,-) and their square roots are 
presented in Table 3.5 for first 10 cases, where the values in columns of 'Average， 
are the averages of the corresponding values for 100 replications, meanwhile, that 
in 'First replication' are the values obtained in first replication. We find that the 
results in 'Average' and 'First replication' are very close, it means that the results 
are quite stable for different replication. Comparing these theoretical standard 
deviations (the columns of 'square root，）in Table 3.5 with the simulated results 
(the column of 'STD') in Table 3.3, they are coincide. In previous, we mentioned 
that the error of Rao-Blackwellized estimate only depend on q and is independent 
of N. It is supported by the fact that the corresponding values in Table 3.5 are 
similar for N — 100 and 300. In the last subsection, the simulated results for 
different values of N are also similar. 
3.3.2 Goodness-of-fit statistic 
Besides the problem of estimation discussed in previous sections, testing the 
goodness-of-fit of the structure of covariance matrix is another important prob-
lem in structural equation models (see e.g. Joreskog, 1978). Now, we consider 
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this problem for our proposed procedure. Let U be the covariance matrix of Xi 
in (3.1). Consider the following null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis: 
Ho : U = U[0), v.s. Hi : D is any positive matrix, 
where U[0) = AFA' + ¢^ Let OML be the maximum likelihood estimates of 
G, which is the vector that minimizes the likelihood function F{6) 二 log \U\ + 
t r (S i ; - i ) — log |5| - q. It is well known that (Browne, 1974) 
{N - l)F{OML) 二 X^_, (3.30) 
where 7 is the total number of unknown parameters, q* = q{q + 1)/2, and 5 is 
the sample covariance matrix of {x{^ i 二 1, • • • ,7V}. But now, we only obtain 
A A A 
the Bayesian estimates 0. If 0肌 is replaced by 6 in (3.30), is it still asymptotic 
chi-squared? The answer is positive. 
From the expansion of first moment of posterior distribution by Hartigan 
(1983，pll6), 7V^/2(E(0|X) — OMh) ^^^ 0 as N tends to infinity under some 
A 
mild regularity conditions. In addition, the difference between 9 and E(^|X) 
only depends on T (independent to N), hence, N^^^{0 — ^ML) ^ ^ 0 as N and 
A 
T tends to infinity. Noting the fact that dF{6)/d0 is equal to zero at G^L and 
using the Taylor expansion, we have following results 
{N-l)[F{e)-F{OML)] 
=(7V -1)[(0 — OML)H^ML){0 - eML)' + o{W{0 - OMLYW)] 
•• •• 
where F{6) = d^F{0)/d0^. Since F is independent of N and T, the right side of 
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above equation tends to 0 as N and T tends to infinity. From (3.30), we have 
QF = {N-l)F{9) 二 x]*-,- (3.31) 
Therefore, the quantity Qp can be used to test the goodness-of-fit of the model. 
Simulation study 1 (continuous): For the model discussed in this simula-
tion study, we want to test if the quantity Qp is asymptotic chi-squared. After 
A 
obtaining the estimate 0, we compute the statistic Qjr. For every sample size 
N, 100 replications were completed. In our example, q = 8, 7 = 17, and then 
q* — 7 = 19. Therefore, if N and T is sufficiently large, Qp should be chi-squared 
with degrees of freedom 19. To test this assertion, we use the chi-squared P-
P plots (Wilk h Gnanadesikan, 1968) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to test if 
above 100 values are from chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom 19. 
Figures 3.8 to 3.10 are the P-P plots corresponding to N = 150, 300 and 500. 
The values of Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics and their p-values are also given in 
these figures. Figures 3.8 to 3.10 show that 100 values of Qp are approximately 
follows a Xi9 distribution, even with a moderate sample size of N — 150. The 
p-values of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for N — 500 and 300 are respectively .886 
and .502, while the p-value is .08 for N — 150. When the sample size is less than 
100, the corresponding p-value less than 0.05. It shows that Qp is farther from 
chi-squared as the sample size decreases. 
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Chapter 4. Bayesian inference for structural 
equation models 
The LISREL model may be the most popular structural equation model in 
practice. In this chapter, we extend the approach developed in the last chapter 
to the LISREL model. The factor scores in measurement models are treated 
as augmented variables, and sample variates of these augmented variables and 
structural parameters are drawn in every iteration of the data augmentation al-
gorithm based on the corresponding conditional distributions, respectively. Since 
the conditional distributions belong to some common distribution family, the 
computation in every iteration is simple. The simulated observations obtained 
in the data augmentation algorithm are used to carry out the Bayesian analysis, 
such as estimating the posterior mean and posterior covariance matrix of the 
structural parameters and the scores of latent variables. Asymptotic properties 
are also investigated. Some simulation results are presented to illustrate our ap-
proach. 
4.1 LISREL model and prior information 
Suppose [3c/,yi,y, i — 1, • • •, N are N observations that satisfy the following 
LISREL models. The measurement models are 
Vi = ^yVi + ^n (4.1) 
Xi 二 ylrfi + 6i； (4.2) 
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where the latent vectors rji and i^ satisfy the following structural equation model 
T|i = Br)i + T^ + C, (4.3) 
for i = 1, • • •, N. For convenience, we denote that 
_X = (a3i,...,aj7v), Y = ( y i , . " , y N ) , 
C = (�i,...，6v), £) = (r/i,...,r7Ar)， 
then, X, y , C, and D are q x N, p x N, n x N and m x N matrices, respectively. 
In this chapter, we assume that £“ 6i and Ci are normally distributed with zero 
means and diagonal covariance matrices ¢"^ , ^^ and ^g respectively. The vector 
of factor scores i^ is also assumed to be normal with zero mean and covariance 
matrix F. But the vector of factor scores rji is not an independent vector, it 
depends on 己 and Ci through model (4.3). 
For the LISREL model, the unknown parameter vector 9 has several com-
ponents. Let Gy, 6j; and Og be unknown parameter vectors involved in models 
(4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), respectively, and 0 = {Oy,Oj,ej ) ' . We will discuss the 
structures of Gy, 0^ and 9s respectively as follows. 
We first study the structure of parameters in model (4.2). In this model, the 
unknown parameter vector 0x, includes three parts. The first part is the diagonal 
elements of covariance matrix of 6“ i.e., ^x- The second part includes the lower 
triangular elements of JT, the covariance matrix of latent vector ¢^ . The third 
part is the unknown parameters involved in the loading matrix A^. Like the 
discussion of the factor analysis model in the last chapter, we define an index 
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matrix L^ to introduce the structure of A^- Its elements are defined as follows 
z 
0 if Kkj fixed; . 
lxkj = ior j = 1, •.., n and k = 1’.. •，q. 
1 if \xkj free; 
Thus, every row of A^ includes two parts, one consists of all free elements, the 
other consists of all fixed elements. For the kth row of A^c, the part of all free 
elements is denoted by A^ ,^ and the others is denoted by yl°^. Let 片工 be the 
vector includes all elements in A^ j^  for k = 1, • • •, q, then,片工 includes all unknown 
parameters in A^, the relationship between n^ and A^ is described by the index 
matrix L^. Therefore, 6^ = (/c^, ^ ^j ^)-
In model (4.1), the covariance structure of rji is determined through struc-
tural equation model (4.3), i.e., the covariance matrix of rji is not free, thus, the 
unknown parameters 9y in this model only includes Ky and ^y, where Wy is the 
covariance matrix of £i which is assumed to be diagonal; and 〜，which is defined 
similar to Hx, includes all free elements in Ay. The structure of Ay is determined 
through an index matrix Ly, which is defined as follows 
0 if Xykj fixed; . 
lykj = for j — 1,..., m and k = 1，•. .，p. 
1 if Xykj free; 
\ 
So, 6y = (^t/5^y)-
In model (4.3), the unknown parameters involved are B, r and ^s- ^s is 
the covariance matrix of ¢^ , and is assumed to be diagonal with full diagonal 
elements. The structures of B and r are different in different examples. For 
simple notation, let Ag = {B r), it is a m x (m + n) matrix. We use an index 




0 if Kk3 fixed; . 
lskj = ior j = 1 , . . . , m + n and k = 丄 , . . . , m . 
1 if Xskj free; 
\ 
Let K,s be the all free elements in Ag^  then, 6g = (Ks, ^s)-
For above unknown structural parameters, the prior information is defined as 
follows 
p{6)=p{0M0y)p{0s) . (4.4) 
where 
p{0.) = 2KA)p(^apOna|^^|i|r|++i)Z2, 
P(0y) = P(A^0gOc|^"J-l, 
p{Os) = p{B)p{r)p{^,) oc |0 ,^r^ 
They are noninformative prior distributions, and will be used in this chapter. 
However, the results obtained in following sections in this chapter can be ex-
tended to other types of prior distributions. 
By Bayes Theorem, the posterior density of 6 is 
p{0\X,Y)^p{0)p{X,Y\e), (4.5) 
where p{6) is prior density of 6, p{X,Y\0) is joined density function of (X', Y')'. 
The distribution of (x/, y/)' is N(o, ^ (0)), and D{6) is expressed by (1.4). Note 
that structures of A^, Ay, B and r are different in different examples, and I^{0) 
has a complicated form, it is difficult to do posterior analysis from above density 
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function directly, especially when the dimension of 0 is large. 
In following sections, we treat C and D as augmented matrices and use data 
augmentation algorithm to draw a set of observations. The equilibrium distribu-
tion of these observations will then be the posterior distribution of 0, (4.5), and 
then, using these observations, we can carry out the posterior analysis. 
4.2 Algorithm and conditional distributions 
4.2.1 Data augmentation algorithm 
In this section, we will use the data augmentation algorithm (Tanner & Wong, 
1987) to generate random observations from the posterior density (4.5). We 
treat C and D as augmented matrices and use one-run method to collect the 
approximately independent observations. The algorithm is to generate an Markov 
chain. It is started from an initial guess of augmented matrices, and the (J + l)th 
iteration includes following two steps: 
(i) draw 6K"^ +i) from p(6l|_X,Y，C(》，i)(》）； (4.6) 
(ii) draw (C7("^ _+i),r)("^ +i)) from p{C,D\X,Y,0(^^'^). (4.7) 
After the initial run of above procedure, say J, which we believe that the sequence 
has converged, we collect observations from Jth iteration, and then (J+5i)th iter-
ation and so on, until T observations are obtained. We denote these observations 
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as 
f 0(1) \ f 0(T)� 
C(1) , . . . , C(T) . (4.8) 
1乃⑴j 1 办” j 
Selecting an appropriate value of 5i, above observations {权⑴’ j = 1, •.., T} can 
be regarded as an approximately independent sample from their posterior density 
(it is similar to the discussion in Chapters 2 and 3). 
It remains to derive the conditional distribution in (4.6) and (4.7). This will 
be done in the next subsection. 
4.2.2 Conditional distributions 
We first consider the conditional distribution of 9 二 {Ox'-, Oy\ 6j)'. Since Gx, Oy 
and 6s are conditionally independent given X, Y^ C and D^ we can consider 
them separately. 
(i) p { e , \ x , Y , c , D ) ^ p { e , \ x , c ) 
Note that 0^ includes the unknown structural parameters in model (4.2). 
Comparing this model with model (3.1) in the last chapter, they are almost the 
same, except for some different notations. So the results (3.9) to (3.14) obtained 
in the last chapter can be applied here. Let ^^ k = ^M： and rik be the dimension 
of A^ ,^ then the conditional distribution of (A“，^^ )^ given X and C is a Normal-
Gamma distribution as follows 
A ^ J X , C > , , � N n , [{CkC',)-'CkXk, {^.kCkCl)-'] , (4.9) 
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and 
x|;a:klX,C �Gamma(aa;Ai,尾知)， (4.10) 
where 
c ^ = {N - rik)/2 and "& = ^x[[I — C ; (C ,C ; ) "^C , ]X , . 




Xki = Xki - ^ KkjCji{^ — lxkj), for i = 1 , . . . , N. 
i=i 
Ck is the part of matrix C without the j-th row if l^kj = 0 for all j = 1 , . . . , n. 
It is a Uk by N matrix. The conditional expectation of yl^ ,^ xj^^k and ^xkk are 
E(AiJX, C) = {CkCl)-'CkXk (4.11) 
E(^fc|J^,C) = aJAcfc, and E(^r,,,|X,C) = ^ . , / K , - l ) , (4.12) 
respectively. 
The conditional distribution p(J"|A^,C) is equal to p(JT|C). Let P = r~^, 
its conditional distribution is a Wishart distribution: 
P\C �Wishartd(CC' ) - i ,AO. (4.13) 
The conditional expectation of F is 
E{r\C) = CC'/{N-n-l). 
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(ii) p{eylX,Y,C,D)=p{6ylY,D) 
Let ipyk = ^ykk^ and A ^ be the collections of all free parameters in k-th. row of 
Ay, by the similar reasonings as above, the conditional distribution of (A^^, >^yk) 
given Y and D is a Normal-Gamma distribution: 
A l , { X , D , i ; y , � N _ [ {D ,D ' , ) - 'D ,Y , , {i^y,D,D',)-'] , (4.14) 
and 
|^^ yk]Y,D � G a m m a ( a * “々)， (4.15) 
where 
ayk = {N — m,)/2, /9,, = U ' ' , [ I — B\{B^B\Y^B^\Y^, 
and rrik is the dimension of yl“ . Yk is a N x 1 vector, which is a transformation 
of Hh row of Y. Its elements are defined as follows 
m 
m = Vki — Y1 KkjVji{^ — lykj), for i = 1，. •.，N. 
j=i 
Dk is the part of matrix D without j-th row if lykj = 0 for all j = 1,. •., m. It 
is a rrik by N matrix. The conditional expectation of A;, i|;yk and ^ykk are 
E{Al , ]Y,D) = {DkD',)-^D,Yk. (4.16) 
E{^yklY,D) = ayk/|3yk and E(W,,&|Y,D) = / ^ , / ( a , , - l ) , (4.17) 
respectively. 
(iii) p i e s \ x , Y , c , D ) = p { e , \ c , D ) 
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Rewrite (4.3) as 
f r j ] 
rji = {B r) “ + C. 
\ ^' 
This equation is similar to (4.1), and hence we can get the conditional distribution 
p[Os]C^ D) similarly. Denote that Ag = {B r) and A = (£>', C'y. They are 
m X (m + n) and (m + n) x N matrices, respectively. Let ^>sk — ^7kki and 
A “ be the vector which includes all free parameters in A;th row of yl5, then 
the conditional distribution of (A^ ,^ ^ j^sk) given C and D is a Normal-Gamma 
distribution as follows 
Al,\C,D,^sk � N t k [{AkA[)-'AkDk. {i^skAkA',)-'] , (4.18) 
and 
?/jsfc|C,D�Gamma(asfc, f^ sk), (4.19) 
where t^  is the dimension of A^ ,^ 
a,, = {N - h)/2, |3sk = ^D[[I — Al(AkAl)-'Ak]i)k, 
and L>k is a N X 1 vector, which is a transformation of A;th row of D. Its elements 
are defined as follows 
m+n 
bki 二 Dki — Y, )^skjAji{^ — hkj), for i = 1, •. •, N. 
j=i 
Ak is the part of matrix A without j-th row if lskj = 0 for all j — 1，• • • , m + n. 
It is a tk by N matrix. The conditional expectation of A^ ,^ ijjsk and ^skk are 
E(A^JC,D) = {AkA:^)-^Akbk (4.20) 
E[^ljsk\C,D) = ask/hk and E ( ^ , , , | C , £ > ) - ^ , , / ( a , , - l ) , (4.21) 
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respectively. 
Now, we consider the conditional distribution p (C ,Z )|X,y , 0). Rewirte (4.1) 
and (4.2) as follows 
/ \ / , \ / \ / \ 
y, = ^y o ”t + � . (4.22) 
V ^^  / V � 4 r / V 1 ) \ 氏 / 
The covariance matrix of ( ” / , ‘ / ) ' is 
(r7. \ ( B-^{rrr'^^s){B-^y B:^Tr\ 
1L = Var = , 
� （ rr'(5-y r ) 
where _Bo = I — B. Similar to the first part of Appendix A.1, we have 
/ / \ \ 11 \ \ rji rji 
P ]X,Y,6 = p \xi,yi,6 
\ \ ^ ' / / \ V ^ ' / / 
OC Nm+n[f^Li, "zJ’ 
where 
(A'^-'Vi \ 
/XL, = "L ‘ ^ ^ (4.23) 
V A. '^- 'Xi 乂 
and 
( A ' ^ - ^ A y o \ 
" r = rr+ ‘ ‘ ‘ ,,, ” . (4.24) 
V � A / ^ T 4 ； 
( ” / , € / ) ' are mutually conditional independent for i — 1, • •., N. 
From the above derivations, we know that the conditional distributions in-
volved in the data augmentation algorithm belong to some common distribution 
families, such as normal, Gamma and Wishart distribution. It is very convenient 
to draw random variates from these distributions, hence, the iteration in data 
augmentation algorithm is simple. Till now, the procedure of data augmentation 
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algorithm is completed. 
4.3 Posterior analysis 
4.3.1 Rao-Blackwellized estimation 
Suppose T observations in (4.8) have been obtained. Their distributions are ap-
proximately equal to the corresponding posterior distributions. Therefore, these 
approximately independent samples can be used to do posterior analysis of the 
LISREL model. 
At first, we use the posterior mean E(^|X, Y) as the Bayesian estimate of 
the structural parameter vector 9. The Rao-Blackwellized estimate of E(0|X, Y) 
has the following form: 
� = ‘ f > ( ^ | X , Y , C ( n , Z ) W ) . (4.25) 
丄i=i 
The conditional expectation of every component of 0 has an analytical form, 
which is given in the last subsection. 
In behavioural science, the values of factor scores are also of interest. Based 
on our approach, it is easy to obtain the estimates of factor scores. We still use 
the posterior means E(^^|X, Y ) and E(r7^ -|X, Y) as the Bayesian estimates of ¢^  
and Tfi respectively. These posterior means can be estimated by the following 
Rao-Blacwellized estimates through the T observations in (4.8): 
, ^ : 1 = \ E E [ ( 了 ] |X, Y , e i A = i £ t ^ (4.26) 
\ L } F i Vv ^' / / F i 
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for i = 1, • • •, N^ where 必! is expressed by (4.23), and the superscript means 
that fjiLi is computed through (4.23) and (4.24) at 的). 
4.3.2 Asymptotic properties and goodness-of-fit statistic 
We now discuss the asymptotic properties of the procedure developed in previous 
sections for the LISREL model. Since the derivations of these results are similar 
to those in Section 3.3, we only present the results without proof. 
Since the observations in (4.8) are approximately independent, the Rao-Blackwellized 
A 
estimate 9 in (4.25) is a consistent estimate of E(^|X, Y) as T tends to infinity. 
In fact, this conclusion is still true if the observations in (4.8) are not independent 
(see Section 7.1 for more detail). In addition, (£c/，y/)' is independent identical 
distributed from p[x^y\6). If it is assumed that 0^ is the true value of G, then, 
by the Bayesian asymptotic theory, we have 
E(6I|X, Y) - e,�7V(o, Var(<9|X, Y)), (4.27) 
if N is sufficiently large. Combining above results, we have 
e - e,�iV(o,Var(6/|J^,Y)), (4.28) 
if both N and T are sufficiently large. It means that the Rao-Blackwellized 
estimate of 0 is asymptotic normal with mean 6 .^ When T is large, the dispersion 
of 9 is mainly determined by Var(0|X, Y), which decreases as the sample size 
N increases. The analytical form of Var(0|X,Y) is difficult to obtain, so we use 
the observations in (4.8) to give an estimate through following equation: 
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； ^ | ： ( 妙 ) — 句 ( 肿 ) — 句 〜 (4.29) 
丄-1 Fl 
where 0 is the sample mean of 权(力 for j = 1, • • •, T. Since 0(力 are approxi-
mately independent, above quantity is an unbiased and consistent estimates of 
Var(0|X, y ) . When T is sufficiently large, the difference between Var(0|X, Y) 
and (4.29) can be ignored. 
When we use Rao-Blackwellized estimates (4.26) as the Bayesian estimates of 
factor scores, the error consists two parts. In general, we take sufficiently large 
T, then by the similar discussion in Section 3.3.1, we can ignore one of parts, 
and only consider the part which is determined by posterior covariance matrix 
Var((r//,^/)'|X, Y) = Var((77/,�/y|«“yi). It can be estimated by 
T � / U) \ 1 ~ \1 � / (i) \ / ~ \1' 
l f # ) _ 仏 * ) — & (4 30) 
T - 1 ^ 广⑴ p 广⑴ p , ( • 」 
j=iLV& / \ t y M L V � / \ 1 乂_ 
� / ‘ \ ('� 
for i = l,.--,7V, where f]^ and ^^  are the sample means of i]?) and ^^ ^ for 
j = 1,. •. ,T, respectively. Therefore, the error of factor score estimate only de-
pends on the dimension of yi and Xi. It becomes smaller when p and q are larger. 
For testing the parameter structure S = X"(0), where I^{0) is expressed by 
(1.4), we use the following statistic 
QL{0) = {N - l)[log |割 + tr(SX-i(0)) - log |5| - {p + q)], 
where S is the sample covariance matrix of { (y / , a;/), i = 1, •. ., N}. For the LIS-
A 
REL model, Browne (1974) has proved that Qhi^Mh) is asymptotic chi-squared 
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as N tends to infinity, where OML is the maximum likelihood estimates of 0. 
A 
Since Rao-Blackwellized estimate 0 tends to E(^|X, Y) as T tends to infinity, 
and y/N{Fj{6\X^ Y) — OMi) tends to zero as N tends to infinity, thus, by similar 
reasonings as in Section 3.3.2, we have 
A L 2 
QL{^) """^ X(p+g)(p+g + l)/2-7, 
as N and T tend to infinity, where 7 is the dimension of unknown parameter 
vector 0. 
4.4 Simulation study 
Simulation study 2. The Joreskog k, S6bom's (1988, p.l73) Model B was 
used to do simulation studies. Their estimated values of structural parameters 
are treated as the true values of parameters in this simulation study. This model 
takes the form as follows 
/ \ / 1 n \ / ^ \ 
yi 1 0 6i 
V2 0.89 0 ( 7/1 \ £2 , � 
"2 二 —— + , (4.31) 
V3 0 1 \ m y £3 
\ y4 / \ 0 M5. / \ £4 / 
and 
( \ ( 1 \ ( c \ 
Xi 1 ^ Oi , � 
二 t + , (4.32) 
V h ) \ _ / V � ) 
with the structural equation model 
( A J • D ) H + M a ( M . (4.33) 
W ^ ; ( _ 0 八 " " [ ^ ) [C2) 
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The covariance matrices of the factor score ( and the error terms are 
r = Var(0 = M I , % = Var(e) 二 Diag(4.02,3.19,3.70,3.62), 
^ = Var(^) = Diag(2.95,2.61) and ¢^ , = Var(C) = Diag(5.3h3.74). 
In above equations, only the elements with underline are treated as the unknown 
parameters to be estimated. There are a total of 15 unknown parameters. 
The first step of the simulation study is to generate random observations 
{(y/,a?/) ' , i = l , . . . ,7V}. The error terms £“ 6{ and ¢^  are generated from 
the normal distributions with zero means and the covariance matrices defined as 
above, i.e. use the true values of the parameters. The factor score ^ are drawn 
from 7V(o,jT). The values of rji are computed through structural equation mod-
els (4.33). After these quantities are obtained, yi and Xi are computed through 
model (4.31) and (4.32). Repeating the above procedure N times, the observed 
data set is obtained, which will be used for further analysis. 
The data augmentation algorithm is used to generate observations (4.8) whose 
equilibrium distributions are the corresponding posterior distributions. Using 
these observations, the Rao-Blackwellized estimate of 6 is computed by (4.25). 
We first study the convergence of the process. The batch means are used to mon-
itor the convergence. Taking 100 as the sample size of batches, we compute the 
values of batch means similar to (3.24). For N — 200 and 500 we plot the batch 
means corresponding to six unknown parameters in (4.31) to (4.33) in Figures 
4.1 and 4.2. Both of them show that J is less than 100, i.e., the process has been 
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converged before 100th iteration. The convergence of the process for other val-
ues of N is similar. Thus, it is reasonable to take J = 100 in this simulation study. 
For testing the accuracy of the Bayesian estimates of structural parameters, 
100 replications are used to compute the summary statistics: Mean, STD and 
RMSE, which are defined similarly as in the Simulation study 1 of Section 3.2.2. 
The results are reported in Table 4.1 for N 二 200, 500 and 1000 (T=2000). 
These results show that the estimates are quite accurate even for N — 200. As 
N increases, the accuracy of estimates also increases. 
From the discussion in Section 4.3.2, we know that the error of the Rao-
Blackwellized type Bayesian estimates is mainly depends on Var(^|X, Y) which 
can be computed by (4.29). Since the values are very close for different repli-
cations, we only present the values of the diagonal elements and corresponding 
square roots of Var(^lX, Y ) for one replication in Table 4.2 (7V = 200, 500 and 
1000). Since T is large, the difference between Var(^|X, Y) and (4.29) can be 
ignored. Furthermore, it is noted that in Table 4.1, STD is obtained through the 
100 replications, while Table 4.2 gives the approximately value of Var(0|X, Y). 
Approximately, these results are closed each other. For example, when N = 200, 
STD for Xy2i is .1186 in Table 4.1, while the theoretical standard deviation is 
0.103 as given in Table 4.2. 
The estimates of factor scores can be computed by (4.26). Just give an ex-
ample, we compute estimates of 200 vectors of the factor scores for N = 200. 
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Similar to Simulation study 1 of Section 3.2.2, we do 50 replications for same 
data set of true values of (77/, ^ /) ', i = 1，.. •, N. The summary statistics Mean, 
STD, and RMSE are computed, and the corresponding results of first 8 cases are 
listed in Table 4.3. Though p and q are only equal to 4 and 2, the factor scores 
estimates can not be too accurate, Table 4.3 shows that the estimates also can 
give a rough description of the true values of factor scores. The scatter plots of 
(7;1,7y2) in Figure 4.3 also show that the distribution of Rao-Blackwellized esti-
mates is approximately equal to that of true values. Since the behaviour of factor 
scores estimates mainly depend on the dimensions of Xi and yi, they are similar 
for different N in this simulation study. Thus, we only present the simulated 
results for N = 200. 
In addition, since we take T = 2000, the errors in estimating factor scores 
are mainly depend on posterior covariance matrix Var((r7/, ^/)'|«^, y^). It can 
be computed by (4.30). Table 4.3 listed the values of the diagonal elements of 
Var((?7/, ^/)'|«i, Vi) and their square roots for 8 cases for one replication. The 
values of other replications are similar. Comparing them with the sample stan-
dard deviations obtained in the simulation study with 50 replications, i.e., STD 
in the same table, they are very closed. 
For testing if the goodness-of-fit statistic is chi-squared for sufficiently large 
A 
N and T, 100 values of Qhifi) are computed from the replications. For the model 
discussed in this simulation study, p + q = 6，7 = 15，and the degrees of freedom 
is 6. The chi-squared P-P plots and Kolmogrov- Smirnov test are used to test this 
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hypothesis. For N = 1500 and 2000 with T 二 2000, the P-P plots are given by 
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively, with the p-values of Kolmogrov-Smirnov test. 
It shows that they are approximately chi-squared. In addition, we compute the 
A A A 
values of Qh{^) and Qh{^ML) for same data set, where QL[0ML) is obtained by 
the LISREL 7 software (Joreskog & Sobom, 1988). Table 4.4 listed their values 
A A 
when N = 900. It shows that Qh{^) is very closed to Oz (^^ ML). The p-values of 
A 
Kolmogrov-Smirnov test are 0.0115 and 0.0574 for 100 values of Qh{0) and 100 
A * A 
values of QL(0ML), respectively. Hence, it seems that for this model both Qz^(0) 
A 
and Q_L(^ ML) are chi-squared for large sample sizes only. 
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Chapter 5. A Bayesian estimation of factor 
score with non-standard data 
The posterior analysis of factor scores in a confirmatory factor analysis model 
with polytomous, censored or truncated data is investigated in this chapter. For 
polytomous data, the posterior distributions of the factor score are studied in 
Section 5.1, and estimates of the factor scores are obtained to be the location 
parameters of the posterior distributions. The covariance matrix of the posterior 
distribution is investigated in Section 5.2. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 present two more 
efficient methods. In section 5.3, the data augmentation algorithm is applied to 
get posterior mean of the factor scores. Section 5.4 investigates the application 
of the EM algorithm in obtaining a posterior mode estimate of the distribution. 
In Sections 5.5 and 5.6，the similar procedure is applied to analyze censored and 
truncated data, respectively. Results of some simulation studies are presented to 
illustrate some nice properties of the estimates. 
5.1 General Bayesian approach to polytomous data 
Let 
叫 = 卜 1 “ 。 (5.1) 
Xu ^2 
be the basic factor analysis model, where Xo {r x 1) and Xu {s x 1) are vectors 
of continuous variables, A^ {r X n) and A^ {s x n) are factor loading matrices, ^ 
(n X 1) is a vector of factor scores with distribution 7V(o,_T), and 6 is a q by 1 
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vector of error measurements with distribution A (^o, ¢^), where q 二 r + 5. It is 
assumed that ^ and 6 are uncorrelated and 
¢^ o ^= ， 
o ¢2 
where ¢"1 (r x r) and ^^ (5 x 5) are diagonal matrices. Now, suppose only exact 
measurements of xo are observed, but that polytomous versions of xu^ which 
denoted by ajp, will be observed rather than xus themselves. Similar to Lawley 
k Maxwell (1971), and Anderson (1984), we will assume in this chapter that 
the parameters in 表，A^^ P , ¢"1 and ¢"2 of the covariance structure for these 
variables are known. In practical applications, these parameters are replaced by 
their estimates, and it is assumed that the sampling errors can be ignored. The 
more general situation with unknown structural parameters will be discussed in 
the following chapters. 
Suppose that the information of Xu in model (5.1) is only given by an ob-
servable polytomous random vector «尸，such that the elements of Xp is given 
by 
Xpi <^ l,o;pi < Xui < ai,a:pi+l 
Xp = 丨 if : , (5.2) 
Xps ^s,xps < XUs < O^s,xps+l 
— 」 
where xp '^s are integers and the a's are some appropriate thresholds that define 
the categories. Like the other basic parameters in the model, it is assumed that 
all a，s are known in this chapter, and we focus to estimate the factor scores. 
Let p{^) be the density function of ^, p{xol^) be the conditional density 
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function of Xo given 之，p[xu\xo^^) be the conditional density function of Xu 
given x o and ^, and Pr(a;p|ajo,^) be the conditional probability of xp given x o 
and ¢. Since in equation (5.1), Xo and Xu are independent with a given ¢, so 
p[xu\xo^^) = p{xu\^) and Pr(ajp|aJo,^) =Pr(a3p|^) . According to the Bayes 
theorem, the conditional density function of ^ given x o and x p is given by 
(“ ）= p[i)p{xo\i)Vv{xp\xo,i) 
风< •，P) — lRnPiC)p{^omT{xplXo,m 
= p ( ^ M ^ o | Q P r ( ^ p | 0 �� 
—/i .np (OK®olOPr(^rp lO^^ ' ^ • ) 
Since the distribution of ^ is 7V(o,r"), and the conditional distribution of Xo 
given ‘ is N{A^^^ tf^J, the expressions of p{^) and p{xo\^) can be easily derived. 
Moreover, since the conditional distribution of xj j given ^ is N(A^^^ ^^) , we 
have 
Q l^,xpi < Xui < Qfi,a;pi+1 
Pr(a;p|0 = Pr ： ^ 
^s,xps < ^Us — ^s,a:ps+l 
= f {27r ) - ' / '\^ ,\- ' / ' exp{ - {xu - A , ^ y ^ ; ^ { x u - A ,^ ) /2 ]dxu , (5.4) 
JA 
with 
0^1,xpi < Xui < Q^ l,a;pi + l 
A = 丨 . 
^s,xps < ^Us ^ < s^,a::ps+l 
Therefore, the posterior density function of ^ is proportional to 
P (OP(®o|OPr( " IO 
二（ 2 7 r ) + + � / 2 | r � i / 2 ^ - " 2 | t f ^ 2 | - i / 2 y A e x p { i ( a ^ f 7 ) / 2 ^ % (5.5) 
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where 
g{xu) = C'r-'^ + {xo - A,0'K'i^o - A,0 + i^u - A,^y^-^{xu - yl.0 
= [ ^ - A;^{A[^-^xo + A'^^;^xu)]'A,[^ - A;^{A[^-^xo + KK'xu)] 
+(aj[/ — fiyA^{xu - M) + xo'A^xo — A '^Ai^ t, (5.6) 
and 
M = A - ( t f ^ " M , A ; M > - a J o ) , (5.7) 
Ai = ^ ; ^ - ^ ; ' A , A ; ' A [ ^ ; \ (5.8) 
A , = r - i + A[W-^A, + A X — i ^ (5.9) 
A3 = i ^ - ' - ^ - ' A , A ; ' A [ ^ - \ (5.10) 
We use the posterior mean of ^ as an estimate of factor scores, which is denoted 
A 
by ^BP- It is noted that 
E(^|aj0,ajp) = / ^p(^|«o,ajp)o?^ 
JR^ 
二 V^K^)K^olQPr(a^p|Ocf^ I 
—inr^v{i)v{Mi)^AMi)di 
_ Jnn $ fA exp{-g{xu/2)dxud^ 
Inn fA exp{-g{xu/2]dxud^ 
= f A fn- i Qyjy{-g{xu|2)dxud^ 
— f A fRr^ exp{-g{xu/2)dxud^ • 
Also note that exp{-g{xu)/2} is proportional to the density function of a normal 
distribution, hence according to the definition of expectation and the property of 
a density function, the above quantity can be simplified as 
f^ A - ' { A [ ^ - ' x p + A'^^-'xu) exp{_(a;" - fJ,yA,(xu — fjL)/2)dxu 
f^ exp{-(xu - ^yA,(xu 一 fji)/2]dxu 
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- A ; ^ A [ ^ - ^ x o + A -M>-^(Ax + fiu) 
_ ~1 , 「 ，"~"* 1 「 _ 
_ ^1 ^1 o Xo 
—^2 • 
^2 J [ o ¢^ J [ fi + fJ^ u 
Therefore, 
A , Xn 
^sp=E{^ lxo ,xp ) = A - ^ A ^ - ^ • , (5.11) 
/x + AXt/ 
where A' = [A[^A'^) and 
" " = / A i xuexp{-x'^A,xu/2)dxu (5 丄。） 
/Ai exp{-x'jjA^xu/2)dxu , 
and 
^i,xpi — "1 < xui < Q^i,^ i+i — fJ'i 
A i = ； , 
_ C^s,ocps — "s < XUs < <^ s,xp3+l - fJ's _ 
with /x' 二 {fjLi^.. •, fj,s) be the vector that given in (5.7). 
From (5.11), we know that if we get the value of 购,then it is easy to obtain 
the estimate ^sp- So the remaining problem is to compute fjLu in (5.12). Note that 
exp(-aj'^AiaJt//2) is proportional to the density function of A^(o, A~^). There 
are many numerical methods to compute the integrals involve in ^u (see, e.g. 
Shaw, 1988; Oh k Berger, 1993; Fang k Wang, 1993 and Genz, 1992). However, 
we use the simple Monte Carlo method that proposed in Kiefer (1961). In this 
method, to compute f^ h{xu)dxu for some complicated function h{xu) over any 
finite region H, we only need to generate random vectors ：^” • • •，z^  which have 
uniform distribution on H, then 
V{n)[h{z,)^---^h{zT)]/T^ j h{xu)dxu, as T ^ oo, (5.13) 
J r2 
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where V{Q,) denotes the volume of 0 . The rate of convergence of the Monte Carlo 
method is 0(T"^/^) in average (see, Kiefer, 1961). Thus, applying the result in 
(5.13) to (5.12), we have 
fl^l(^l) + ---+^l(^r) rp (. T.X 
( � , ;~~-(~~r ^ ^ f^u, as T ~"^ > oo, 5.14) 
92[z^) + . ' _+^( ; sT) 
whereg^{xu) = Xu exp{-x'^A^Xu/2}, Q:,{xu) = exp{-x'jjA^Xu/2} and ^；”. •.， 
ZT have uniform distribution on Ai. Simulation study shows that the above 
method is accurate enough with sufficiently large T. 
If some of the intervals in Ai are infinite, say of the type —oo < yi < a, we 
can replaced them by ^ < y^ < a with a sufficiently small [3. Let a" be the (z, z)th 
element of A ^ , it can be shown that if ^ is taken to be -6 (a " ) "2 , the error of 
this replacement in computing the integrals /^ ^ XuGxp{-x'jjA^Xu|2]dxu and 
/^^ eyi^{-XjjA^Xjj|2^dxu is about 10—8. Similarly, for infinite intervals of the 
type a < yi < oo, they can be replaced by a < yi < /?, with j3 taken to be 6(a")^/^. 
A more general and effective approach for computing (5.12) is importance i 
sampling algorithm (see, for example, Tanner, 1993). In fact, if we let f{xu)= 
g2{xu)lA1^ where 1^ ^ is the index function in Ai, then (5.12) is just an expecta-
tion of the form 
fxuf{xu)dxu 
“ 一 ( " " ) = / f{xu)dxu • (5.15) 
Importance sampling can be described as follows. Choose a density function 
h(Xjj), called the importance function, and estimate (5.15) by 
^. � T : I = i ^M^i) , � . . X 
E ( ^ ) 二 E L - ( - 0 ， (5.16) 
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where w[z{) = f[zi)/h[zi) and Zi, i = 1,.. •, T, are identical distributed random 
samples from the density function h[zi). Under mild conditions (e.g., the sup-
A 
port of the importance function includes the support of /(z^)), E(a?^) converges 
to E{xu) with probability 1, as T ~> oo. Apparently, the precision and efficiency 
of the approximation heavily depends on the choice of the importance function 
h(Xfj). The rules for choosing a good importance function have been discussed, 
e.g., Kloek & van Dijk (1978) and Oh k Berger (1992, 1993). When the impor-
tance function is taken as the density of the uniform distribution in Ai, (5.16) is 
reduced to (5.14). 
For models only involve continuous variables, we have s 二 0, p and fjiu do 
A 
not exist and A = A^. Hence, the expression of ^gp can be simplified as 
i = A - ' A ' ^ - ' x o 二（r_i + A'^- 'A)-^A'^^- 'xo. (5.17) 
In particular, for exploratory factor analysis models where F = J, equation (5.17) 
is the same as that given in Bartholomew (1981, eqt.6). Therefore, our develop- |i 1 I 
ment provides a unified approach that can be applied to more complicated models 
and situations. 
Simulation study 3. A simulation study has been conducted to study the 
performance of various Bayesian estimates of the factor score in the confirmatory 
factor analysis model as defined in (5.1). In this study, we consider a model with 
8 variables and 2 factors, and the true values of parameters are taken to be 
, 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0 0 0 0 1 \ 1.0 0.6 
A = , r = , 
0 0 0 0 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.6 1.0 
- J L- 一 
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and ¢^  = 0.36ig, where Ig is an 8 x 8 identity matrix. Random samples {^ ¾]-
and {6i} were generated from the corresponding multivariate normal distribu-
tions with the given F and 审,and with size 100. Then, a random sample of 
continuous observations was obtained based on equations (5.1). For each of these 
original continuous observations, the estimate of its factor score is first obtained 
via the regression method as described in Lawley and Maxwell (1971). This kind 
A 
of estimate is denoted by ^ (see equation (5.17)), it is obtained based on the full 
information provided from the continuous observations and hence will be used as 
a standard in illustrating the accuracy of the Bayesian estimates for polytomous 
data. Then, the continuous observations were transformed to polytomous obser-
vations for further studies. 
We first study the polytomous data with the number of polytomous variables 
I 
equals to 2, 4 and 8，respectively. For <s = 2, and 4, we have both continuous 
and polytomous variables in the model, while for s = 8, we only have polyto- | 
i 
mous variables. For convenience, we assume the values of thresholds are equal ^ 
for all polytomous variables. The original continuous data were transformed to 
various types of continuous and/or polytomous data via the following symmet-
ric and asymmetric thresholds: (A) ( - oo , -1.5, —0.7, 0.7, 1.5, +oo), (B) 
( - o o , -1.6, -0.8, 0.6’ 1.4, +oo), (C) ( - oo , -1.0, 1.0，+oo), (D) (_oo, -1.0, 
0.0, +oo). Then for each ( « o / , « p / ) ' , i — 1, •. •, 100, the factor score estimate 
^BPi was obtained using (5.11). In the Monte Carlo method to approximate the 
integrals in (5.12), we found that the result is satisfactory with T = 50, 000. We 
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also have tried T = 100,000 and 1,000,000, and observed that the result was 
A 
basically unchanged. The computer times required for obtaining the 100 ^BPi i^ 
various cases was roughly ranged from 82 (<s = 2) to 275 (<s = 8) seconds, using a 
HP735 machine. Thus, this Bayesian estimate is feasible to obtain in practice. 
A A 
To compare the estimate ^^p with the regression estimate ^ from the original 
continuous observations, we define for j==l,2 
100 
dBP^{j) = ^BP^) - iO ' ) , ^BP(J) = (：0如尸心))2/100)"2 
i=l 
and dsp{j) is the mean of the dBPi{j)- The values of these statistics are reported 
in Table 5.1. From this table, we observe that (i) In general, the Bayesian es-
timates perform reasonably well under various situation in the sense that they 
A 
are quite close to the estimates ^ that obtained from the original continuous 
observations, (ii) The behavior of the Bayesian estimates under the symmetric 
thresholds are very similar to those under the asymmetric thresholds, (iii) As 
< (‘, i'f 
expected, for factor score that related to more continuous variables，the Bayesian 
I 
A i  
estimate is closer to the estimate ^. (iv) The Bayesian estimates perform better 
with a larger number of categories. 
A A 
Furthermore, to compare roughly the bivariate distributions of ^^p and ^, 
A A 
the 100 Bayesian estimates {^BPi} were plotted against {^J. We observed from 
these scattered plots that the behaviors of the Bayesian estimates corresponding 
to the symmetric thresholds and the asymmetric thresholds are very similar, so to 
save space, only the plots that related to the asymmetric thresholds are displayed 
in Figures 5.1 to 5.3. It can be seen from these figures that the distribution of 
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A • A 
{�BPi } in various cases are basically equal to the distributions of {^J, hence fur-
A 
ther statistical inference that based on {^^pJ should be similar to that based on 
A 
{¢^} from the original continuous observations if available. Moreover, the other 
information carried in these plots are agreeable with the previous findings from 
Table 5.1. 
5.2 Covariance matrix of the posterior distribution 
To give more insight about the estimate and the impact of the lost information 
from the continuous measurements to polytomous measurements, it is desirable 
to derive the covariance matrix of the posterior distribution (^|aJo,ajp). 
Based on the results given by Louis (1982) and Tanner (1993), the covariance 
matrix of the posterior distribution (^|aJo,ajp) is given by the negative inverse 
i 
of the Hessian matrix of log|p((a3o,iCp)], where p(^|a?o,®p) is the correspond-
( 
ing posterior density function. Moreover, according to Tanner (1993), a more \ 
* 
convenient way to evaluate this Hessian matrix is via the following expression 
dHog[p{ilxo,xp)] - _ r dHog[p{ilxo,xu)] 
d ^ - Jxu d^di' M^^ xo,xp,^)dxu 
— V a r ^ l � g b G e j f ，~”, (5.18) 
where Var{.} denotes the corresponding covariance matrix taken over the condi-
tional distribution of Xu given Xo-> Xp and ¢. For the standard case where exact 
measurements of xjj are observed, it can be seen from (5.1) that the posterior 
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density of ^ given xo and xu is 
p{C{xo,xu) CX |r?|-i/2exp{—|[�—fi{xu)YO-'[^ — M®c/)]}, (5.19) 
where 
fji{xu) = f2A'i^-'吻 and Q = ( r _ i + A > " M ) " ^ (5.20) 
Xu 
Therefore, it can be shown that 
^ | ^ ^ = - r 2 i - _ M , (5.21) 
and 
- ^ ^ i ^ l M = r 2 - . (5.22) 
did� ^ ) 
Furthermore, let i7^ = Var{^log|p(^|a?o,«t/)]/^^}, then from (5.21), it is ob-
tained that 
f2m = f2~^[Ydil{fl{xu)\XojXp,^)]0-^ ： 
I 
= A ' ^ - ' o o ¢ ^ - ^ . (5.23) I 
o Ysn{xu]xp^^) * 
From expressions (5.18) to (5.23), it can be seen that the covariance matrix of 
the posterior distribution is equal to 
0* 二（r?-i - f2m)-\ (5.24) 
According to the missing information principle (see, Louis, 1982), the matrix f2m 
can be regarded as the related missing information from Xu to £Cp. So, its mag- , 
1 
nitude gives some ideas about the impact of loss of information. In particular, 
if xu is observed, then Var(a3^|ajp,^) = o, ^？饥=o, and hence H* — f2. This 
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finding agrees with the result given in Bartholomew (1981). Of course, on the 
other hand, if there is no «• , f?^ = yl'tf^-iVar(a;c/|ajp,$)tf^-iyl and the impact 
of loss of information is more serious. 
To evaluate Var(aj[/|a3p,^), it should be noted that the conditional distribu-
tions {xjji{xp^ ¢), • • •, {xusl^p^^) are independent, and hence Ya.i{xjj\xp,^) is a 
diagonal matrix with the A;th diagonal element equal to Yeii{xuk\^p： ^)- Since 
the conditional distribution of xjjk given ^ is 7V[yt:&$ 2^,kk]^  it can be shown that 
for polytomous vector ajp, 
Var(x^A;|a;p,^) = E{x^j^{xp,^) — [Fj{xuk]xp,C)f 
=^i/2 f akexp{-al/2} - 6fcexp{-^/2} 
— ^ 2 ' ^ n ^ (2^)V2[$(6,) _ $(a,)] 
i 
r e x p { - g ^ / 2 ) - e x p { - ^ / 2 } ] ^ ] j 
- . ( 2 . ) V 2 [ $ ( ^ ) - $ ( a . ) ] J /， （'」。） j 
where | 
, , "2 , I 
ak = %]!k[(^Kxpu — KA] and bk 二 ^2,K/[<^A;,v,+i Kk^]^ (5-26) <» 
and $ is the distribution function of the standard normal distribution. 
Simulation study 3 (continuous). Now, we consider the covariance ma-
trix of the posterior distributions. From (5.19), it can be seen that the co-
variance matrix of ^ given the continuous observation is f2, which is equal to 
(_r-i + A'^~^A)~^. Based on the given population values of JT, A and ^ in 
this study, the eigenvalues of f2 are computed, and they are equal to 0.104 and 
A 
0.129. Thus, the standard errors of ^ are roughly ranged from 0.322 to 0.360. For 
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the polytomous data, the covariance matrix of the posterior distribution ^ given 
{xo-,Xp) can be computed via expressions (5.23) to (5.26), and hence its eigen-
values can also be computed. For example, when consider threshold type B with 
(r,s) = (6,2), xp' = (1,1) and ^sp(2) = —1.0, we have YEn{xuklxp,^) = 0.180, 
hence the corresponding eigenvalues are 0.110 and 0.154. As a result, the stan-
A 
dard errors of ^^p are roughly ranged from 0.332 to 0.392. It seems that the 
impact of loss of information for this case is not serious. 
In practice, more simulation studies can be considered to study the poste-
rior variations of the various Bayesian estimates and compare the results to that 
obtaining from the regression estimates with the original continuous data. We 
j 
illustrate this point via following simulated results. 丨'| 
The basic setting was the same as in Simulation study 3 in Section 5.1, except | 
. . I that here we also considered a larger model with 16 variables and 2 factors. For 
… . . i 
the polytomous data, in addition to the previous cases in the smaller model, | 
0 
cases with (r, 5) equals to (12,4), (8,8) and (0,16) were also considered in the 
larger model. The values of the thresholds and the pattern of A were the same 
as before. Hence, we include the results on the prediction of ¢^ - based on a 16 by 
1 observed random vector. Let 
eBP^{j) = kBP&J) — m , ^m{j) = lU) - m . J = 1,2. 
The means and standard deviations of the esp and eji based on 100 replications 
were computed. We found that the means of eBP and CR are very small, and as 
expected, they are very close to each other. Hence, only the standard deviations 
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(SD) are presented in Table 5.2. Moreover, since results from the symmetric and 
asymmetric thresholds are similar, to save space, only results corresponding to 
the asymmetric thresholds (types B and D) are presented. Based on the results 
in Table 5.2, we observed that : (i) The behaviors of the Bayesian estimates agree 
with our previous findings, for examples, they perform better with a larger num-
ber of categories and with continuous variables, (ii) The variation of the Bayesian 
estimates is larger than the variation of the regression estimates that obtained 
from the original continuous data; however, the difference is rather small except 
. • i 
perhaps those that only relating to polytomous variables with a small number of , 
categories. Hence, the impact of lost information from continuous data to poly- j 
. I tomous data is not significant, (iii) For both types of estimates, the standard ‘ 
. . . . I deviations generally decrease as the number of variables in Xo increases. This | 
may be due to the fact that the useful information available for predicting the | 




5.3 Data augmentation 
In Section 5.1, we derived the appropriate posterior distribution and obtain the 
factor scores estimates by computing the posterior mean. It involved computa-
tion of some multiple integrals (5.12) and which was handled by Monte Carlo 
methods, but it takes long computer time to achieve the solution. To overcoming 
this weakness, we try to investigate some more efficient methods to obtain the 
factor scores estimates in this and the following sections. 
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The data augmentation (Tanner k Wang, 1987) method is applied in this 
section to compute the posterior mean of the factor scores. We treat x^ as an 
augmented vector, and generate a random variate from its conditional distribution 
in every iteration. We use the one-run method to generate the process and to 
collect the observations. Similar to the derivations in Chapter 3，the {j + l)th 
iteration of the data augmentation algorithm is given as follows: 
(i) draw (^^ +^ ) from p{^]xo,x^^^); 
(ii) draw x\j^ ^^  from p{xu\xo^xp,^^^^^^). 
！ 
Since £ has the normal distribution iV(o,JT), the conditional distribution of ^ 
:1 
given (xo,x^^) is also a normal distribution 7V(/x(d, f2) with | 
r ^ 1 I 
f j p � = r?y l> - i 1 , and f2 = (r—i + A > - M ) - \ (5.27) | 
^u ：, 
} 
where x^j^ represents the "variate which was generated in the jih. iteration. The | 
. i 
proof of above results is similar to (i) of Appendix A.1. � _ 
After selecting a number J where the process is assumed to be converged 
after J iterations, and a spacing Si such that the observations obtained in tth 
and (t + 5i)th iterations are regarded as approximately independent, we collected 
T observations similar to the previous chapters. These observations are denoted 
by 
/ ¢(0 \ ( ^i-) \ ( ^iT)� 
T ( 1 ) , x[i^ ， … ® ( T ) . 
\ ^u 乂 V ^u / V ®^ 
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Thus, the Rao-Blackwellized estimate of the vector of factor scores is 
T T 
hnp = f E m ^ o . x ^ ^ ^ ) = . E ^ , (5.28) 
j=i i=i 
where � � i s expressed by (5.27). 
In our application of the data augmentation algorithm, the remaining compu-
tational problem is to generate random variate from the conditional distribution 
of xu from density function p(ajj7|a3o,®p,0 — P{^ul^p^^)- Since ^^ is diagonal, 
given 之，ocui, •..，^Us are mutually independent with distribution N{A'^ j^ ^^ ^2,kk) 
for k = 1,. •., 5, where A'^j^ is the k-th row of matrix A：,. Therefore, 
I 
f 
, , � ^{xuk\A'^ ki,^^,kk) OLk,xpk < XUk < Otk,xpk^ l, 1 
p{xuk Xp,^) oc . . 
0 otherwise, ? 
where ^{xukl '^^ k^^ ^ ,^kk) is the density function of the normal distribution 7V(yi“《， i 
:l 
¢^ 2 kk)- There are several approaches to generate random number from this kind T 
‘ I 
• . '« 
of distributions. In this section, we use the rejection method (see, for example, • 
Ross, 1990). The details are given in Appendix A.2. * 
Simulation study 3 (continuous). To illustrate the data augmentation 
method, we consider the model that was presented in Section 5.1. Table 5.3 
listed some summary statistics which are defined similar to that in Sections 5.1 
and 5.2 for 100 replications. The conclusions implied in this table are similar 
as before. The computer time is largely depend on the choices of Si and T, for 
A 
examples, for obtaining 100 (DPi when s 二 2，the CPU time is 5.11 seconds for 
5i = 5 and T = 100 and 48.31 seconds for 5i = 20 and T = 1000. 
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5.4 EM Algorithm 
The main purpose of this section is to demonstrate how to apply the EM algo-
rithm to obtain a Bayesian estimate of the factor score in a confirmatory factor 
analysis model with polytomous variables. Unlike that in Sections 5.1 and 5.3, 
the Bayesian estimate will be taken as the posterior mode of the appropriate 
posterior distribution in this section. This modal estimate will be obtained via f 
. . 
the EM algorithm. We will demonstrate that the E-step and the M-step can be 1¾ 
. . . i 
implemented easily and the algorithm is extremely efficient. ‘ 
} 
I Here, the random vector Xjj is treated as missing but with partial information ！ 
given by xp^ and the factor score ^ will be estimated by the posterior mode of | 
the posterior distribution {^]xo,Xp). For a given observed xu^ let I 
冬 
" ⑷ 二 logbGei®。，^)] = -^ log(l"l) — ^ K — ^i{xu)]'^-'[^ — fi{xu)l (5.29) I 
f 
( . x ^ 
where fJi{xu) and f2 are given by (5.20). Let 之⑴ be the current guess to the 
posterior mode at the jth iteration, the basic EM iteration to obtain ¢(*^ +1) is 
given as follows: 
E-step: Find E^(€)|a?o,®P,^(")]，where the expectation is taken over the con-
ditional distribution of Xu given a?o,之⑴ and xp. 
M-step: Determine ¢("^ +1) to be a value which maximizes E[g{^)]xo,xp,^^^^], 
the expected value obtained at the E-step. 
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From (5.29), the E-step is given by: 
E[g{^)\xo^xp,^(^)] = -^log(|r?!) — “ r ? - i � 
—_A^(a3d'"-iAi(®t7)|aJo，ic_p,^ +�'r?-iE[AX(®d|aJo,a;p,�(n], (5.30) 
At the M-step, we maximize (5.30) with respect to ¢. By differentiation, we have 
爾 ) 丨 : 。 广 《 ( ) ) ] = — 『 € + " 1 [ 咖 咖 。 , 即 , 例 . 
• 
Hence, combined (5.20), we have j| 
\ 
r 1 I 
((^i) = E[AiOrr)|a;o,a^pjW] = ^ M > - i , 即 " . 、 、 ， (5.31) | 
F.{xu\xp,C^)) J I 
where E(a;^ |a;p,¢^^ )^ is taken over the conditional distribution of Xu given Xp | 
• . . . . . . I and 之⑴.Thus, the ( j + l)th iteration of EM algorithm is simplified as follows: � i 
step 1: FindE(®c/|«P,€(W); ' 
f 
I 
Step 2: U p d a t e � � to《(洲 by (5.31). f 
. . f 
The iterations stop when |€(力—^ (>^ +i)| is sufficiently small. Based on the general J 
theory given in Dempster, Laird h Rubin (1977), and Wu (1983), this iteration 
procedure will converge to the appropriate posterior mode and which will be 
taken as an estimate of ¢. 
Hence, in our application of the EM algorithm, the only major computa-
tion is the evaluation of E{xu\xp, C^ ^^ )- Moreover, since the individual condi-
tional variables xuiH, •. •, xus\i are independently distributed as 7V(yl“€, ^ ,^kk), 
k = l , - . - , s . Therefore, E(a j�|a;p ,� (�) can be obtained via E(a;t/Aj®p，《(》) 
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with the simple univariate underlying distribution N{A'^ j^ ^^ :^^ ,kk)- Expression 
of E(a:i7fc|ajp,^ ("^ )) with given ^ and polytomous xp are derived as below: 
卯 （、lZT'tMt)dt 
' ( 即 糊 = / : : - 摩 ， 
where Pk{t) is the density function of N{A'^ j^ ^^ W^^ k^k)- Thus 
PV ��,.,^l%[exp{-al/2]-exp{-bl/2}] 
E — 丨 即 , ‘ ) = 、 之 + ^ ( 2 . y m W ) - H a , ) ] ^ ， （5.32) 
where a^ and bk are expressed by (5.26) for k = 1，• • •, <s. j 
1 I! 
I； 
Finally, it should be pointed out that the evaluation of Fj{xuk]xp^ ^ ) in (5.32) { 
*! 
is very simple and fast. I 
I 
Simulation study 3 (continuous). A simulation study has been conducted to I 
. . I 
investigate the performance of the EM algorithm and the behaviours of the factor | 
score estimate based on the posterior mode that obtained from the algorithm. | 
. . . i 
Our approach will be compared mainly with the Bayesian approach developed “ 
. , , t| 
in Section 5.1. The factor score estimate for each (x^., Xp.y, i — l , . . . ,100 *^  
was obtained by the EM procedure developed in this section. This estimate is 
^ A A A A 
denoted by 良阶.Let dEPi{j) = iEPi^i) _ COO, ^BPi{j) = l p i U ) — ^i(i) and 
dEBPi{j) = ^EPiU) _ iBPz{j) for j = 1，2 and i : 1，..., 100. To compare various 
estimates, the following measures are computed: 
100 �100 11/2 
dEp(j) = E^^Mj)/^00, EMSEp(j) = J2^EPi(j)VlOO ； 
i=i Li=i -
100 � 1 0 0 1 1/2 
dBp(j) = E^BMj)/100, RMSBp(j) = E^BP^U)VlOO ； 
i=i Li=i -
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— 100 「100 1 1/2 
dEBp{j) = E WzO')/100, BMS^Bp(j) = E ^BBMjT/100 . 
i=l li=l -
The results are presented in Table 5.4. Based on these results, we observed that 
the behaviours of the Bayesian estimates obtained from the posterior mean and 
the posterior mode are indeed very similar. Moreover, to compare and reveal 
A 
roughly their bivariate distributions, the estimates {^^pJ were plotted against 
A A 
{¢^} and {^5p^}. The scatter plots associated with model with s = 4 were dis-
0 
played in Figures 5.4 and 5.5; plots for other situations are similar and hence not I 
•ti 
A I 
presented. From Figure 5.4, we observed that the distribution of {^^p^} is closed | 
If A . j 
to that of {(•} and hence the lost of information from continuous data to polyto- ^ 
-; 
mous data can be recovered pretty well by the Bayesian approach with the EM | 
algorithm. From Figure 5.5, it can be seen that the distribution of the Bayesian I 
. I 
estimates obtained from the posterior mean and mode are basically equal to each | 
other. \ I 'ii
In addition, we have also conducted another study based on similar settings | 
* 
and a model with 16 variables and 2 factors and s — 4, 8 and 16. Similar findings 
are obtained, so to save space, details are not presented. Computationally, we 
note that the EM algorithm is very efficient. The computer time required for ob-
A 
taining the 100 replications o f � p by the EM algorithm was roughly ranged from 
0.17 (s = 2 in the smaller model) to 1.27 (5 = 16 in the larger model) seconds, 
while it required 2 or 3 hundred seconds by the Bayesian approach developed in 
Section 5.1. 
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5.5 Analysis of censored data 
For polytomous data, the factor scores estimates are discussed in previous sec-
tions of this chapter. A similar procedure is applied to analyze the censored data 
in this section. 
5.5.1 General Bayesian approach 
• 
Let V = (Vi, •. •, VqY be a g-dimensional random vector involving left censored | 
I' 
variables (similar results obtained in this section can be obtained with right or | 
. . . I 
doubly censored data) such that for k 二 1, • • •, q, the observed information is ‘ 
•i 
given by | 
Vk = Vk if Vk > Ck I 
=Ck if Vk < Ck, I 
for arbitrary but fixed censoring points Ci, • • •, Cq. We call an individual com- | 
ponent v^  of the random observation censored if v^  < c ,^ otherwise we call ^ 
i . . 'i  
it uncensored. Of course, in an observation v, some of its components may ， 
be censored and some may not. Without loss of generality, suppose the first 一 
r components are uncensored and the last q — r = s components are cen-
sored. That means (i^ r+i, •. • ,W+s) is unobservable and its information is given 
by (cv+i, • • • ,^v+s). Consider the confirmatory factor model (5.1) with this kind 
of variables, for convenience and clarity of the presentation, we rename the first 
r uncensored components by xo — (xi,. •. ,av)，the last s censored components 
by x^ = {xui,. •. ,xus) and let x^ 二 (a::ci, • . ' ,xcs) = (cr+i,.. • ,Cr+s). The main 
purpose here is again to estimate the corresponding factor score ¢, based on sim-
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ilar assumptions as in the previous sections. 
In the present situation, since the conditional distribution of Xu given ^ is 
7V(Tl2(,^0, we have 
K+i < xci 
Pr(aJc|0 = Pr ； ^ 
_ K+s < XCs _ 
= / (2T)—"2|^>"2|-i/2exp{-(ajr-A20'^7i(iCt7 — A2<0/2}"iCt；, (5.33) 
J A* * 
i 
where ‘ 
r 1 $ 
xui < xci 丨  
A* = ‘： . I 
XUs < XCs f 
. . . . . . I 
Above equation and (5.4) are very similar, the only difference is the integration ! 
regions between A and A*. Moreover, the distribution of ^ and the conditional | 
. I 
distribution of xo given ^ are the same as before, hence from (5.33), the posterior 
冬 




=(2^)-(n+. + .)/2|j.|-l/2|^J-l/2|^.^|-l/2 f exp{-g{xu)/2]dxu, 
JA* 
where the definition of g{xu) is given by expressions (5.6) to (5.10). Thus, by 
similar reasoning as before, the Bayesian estimate of ^ is given by 
ksc 二 EOe|cco,^cc) 二 A-^A：^-^ 吻 ， (5.34) 
A^  + Mc/ 
where 
—f&2 ^U Qy^y{-x'uA^xu|2)dxu 
的 /A2 ey.v{-^'u^^^ul^]dxu ， 
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with 
XU1 < XC1 - fH 
A 2 = ； . 
_ ^ Us < ^Cs — "s • 
Here, A2 is an infinite region. Based on the discussion given in Section 5.1, in 
the Monte Carlo method in evaluating the integrals in fj^ u this infinite region will 
be replaced by 
/¾ < xui < xci - fH 
A； 二 \ , ； 
i 
/¾ < Xus < XCs - fJ^s ： 
I 
where k^ takes the value - 6 ( a ^ " 2 . j| 
f 
From the discussion in Section 5.2, the covariance matrix of the posterior 1 
I 
distribution for censored data is still computed by (5.24) and (5.23), except the | 
expression of Var(xt/fc|aJc,^) was replaced by | 
V a “ , .. f ) 一 屯又\/l — — 、 ― 躺 — [ e x p { - ^ / 2 ) i n J 
V^i[xuk xc,^)-^2,kky (2^)l/2[$(^)] [(2^)i/2$(/,,)J j , I 
I with ； 
hk = ^ 2 l i ' h - Kki]- (5.35) 
Simulation study 4. We used the same factor analysis model and the same 
true values of parameters as defined in Simulation study 3 of Section 5.1. The 
original continuous observations are generated by the same procedure as given in 
Simulation study 3. To study the performance of the Bayesian estimates for the 
censored data, the original continuous observations were transformed to censored 
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data, assuming that the censoring points of the variables are all equal to some 
fixed c. Then, for different choices of c and for each observation in this censored 
data set, the factor score estimate was obtained via (5.34). Moreover, the sum-
mary statistics dsc and RMSsc that similarly defined as before were computed. 
The results are reported in Table 5.5. Here, the proportion of the censored com-
ponents is given in column 2. Based on these results, we see that the Bayesian 
approach is quite accurate, especially with a moderate percentage of observations 
being censored. For censoring points equal to -1.5 and -0.3，the scattered plots 
A A 
between {^^cJ and { ( } were presented in Figure 5.6. The plots corresponding 
to other censoring points are quite similar hence they are not presented to save 
space. From Figure 5.6, we can again conclude that the bivariate distribution of 
A A 
{^BCi} is closed to the bivariate distribution of {¢^}, and hence further statistical 
inferences that based on these two sets of estimates should be similar. Moreover, 
from previous reasoning, we know that for random observations without any cen-
soring components, the Bayesian estimate is the same as the regression estimate. 
This is the reason why at the right hand top corner of the plots in Figure 5.6, 
where the observations are completely not censored, the 'o' and ’.，are coincide 
with each other. 
To study the posterior variations of the Bayesian estimates, summary statis-
tics about SBC and eji that similarly defined as Simulation study 3 of Section 5.2 
were computed. Again, we observed that the means are very small, hence, they 
are not reported. The results about the standard deviations of eBc and eR for var-
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ious censoring points are reported in Table 5.6. We observed that: (i) As before, 
because of the lost of information due to censoring, the standard deviations of the 
Bayesian estimates are larger than those from the regression estimates based on 
original continuous observations. However, the difference is minor, especially for 
situations with a small percentage of data being censored, (ii) As expected, the 
performance of the Bayesian estimates is better with a small percentage of data 
being censored. For these cases, we also observed that the Bayesian estimates 
are better with a larger number of variables for prediction. However, this phe-
nomenon disappeared for cases where a larger percentage of data being censored. 
5.5.2 EM algorithm 
By the discussion in Section 5.4, we know that the EM algorithm is efficient in 
finding posterior mode estimates of factor scores for polytomous data. Now, the 
similar EM procedure is applied to analyze censored data. Suppose the informa-
tion of Xjj is given by a censored random vector Xc = (c^+i, •. •，cv+ )^' such that 
< 
xuk ^ Ck with known censoring point Ck, k = 1,. • •, 5. By the similar discussion 
in Section 5.4, we know that the basic EM algorithm for censored data is: after 
j iterations, the {j + l)th iteration is 
Step 1: Find E{xu]xd^'^)] 
Step 2: Update 之⑴ to ¢("^ +1) by following equation 
¢(^ '+^ ) = E[M0cc7)|a^o,^ Kc7,(W] = OA'^-^ 〜 ， 
[E{xu{xd^'^) 
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where E{xukl^c^C) can be expressed by 
T7, e � ./ . ^2ffcfc[exp{-^/2}] 
E ( _ l � , � ) = � � — ( 2 , ) i / 2 _ , ) ] ， (5.36) 
where hk is defined by (5.35) (the proof is similar to the proof of equation 
(5.32)). 
The procedure is ended when the difference between 专⑴ and ¢(*^ +1) is sufficiently 
small. 
Simulation study 4 (continuous). Now, we apply the EM algorithm to 




.^  A — — — 
i is denoted by ^^c- The summary statistics about dEc, dBc, dEBC, RMSEC, 
\ 
I RMSsc and RMSsBC that similarly defined as Simulation study 3 in Section 
I i 
5.4 were computed. For different choices of c, results that based on the 8 variables 
model are reported in Table 5.7. Moreover, to give some rough idea about the 
estimates, similar scatter plots for the situation with c = —0.8 are displayed in 
Figures 5.7 and 5.8. Again, it can be observed that the posterior modal estimate 
obtained from the EM algorithm is very closed to those obtained by the general 
Bayesian approach in the last subsection, and both of them are good estimates 
of the factor scores. 
Similar to the polytomous case, the EM algorithm is also extremely efficient 
when applied to this situation. For example, when censoring point c = —0.5, it 
takes 0.36 seconds in our HP735 machine for the EM algorithm to compute the 
I 100 replicates; but for the Bayesian approach in the last subsection, it requires 





5.6 Analysis of truncated data 
We consider the analysis of truncated data in this section. Let x'jj — (xm, • • •, xjjq) 
be a truncated random vector such that for k 二 1, • • •, q, xuk is not observed if 
xjjk > Tk for arbitrary but known truncated point Tk. Suppose the underlying 
distribution of Y has a confirmatory factor structure, such that 
xu = A ^ ^ 6 , (5.37) 
where A is the loading matrix, ^ is distributed as 7V(o,_T), 6 is distributed as 
7V(o, ¢"), with ¢^  a diagonal matrix, and ^ and 6 are uncorrelated. The main 
purpose of this section is to derive the Bayesian estimate of ^ for an observation 
XT — (xTi, •. •, XTq) in a random sample of xjj. Here, there are two kinds of 
information for each component of «了，they are: (1) xxk — xuk if xuk < Tk, and 
"1 
j (2) XTk is not available if xuk > Tk. Of course, it is possible that all xuk > Tk, in 
,i 
I this case, the observation is not exist and hence not of our interest to compute 
its corresponding factor score. 
Since the conditional distribution of xu given ^ is N{A^^ ¢"), and ¢^  is a 
diagonal matrix, the conditional distribution of an individual variable xjj^ given 
^ is independent with the distribution of xuj given ^ for j + k. Let Ak be the A;th 
row of A and ^kk be the kth. diagonal element of ¢^ , the conditional distribution 
of xuk given ^ is N{Ak^^ ^ kk)- Now, without loss of generality, suppose we are 
interested in estimating the factor score corresponding to an random observation 
z' = (zi, • •., Zg) of Xu such that Zk = xjjk for k — 1,. • •, r (i.e. xuk < Tj,) and Zk 
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is missing for the remaining s = q — r components (i.e. xuk > Tk). To consider 
the similar Bayesian approach, we first note that the conditional density function 
of XT given ^ is equal to 
Pr(^T|0 = n P f ^ ^ f t � n P r { ^ � > T“, (5.38) 
k=l ^^[^Uk < J-k) k=r+l 
where p{xuk\^) is the density function of the normal distribution N[AkC, ^kk), 




？ 如 > T,) = 1 - ¢ ( ¾ ^ ) , 
^kk 
where $ is the standard univariate normal distribution function. Moreover, since 
^ is distributed as 7V(o, JT), according to the Bayes theorem and similar derivation 
as in Section 5.1, the posterior distribution of ^ is proportional to 
P{0^I{XTIC) = (27r)++�/2|r|-l/2|$^�l/2/i(《)， 
where 
m = e x p { - i [ ^ ' r - ^ + ± %^{xTk - A , 0 ^ • 
^ k=i 
n h ^ # ^ ) l " n [ 1 - ^ ( ¾ ^ ) ] - (5.39) 
k=i L k^k � A;=r+1 L k^k � 
A Thus, the Bayesian estimate of ¢, which is denoted by CsT^ is given by the 
] following posterior mean of ^ 
'•} � 
丨 . — I n n m m _ 




•  1 
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Many numerical methods can be used to get the values of the above integration. 
Here, we also use the Monte Carlo method as in the previous sections. In this 
method, we use the finite region ( -a^ , (3^ ) with sufficient large aj^  and /3k {k = 
1, • • •, n) to replace the infinite region BJ\ and then generate a sequence of random 
observation〔，• • •, “ from an uniform distribution in this finite region. Finally, 
the Bayesian estimate is equal to 
i — ^ M^.)^---+^Nh{CN) , ^ 、 
(肌=M<ei) + . . . + M W . ( ) 
It will be shown via a simulation study that for sufficiently large N, this estimate 
I is quite accurate. 
i 1 
1 
:| 丨 • • 
I If the random vector is left truncated or both truncated, the Bayesian esti-
'i 
•1 
I mate for ^ can be obtained by similar derivations as above. 
•( 
i 
Simulation study 5. To study the performance of the Bayesian approach 
for the truncated data, the original continuous observations which generated by 
the same procedure as Simulation study in Section 5.1 were transformed with the 
truncated points of the variables are all equal to Tr (100 cases). For small Tr, 
it is quite possible that all components xuk in an observation are larger than Tr, 
and hence the number of available truncated observations in the generated sample 
may be less than 100 (which is listed as second column in Table 5.8). For different 
choice of Tr, the Bayesian estimate of the factor score for each available obser-
vation was obtained using (5.40). In the Monte Carlo method, to approximate 
丨 the integrals in (5.41), we found that the result is satisfactory when the infinite 
region R^ was replaced by the finite region (—6.0, 6.0). The results are reported 
:j 
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in Table 5.8, with dsx and RMSsT are similarly defined as before. Here, column 
2 gives the available truncated observations and column 3 gives the proportion 
of the missing components that due to truncation. For example, for Tr = 1.0, a 
total of components (8 x 100) x 23% = 184 are missing, resulting 3 observations 
are completely lost and the remaining 184 — 24 = 160 missing components are 
A 
distributed among the 97 observations. The scattered plots between {^s^i} and 
A 
{己-} for Tr = 2.0 and 1.0 are displayed in Figure 5.9. The revealing informa-
I 鲁 , , • . 
I tion from these plots are quite similar as before. Based on these results, we again 
j . . . . . . . 
] observe that this Bayesian estimate is reasonably accurate for statistical inference. 
i • 
,：! „1 j 
Finally, results from analysis of the posterior standard deviations of the Bayesian 
estimates based on truncated data are presented in Table 5.9. Again, it is ob-
served that the impact of the lost of information due to mild truncation is not 
serious. Other behaviors of these standard deviations are similar to those from 
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Chapter 6. Structural equation model with 
continuous and polytomous data 
In this chapter, we use the Gibbs sampler algorithm to investigate the pos-
terior behaviour of structural equation model with continuous and polytomous 
data. The main idea is to introduce the unobservable continuous variables and 
the vector of factor scores as augmented vectors. Then, the Gibbs sampler al-
.,:i :5丨 
•1 
gorithm treats the structural parameters, thresholds parameters and above two 
；! 
： augmented vectors as four components. In every iteration, a random variate of 
every component is drawn from the corresponding conditional distribution given 
current values of other components. As the process converged, a set of observa-
tions are obtained by the one-run method. These observations can then be used 
to carry out posterior analysis. Section 6.1 studies the confirmatory factor anal-
ysis model. Besides obtaining the posterior results of the structural parameters 
and factor scores, we also deal with the thresholds parameters. The results ob-
tained for the factor analysis model are extended to the LISREL model in Section 







••: ：! •i 
•！ • i 
.1 .'i .".i 
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I . 
6.1 Factor analysis model with continuous and polyto-
'•I 
^ . il -) 
mous data 
6.1.1 Model and Bayesian inference 
Now, we consider the confirmatory factor analysis model with continuous and 
polytomous data. Suppose the continuous vectors ( «0 / , xm')' satisfy following 
equation 
xoi A. , � 
= e- + ^n (6.1) 
Xui J [ ^2 
for i = 1，.. ., N, where A^ (r x n) and A^ (5 x n) are factor loading matrices, ^ i 
I 
,| (n X 1) is a vector of factor scores with distribution 7V(o,jT), and 6i is a q by 1 i 
• i 
i vector of error measurements with distribution 7V(o, ¢'), where q = r + s. It is 
I assumed that i^ and 6i are uncorrelated and 
r � A ° 
^ = , 
0 ¢^ 
L _ 
i where ¢^ (r x r) and ¢^ (5 x 5) are diagonal matrices. Xoi {r x 1) and xui (5 x 1) 
are vectors of continuous variables; but xui is unobservable, its information is 
given by an observable polytomous random vector Xp{. The relationship between 
i 
Xui and Xpi is given as follows 
^Pli <^ l,xpi, < xuii < o;i,xpii+i 
xp, 二 丨 if ： , (6.2) 
_ Xpsi J <^Wsi < ^Usi < OLs,xpsi^ l 
where xpki G {0 ,1 , - - - ,¾} for k = l,-.-,<s and i : 1, • • • ,N. The a's are 
some appropriate thresholds that define the categories. In general, we assume 
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O!k,o = - o o , ak,bk+i 二 oo, and let ctk = (o:k,i,' • • ,c^k,bk)\ hence a^ is a bk X 1 
vector of unknown thresholds parameters. For convenient, we denote that 
Xo = («01,- • -,iCoAr), Xu = (XUi^'.)^UN)) 
Jtp = (a;pi，...，ajpw), C = (^i,- • -,^N), 
they are r x N, s x N, s x N and n x N matrices, respectively. 
In model (6.1) and (6.2), the unknown parameters include the structural pa-
rameter vector 9 and the thresholds parameters a , where a = (0 : / , - . . ,0 : / ) ' . 
Similar to Chapter 3，we use an index matrix L to introduce the structure of the 
loading matrix A. The unknown parameters involved in A are collected in the 
vector K,. Thus, 0 consists of all the free unknown parameters in /c, F and ¢". 
The above factor analysis model with continuous and polytomous data has 
received a lot of attentions by statisticians in recent years, see Mislevy (1986), 
Muthen (1989a) and Lee, Poon k Bentler (1992a, 1995). In the literature, the 
main approach to deal with this kind of models and data are two-stage methods 
(e.g., Lee, Poon & Bentler, 1992a and 1995). In this chapter, we use a Bayesian 
approach and the Gibbs sampler algorithm to deal with all unknown structural 
parameters, thresholds parameters and factor scores directly. 
The prior information of unknown parameters is given by 





where p(K) is proportional to a constant, 
p(^) = p(^iu ...，¢,.) c n ^kk = l ^ r i , and p(F) oc !” - (州) " . 
k=l 
The form of p(a) will be discussed in subsection 6.1.3. 
By the Bayes Theorem, the posterior distribution of (0, a ) is 
] p(0,a\Xo,Xp) oc p(0,cx)p(Xo,Xp\0,a). (6.4) 
1 
•1 
丨 In the above equation, since the structure of parameters 0 is complicated and 
it involves polytomous data Xp and unknown thresholds parameters o:, thus, it 
is almost impossible to analyze the posterior behaviour through above posterior 
distribution directly. In the next subsection, we use the Gibbs sampler algo-
rithm to draw a set of random observations which can be regarded as from above 
posterior distribution, and then, the posterior analysis can be obtained by these 
observations. 
6.1.2 Gibbs sampler algorithm 
j 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the Gibbs sampler algorithm is an iteration process. 
In every iteration, random variates of each component were drawn from its con-
丨 ditional distribution given current values of other components. In this section, 
the posterior distribution (6.4) is of interest. Unfortunately, the conditional dis-
.i 
1 tribution of 6 given a and that of a given 6 are still difficult to deal with (since 
•l 
••! corresponding conditional density functions are very complicated, and hence, it is 
•i difficult to draw random variates from these conditional distributions). To solve 
i ^1 :i , ,1 ;| 
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this problem, we introduce two augmented matrices, one is the collection of unob-
j servable variables X u = (®c/i，. •.，xjjN), and the other is the collection of vector 
I of factor scores C =(之！，•.. ,(Ar). Then, we consider the posterior distribution 
] 
1 
of four components {ot,0,Xu, C) given observed data {Xo^Xp). 
The procedure of the Gibbs sampler algorithm is to generate an iteration 
process, which is a Markov chain. For our model, the procedure is initiated by 
a draw from a starting density. After j iterations, the {j + l)th iteration of the 
Gibbs sample draws random observations according to following steps: 
ct("^ +i) from p(a|Xo,J^P,6K>^),Jt^,CW); 
0("^ +i) from p((9|J^,J^[a("^+i),J^^/),C7W); 
J^g+i) from p{Xu\Xo, Xp , a(^ '+ )^, 6/0'+^),C( '^)); 
C("+i) from p(C|J^o,J^P,a("^+i),6K"Hi).Xpi)). (6.5) 
' Under some regularity conditions, Geman & Geman (1984) showed that the 
joint density ofthe observations {a("^+i),^("^+i),X&+i), C(>^+i)} geometrically con-
•i 
verges in distribution to the posterior density of [OL,0,Xjj, C\Xo^Xp). 
\ 
1 Similar to the data augmentation algorithm which is discussed in previous 
•1 .’i 
； chapters, we use the one-run method to collect the random observations in above 
•I 
: chain (6.5). After the procedure is iterated with a reasonable large number, where 
....! 
‘ the process is regarded to have converged, the random observations are collected 
with an appropriate spacing, which hopefully can generate the approximately 
:丨 i ) 
•； . 
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i 
independent observations. These observations are denoted by 
/ _ \ 
a(i) 
, , , J = l , . . . , T . (6.6) 
C7(� 
3 (^i) 
\ Au / 
The procedure is ended until a total of T observations have been collected. These 
observations can be regarded as an approximately independent observations from 
the posterior distribution of (a, 0^ Xu^ C\Xo^Xp). They will be used to do 
posterior analysis of the factor analysis model such as estimating the interested 
parameters and the posterior covariance matrices. This will be discussed in Sub-
section 6.1.4. 
The remaining problem in the above Gibbs sampler procedure is to derive the 
conditional distributions involved in (6.5). Since we add the augmented matrices 
Xu and C in the Gibbs sampler algorithm, as we will see later, the conditional 
I 
•！ distributions involved in (6.5) are simple. They belong to some common distri-
： bution family. Thus, the computation in every iteration is simple. 
Now, we first discuss the conditional distribution p(0]Xo,Xp,cx,Xu, C). 
: Since Xu is given, it is equivalent that all continuous variables in model (6.1) 
are given, hence 0 doesn't depend on Xp and a. We still use X to denote 
{Xo',Xu)', and the above conditional distribution p{6\Xo,Xp, a , Xu, C) is 
j equal to p{0{X^ C). When X is given, the structure of model (6.1) is the same 
； as model (3.1), thus, the results of the conditional distribution of p{0\X, C) ob-
•i 






expressions of this conditional distribution will not be given here. However, it 
should be noted that the values of Xjj are changed in every iteration. 
For factor scores, when Xu is given, the conditional distribution p(C|Xo,Xp, 
a , 0, Xjj) is equal to p{C\X6). The conditional distributions of ^i are mutually 
independent for i — 1, • • •, N. By the similar discussion in Section 3.2.1, the 
distribution p[^i\X9) is a multivariate normal distribution, the expressions of 
mean and covariance matrix are given by (3.8), where the values of X and 0 are 
taken to be the corresponding current values in iterations. 
The continuous variable Xjj is unobservable, so we draw a random variate 
.\ from its conditional distribution in every iteration. When the value of X u is 
given, the conditional distribution of other components 0^ C and cx become 
simple, it is just like all continuous variables in model (6.1) are observable. So, 
I 
Xu acts an important role in the Gibbs sampler algorithm. Since ¢^  is diagonal, 
Xu is conditionally independent to X � , i.e., 
v{Xu\Xo,Xp, a, Q, C) = v{^u\Xp, a, 0, C) = fJ P(^u^\Xp, a, 0, C). 
i=i 
Let xuki be the A:th element of Xjji. Since ^^ is diagonal, then xuki are mutually 
conditionally independent for k = 1, • • •, s given G and C. Therefore, we can deal 
with xuki separately. From model (6.1), it is easy to know that the conditional 
distribution of xuki given 6 and C is a normal distribution with mean A^k^i and 
variance 2^,kk^  where A^ k is the A;th row of A^ and 2^,kk is the A;th diagonal 
丨 element of covariance matrix ¢"2. By the definition of polytomous data (6.2), we 









where /^(y) is an index function which takes 1 if y G A and 0 otherwise. Thus, 
the conditional density function of xuki is defined in an interval, and its density 
function is proportional to corresponding normal density function in this interval. 
； There are a lot of methods to draw random variate from this type of distribution ;i 
.j •i 
：! \ (see, e.g., Devroye, 1986, Ross, 1990). In this chapter, we use rejection-accept i 
method. The detail description of this procedure is given by Appendix A.2. 
i 
J 
！ The conditional distribution of thresholds parameters p{ct]Xo, Xp, 0, Xu, C ) 
. j 
J is equal to p[cx[Xp^ 6^Xjj, C), it will be discussed in next subsection, 
j 
i 
6.1.3 Thresholds parameters 
1 
j 
For polytomous data, the thresholds parameters are important. In (6.2), the re-
丨 lationship between the unobservable continuous variable Xjji and the observable 
polytomous data X n is determined through the thresholds parameter vector ot. 
: In the literature, the threshold parameters are often treaded as fixed unknown 
parameters (see, e.g., Lee, Poon & Bentler, 1995). In the Bayesian approach of 
this chapter, we treat the thresholds parameters vectors as random. In prac-
tice, it may be more reasonable. For example, when we describe income as 'very 
i low，, 'low', 'fair', 'high' and 'very high' (which corresponding to 0, 1, 2, 3 and 
丨 4 in the scale) according salary, every responder has their own standard (which 
1 
corresponding to the thresholds parameters of every case), and then, it is rea-






sonable to treat the thresholds parameters as random parameters. Now, we first 
define the prior information of a. For kth. row of Xp— the thresholds param-
： eters are (aA;,o,o^A:,i5'' ',<^ ,^6;,,<^Mfe+i)' where a & ’ � = —oo and a^ ;,6fc+i = 00 and 
ctk = (o^ k,i^  ‘ ‘ ‘ 5 k^,bkY are unknown parameters with ak,i < ••• < o^ k,bk- The 
,( 
••i 




p ( a J = p ( a f c， i r . . , a f c ’ 6 j o c c， f o r a � i < . M < a A : � y (6.8) 
.-,! V i •^  
where c is a constant for k — 1，• • •, s. 
-;i :i! :1 
When the structure parameter G is given, since the covariance matrix W is 
diagonal, the thresholds parameters corresponding to different rows are condition-
I ally independent, hence, we can discuss these thresholds parameters a^ separately 
for k — 1,.. •，s. In addition, we have 
p{o^k]Xp,e,Xu:C) = p�ock\Xpk,0,Xuk,C� 
oc p{cxk)p{Xuk, Xpk\0, C, OLk) 
N 
； OC C Yl p{xukiy Xpki\0, C, OLk), (6.9) 
i=i 
where Xuk and Xpk are the vectors of the kth row of Xu and Xp respectively. 
Note that 
. I 
p{xuki,xpki\0,C,OLk) ^ 0, iixuki G {^k,xpki,Gik,xpkr+i. 
— 0 , otherwise. 
Let {x j^^  ;|} be the order statistics of {xuki] such that 









i ) I 
I and let rik,t be the total number with {xpki 二 t, i = 1,. •., 7V} for t 二 0, . . •, bk. 
The relationship of xpki^  otk and rik,t can be described as follows: 
^.- 0 1 K-i K 
1 1 1 1 
Thresholds a^ i^ a ” <^ k,b,-i ^k,b, 





丨 Then, the conditional density in (6.9) is not equal to zero at following area 
/ \ 
^Uk,rik,o - ^k,l < ^Uk,7ik,o+l 
\ A , - ： . 
.] 
:| \ ^A^nfc,o + -+nfc,b^i ^ ^k,bk < ^Uk,nk,o + -+rik,bk-i + l / 
1 
;l When OLk belongs to above area, the conditional density in (6.9) is the same, thus, 
:\ we have 
'i 
.:� c* if a^ G Aju; 




where c* only depends on the values of Xuk, 0 and C. It means that the condi-
tional distribution of ak,t is the uniform distribution as follows 
； ak^t\Xpk, e,Xuk-> c �U[xuk,uk^,+...+nk,t-i，^uk,uk,o+-+nk,t-i+i)^ (6.H) 
for t — 1,.. •, bk and k = 1, •. ., 5. 
i 
I 
I 91 i 
I 
i i j 
6.1.4 Posterior analysis 
i 
In previous subsections, we discussed the Gibbs sampler algorithm and get the 
appropriate random observations as in (6.6). These observations can be treated 
i 
as a random sample from the corresponding posterior distributions. Using these 
'i random observations, we can do posterior analysis of the factor analysis model 
J (6.1). For this model, the first thing is to estimate the structural parameter G, we 
丨！ I I ,j use the posterior mean E(^|Xo, Xp) as the Bayesian estimate of 0. Since it has '! ] 
no analytical form, we use the observations in (6.6) to estimate E(0|Xo,-X^p). 
i j 
I Similar to the discussion in Chapter 3，its Rao-Blackwellized estimates are com-
,'j 
puted by following formula 
i 
1 T 
0 = - J 2 m X ^ ' \ C ( ^ ^ ) . (6.12) 
丄j=i 
where the expressions for E(0|X(》，C(》）are given in Section 3.2.1. But it should 
be noted that 叉⑴ is composed by two parts: 
(xo \ 
x^= X . � . 
vO) 
V Xu 乂 
By the similar discussion as in Chapter 3，we know that there are two kinds of 
？ 
error in using (6.12) as the Bayesian estimate of 0. One is the error in estimating 
E(0|Xo,Xp) by (6.12). The covariance matrix is equal to T-^Varx,c[E(0|X, C). 
The other kind of error is due to the use of the posterior mean E(0|Xo,Xp) to 
describe 6. By Bayesian theory, this kind of error is determined by posterior 
covariance matrix Var(0|Xo, Xp) which depends on N. It is become smaller 
i 
just when N increases. Comparing above two kinds of error, the first part can 
I 
be ignored when T is large, i.e., the dispersion of Rao-Blackwellized estimate is 
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mainly determined by Var(^|Xo,Xp) and which can be estimated by the follow-
ing equation: 
l ^ ( ^ O ) _ ^ ) ( 0 O ) _ ^ y , (6.13) 
I — � = i 





For factor scores, we still use the posterior means as the Bayesisn estimates. 
Si 
i For the zth case (z = 1，• • •, 7V), the Rao-Blackwellized type of factor scores esti-
I 
、！ -j 
‘ mates are expressed as follows 
.1 
iGP^ = ^^：m\x^'\o(^)y (6.14) 
丄j=i 
I 
The posterior covariance matrix of {^ is Var(&|Xo, JCp). It can be estimated by 
7f^Ui^'^-m^'^-iy, (6.15) 
丄—丄j=i 
where h is the sample mean of《:"）for j = 1, • • •, T. The dispersion of the 
Bayesian estimates obtained by (6.14) is mainly described by this matrix (the 
other kind of error can be ignored when T is large). It becomes smaller as q 
increased. 
! At last, we consider estimates of the thresholds parameters. Their posterior 
: means E{cx.kt\Xo-,Xp) — E(ajti|Xp) are used as the Bayesian estimates of cxk 
for k — 1, • •., 5. Since the conditional distribution of each threshold parameter 
is a uniform distribution (see (6.11)), the Rao-Blackwellized estimate of ak,t is 
: ^M = ^i :E(c. , , lXp,0O),X^'\cO-)) 








1 T (.) (.) 
二 ^ 5Z(^ C/fc,nfe,o + -+nfc.t_i + ^Uk,rik,o^-^nk,t-i+l)^ (6_16) 
乙丄j=l 
for t = 1, • • •, bk and k = 1,. • • ,s, where x^l^- is the order statistic of x^l- for 
i = 1,.. •, N. The posterior variance Var(o!A:f|Xp) can be estimated by 
^ n a i f - a H ) ( a E ^ - M ' , (6.17) 
i=i 
where ot^t is the sample mean of a[{^ for j — 1，• • •, T. This covariance matrix is 
I 





6.2 LISREL model with continuous and polytomous data 
i 
！ 
6.2.1 LISREL model and Bayesian inference 
We have discussed the confirmatory factor analysis model with continuous and 
I 
polytomous data in the last section. In this section, we will extend the cor-
responding results to the LISREL model. The LISREL model consists of two 
parts. One is the structural equation model which determine the relationship 
between the vectors of latent factor scores rji and i^： 
77i = _B77i + T(, + C., (6.18) 
where ¢^ - has normal distribution 7V(o,^ "_s). The others are the measurement 
models which describe the relationships between the observed random vectors 
and the factor scores: 
丨 胁 = A y i r7. + e.; (6.19) 





xoi Axi , � 
二 ^ ^ ^ 6 , ; (6.20) 
^Ui ^x"2 
i = l , - . . ,7V, where Si �7V(o,tf^v), 6i � 7 V ( o , A ) and ^ , -�7V (o，r ) . In the 
measurement model, yoi, yui, ^oi^ and x ^ are r^  x 1, Sy x 1, r^ x 1, and s^ x 1 
vectors with continuous variables, respectively, and p = ry + Sy, q = r^ + Sx. 
If all of these continuous vectors are observed, above models are the same as 
i j 
I the model (4.1) to (4.3) in Chapter 4. In this section, we study the model with 
i 
i 
I polytomous data, i.e., yui and Xui are unobservable, their information is given 
I respectively by vectors ypi and Xpi, which are polytomous. The relationship 
I • 
I between unobservable variables and polytomous variables is defined as follows: 
ypu ^yl,ypii < yuii < <^yl,ypi,+l 
ypi = ： if ： , (6.21) 
i _ yPsyi - ^ysy,ypsyi < VUsyi ^ ^ysy,ypsyi^l 
I 
where ypki G {0,1, . . • , byk\ for k = 1，. •., Sy and i = 1, •..，N. In general, it is 
assumed that aykfi = —oo, Oiyk,byk+i = � and other thresholds parameters are 
unknown. For xp“ it is defined similarly: 
I 
^Pli ^xl,xpu < ^Uli < Oia:l,xpu + l 
xpi = ； if ： , (6.22) 
_ ^Psxi _ ^xsx,xps^i < ^Usxi — ^xsx,xps^i+l 
where Xpki G {0,1, . . . , Kk} for k = 1,.. •，s^  and i = 1, • • •, N. It is also assumed 
that a.xks) 二 —oo, OLxk,h^k+^ = oo and other thresholds parameters are unknown. 




丨 9 5 i 
j 
、， yo yoi • • • yoN 
v^  — ..^  • 
j — — , 
[ Y u J [ yui . • • yuN 
: ^ Xo Xoi • • • XoN 
1 J^  “ •  • 
A — — ， 
Xu Xui . . . XUN 
L >J L m i 
\ where Y and X are p x N and q x N matrices, respectively. The observable data 
I 
I with continuous and polytomous data are denoted by 
j 
j 
:i • _ • “ “ “ • 
I yo yOi • • • yON Xo «Oi • • • ^ ON ‘ _^  • • 
； — 5 — 5 
i [ Yp j [ ypi • • • ypN J [ Xp J L a;pi . . . Xpjv 
i 
where Yo, l p , Xo and Xp are Vy x N, Sy x N, r^ x N, and Sx x N matrices, 
i 
respectively. 
Now, we discuss the structures of unknown parameters involved in (6.18) to 
(6.20). The first kind of unknown parameters are structural parameters. They are 
denoted by 0 = {6y^ 6^^ ^s), where Gs, ^y, and 6^ are the structural parameters 
involved in (6.18), (6.19) and (6.20), respectively. In this section, we use the same 
definitions and notations of 0 as in Section 4.1, i.e., 6s — («^s,tf^ s), 6y 二 {Ky,^y) 
and 0^ — («^3；, ^x, r ) . The other kind of unknown parameters are the thresholds 
parameters. Let cXyk = (<^yk,i:.. •, <^ yk,byk) be the vector of unknown thresholds 
parameters corresponding to kth row of Yu, where by^ is the number of unknown 
thresholds parameters. Let oty be the collection of (a^i, • • •, cXysy). Similarly, 
let OLik — {oL^k,i,. • •， x^k,h^ k) and OL^  = (a^ / , . . •，OL^ sJ)'- The total thresholds 
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The prior information of (0, a ) is given by 
p{o. a ) = p{e,)p{ey)p{es)p{cxy)p{a.), (6.2:3) 
where 
pm = p(/c4pO^Kr)oc|og-i|r|++i)/2, 
P{^y) = P{^y)p{^y) ^  \^y\~\ 
p{0,) = p{B)p{T)p{^,)cx\^,\-\ 
the prior information of oty and cx.^  is given similar to (6.8), i.e., the density 
function is proportional to a constant. 
To apply the Gibbs sampler algorithm in obtaining the observations from the 
posterior distribution of (0,a) , we introduce two kinds of augmented variables. 
One involves the vectors of factor scores rji and ¢^ . For convenience, we denote 
C = ( ( i , . . . , 6 / ) and Z> = (77i,.--,T77v), 
which are n x N and m x N matrices respectively. The other kind of augmented 
variables is the unobservable variables Yu and Xjj, Their information is given 
by the corresponding polytomous data. In every iteration of the Gibbs sampler 
algorithm, we generate random variates from their conditional distributions, and 
then, we can deal with other parameters just like the all continuous variables 
are observed. The procedure of the Gibbs sampler is initiated by drawing an 







{ j + l)th iteration is as the follows 
。(出）from p{a\Xo,Xp,Yo,Yp,6(^),X^j\Yj^'\c(^\D(^)y, 
I 的+1) from p(0|Xo,J^p,L,yp,«(+),I^/),l^")，C(n,r>(》)； 
j ‘ 
1 (J^^^i),y^+i)) from p ( ^ ; , i y j t o , J t p , l ^， l ^ , a ( ^ i )，0 ( + ) , C ( � , i ^ W ) ; 
(C0+.)^ 2)0+x)) from p{C, D\Xo^Xp, Yo, Yp, «(出)，权(开1),；4'+1)，1^3州)). 
丨 ( 6 . 2 4 ) 
'i 
! 
After the process converged, we use the one-run method to collect the following 
T approximately independent observations: 
_ ' , c M , C(^y, ! ^ � � X # , l^ J")')'， (6.25) 
j = l , . . . , T . 
Now, we derive the conditional distributions involved in (6.24). We first dis-
cuss the conditional distribution of 0. Since the values of Xu and Yu are given, 
the conditional distribution of 0 can be obtained similar to the case where all 




Since the structure of 0 defined in this chapter is the same as in Chapter 4, above 
conditional distributions are the same as in Section 4.2.2.. For example, the joint 
conditional distribution of A^ and x^k — 4;,L i^  Normal-Gamma distribution 
1 . 
i 




(4.9) and (4.10), and P =T'' is Wishart distribution (4.13). For specified re-
sults, see (i), (ii) and (iii) of Section 4.2.2. But it should be noted that the values 
of Xjj, Yu^ C and D are changed in every iteration. 
For matrices of factor scores C and jD, we have 
p{C,D\Xo,Xp,Yo,Yp,<x,0,Xu,Yu)=p{C,D\X,Y,0). 
This conditional distribution is treated such that the continuous data X and Y 
are observable and the structural parameter vector 0 are given, hence, the con-
I 
ditional distribution is the same as the corresponding one in Section 4.2.2. The 
basic results are that the vector of factor scores (¢/, rj/y are mutually condition-
ally independent for i = 1，. • •, N, and 
/ \ 
^' \X,Y,0 �Nm+nU^L”^, 
\ ^' ) 
where yLu and f?L are expressed by (4.23) and (4.24), respectively. Similarly, the 
values of Xu, Yu and 6 are changed in every iteration. 
The joint conditional distribution of (X[/, Yu) can be expressed as follows 
p{Xu.Yu\Xo,Xp,Yo,Yp,cx,e,C,D) 
二 KXdXp,〜，e, C)p{Yu\Yp, cxy, 0, D). 
By similar discussions as in Section 6.1.2, we have 
p{xuki\Xp,OL:,,0,C)�N(Ank'it,%x2M)I(a4ipkt,aA，^k��(zukO, (6.26) 
I 
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I 
I 
for k = 1,. . •，Sx and i — 1, - . . ,N, and 
I p{yuki{Yp,OLy,6,D)〜N(^Ay^jJl,%y2,kk)kc^yk,ypkZyk,ypki+iiyuki), ( 6 . 2 7 ) 
j for k = 1，• • •, Sy and i = 1,.. •, N. The method in generating random variates 
I from above distributions is given in Appendix A.2. 
I 
Finally, we discuss the conditional distribution of the thresholds parameters. 
Since 
I 
p{oi^, o^y\Xo,Xp, Yo, Yp, 6, Xu, Yu, C, D) 
=p{cx.\Xp, e, Xu, C)p{dy{Yp,e, Yu, D), 
we can discuss ot^  and OLy separately. By similar discussions as in Section 6.1.3, 
for k — 1, • • •，5^ , otxk,t has the uniform distribution as follows 
&城七〜^l^Uk,ri:,k,o + -+n,k,t-l ‘ ^Uk,7i:,k,o + -+n^k,t-i+l)^ ( 6 . 2 8 ) 
for t = 1，..., bxk, where {x^^ -, i — 1, •. •, 7V} is the order statistics of {xuk,i^ i = 
1, •..，A/"}, and n^k,t is the number of {xpki — t} for i — 1, • •., N. Similarly, for 
k — 1, •.., Sy, we have 
y^k,i � " b & A ^ � � � + ...+rVc,ri,?/“’n"fc’�+ ...+�fc，t-i+i), (6.29) 
for t = 1，•., byk, where {vuk,i^ ^ 二 1,. •.，N) is the order statistics of {yuk,i, i — 







6.2.2 Posterior analysis 
Based on (6.25), we have a set of observations from the various posterior distri-
butions of unknown parameters. These observations can be used to do posterior 
analysis. In this section, we are mainly interested in the posterior mean and the 
posterior covariance matrix. The posterior mean can be used as the estimates of 
unknown parameters, and the posterior covariance matrix is used to measure the 
dispersion of the posterior distribution. Since the posterior mean and posterior 
covariance matrix do not have analytical forms, we similarly use the T observa-
tions in (6.25) to obtain their estimates. Since the discussion is similar to Section 
6.1.4, we only list the results without proof. 
We again use the Rao-Blackwellized formula to obtain the Bayesian estimates. 
For structure parameters G, we have 
K = ^ | > ( ^ d J t ( " ) , c ( n ) , 
丄j=i 
K = | f E ( h | l ^ W , D ( a ) , 
丄 _7 = 1 ‘ 
Os = ‘ f > ( 0 � c ( � , i ) ( ) ) ) ’ （6.30) 
^ 3 = 1 
where X ^ 二 [ X o ' , X ( ^ and 丫⑴ 二 (Yb^l^cP)'): Expressions of the above 
conditional expectations are given in Section 4.2.2.. The posterior covariance 
matrix Var(0|Xo, Vo,Xp, Yp) can be estimated by the following quantity: 
T* 
； ^： ^ ( 0 (力 _句 ( 0 ^一句 '， （6.31) 
— 讨 
where 0 is the sample mean of 0(力 for j = 1,. •. , T. 
101 
The Rao-Blackwellized estimates of the scores of the latent variables are 
/ . \ T 
1' =^Ef^^ (6-32) 
V � � ) j=i 
/ • � 
where t^^ / is expressed by (4.23), but the corresponding quantities are replaced 
by X(j), " ^ � and 权⑴.The posterior covariance matrix {rji]Xo^Yo,Xp^ Yp) and 
(^i|Xo,Vo,Xp, Yp) are estimated by 
; ^ £ ( ” f " ) — � , ) ( ” P — � J ' (6.33) 
^ — 1 j=i 
and 
; ^ £ ( d " ) _ i . ) G e P ) _ g j ' , (6.34) 
丄-1 j=i 
� (i\ respectively, for i = 1, • • • ,N, where fj- and ^- are the sample means of r]} ‘ and 
€p) for j 二 1,. •.，T respectively. 
I 
I 
The Rao-Blackwellized estimate of ayk,t and a^ k,t are 
&yk,t = ^ f E ( c t * | Y p , _ , Y j " , i ) W ) i 
i j=i 
1 T (.) (.) 
二 ^ X X " t / ( n y f c , � + ...+�fc,t_i+2/C/(�fc’o + . . .+�fc’�i+i)， （6.35) • 
i=i 
for t 二 1,.. •, byk and k — 1,. • •, Sy ； and 
a..,t 二 ; ^EEK, ,|Xp ,^0 ) ,X^ /^c0 ' ) ) 
i J=1 
1 T (.) (.) 
=^^XXMfc,n:fc,o + -+n4t_ i+%ln^o + -+n:cM-i+l), (6.36) 
“j=l 
for t = 1, •.., bxk and k — 1,. • •，5^ ； respectively; where y^; and x^l^^- are the 
order statistics of y^l- and x^l- for i = 1, •. •, N. The posterior variance matrices 
102 
Nd.v{oLy\Xo^Yo^Xp^ Yp) and Var(aa;|^) ,yb ,Xp,K) can be estimated by 
^ f : ( a O ) - a , ) ( a O - ) - a J , (6.37) 
i=i 
and 
; ^ f > ^ a - & ) ( a i " ) - & y , (6.38) 
丄—1 i=i 
respectively, where dty and ot^  are the sample mean of a^ *^ ) and ot^ J^  for j = 
1 •. • T 
1, , j.. 
6.3 Simulation study 
！ 
; Simulation study 6 We consider a confirmatory factor analysis model, 
which has the form of (6.1). The true values of the parameters are 
, [ . 8 .8 .8 0 0 0 .8 0 1 [ 1 .6 
yl = — — — r = 
0 0 0 J ^ J 0 .8 J ‘ .6 1 ‘ 
and lP — .36Is, where Ig is an identity matrix with dimension 8. We assume that 
the all elements with underline in A and all the lower triangular elements in F ‘ 
are unknown. To solve the identitificability problem, the diagonal elements of ¢^  
are assumed to be unknown for the components corresponding to Xoi (i.e., its 
continuous data is observable), and known for the components corresponding to 
Xui (i.e., continuous data is unobservable, its information is given by polytomous 
data Xpi). 
\ Similar to the previous simulation studies in this thesis, we first generate con-




then, the values of Xpi are transformed from xui according to (6.2) and the values 
I of the thresholds parameters. For simplicity, we assume that the true values of 
i. the thresholds parameters are the same for different components. The values are 
1 
(_oo, —1, —.6, .6, 1, oo). After Xjji and Xpi^ i = l，...,7V, are obtained, we 
use these observable data to do inference by the approach described in Section 6.1. 
Now, we assume the 6th and 7th components in above factor analysis are poly-
tomous. The first step of simulation study is to generate a Markov chain by Gibbs 
sampler algorithm. The process is initiated by following starting values of un-
known parameters: An 二 入21 二 A31 二 A42 二 入52 二 6^2 = 0.5, i"\i = i^ 22 = 0.8, 
r ^ i = 0.4, ¢^1 = ¢^ 33 = ^55 二 0.5 and ¢^2 = ¢^ 44 = ^ 8 = .2, the starting values 
of the thresholds parameters are ( — 1.5, —.5, .5，1.5). To monitor the conver-
gence of the process, we use the batch mean with sample size 200. It is defined 
similar to (3.24). For N = 200 and 500, we plot the batch means of six unknown 
parameters in loading matrix A in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. Figure 6.1 
shows that the process becomes stable after about 1000 iterations for N — 200, 
while the process becomes stable after J = 500 in Figure 6.2 for N — 500. 
After the process converged, we use the one-run method to collect observations 
(6.6), and use these observations to compute the Rao-Blackwellized estimates of 
6 by (6.12) and the Rao-Blackwellized estimates of the thresholds parameters by 
(6.16). To study the accuracy of our approach, 100 replications were completed. 
The summary statistics Mean, STD and RMSE which are defined similarly as 






i 1 j I 
I expected, the results are more accurate for large sample size N. In this table, 
I we note that the standard deviation of Ae2 is larger than that of other unknown 
I parameters in A, it is because Ag2 is corresponding to a polytomous component, 
i 
I . . . 
I so the error of the estimate of this parameter is larger than that of the other 
I 
parameters due to the loss of information by polytomous data. However, the 
i 
error of Ag2 becomes smaller as N increases. In addition, we note that the val-
ues of RMSE in Table 6.1 is slightly larger than that in Table 3.2. Table 3.2 is 
corresponding to the simulated results from all continuous observable data. The 
differences between two tables are caused by the loss of information due to poly-
tomous data. However, it is slight. 
i 
It is noted that since many steps are involved in the proposed procedure in 
handling this complicated problem, it may require long computer time to obtain-
ing the solution. For example, when we take T — 100 and Si = 5 (with J = 1000 
and N = 200), the CPU time of HP735 is about one minute, while the CPU 
time is about 15 minutes when we take T = 1000 and Si = 20. Now, we give 
a comparison for different T and Si. For the same data set, the estimates of all 
unknown parameters are listed in Table 6,2 for several combinations of different 
T and Si. From this table, we know that the differences are small for every case. 
Therefore, we can select appropriate T and 5i with consideration of both accu-
racy of the estimates and the burden of computation. 
The posterior covariance matrix is an important statistic in the Bayesian ap-






1 model, the posterior covariance matrix of structural parameter Var(^|Xo,Xp) 
‘ can be estimated by (6.13), and the posterior covariance matrix of the thresholds 
{ 
^ parameters can be estimated by (6.17). Since the results for different replications 
are similar, we present the values of the diagonal elements of Var(0|Xo,Xp) and 
Var(a|Xo,Xp) and their square roots in Tables 6.3 for one replication. These 
theoretical results are closed to that from the simulation results in Table 6.1. For 
example, the theoretical standard deviation for An is .099 while the simulation 
result is .113 in Table 6.1 for N = 200. 
Now, we consider the problem of factor scores. They can be estimated by 
(6.14). As an example, we compute the estimates of all 200 values of the factor 
scores for N = 200. Similar to Simulation study 1, 50 replications with the same 
true values of {&•，i = 1, • • •, 200} are completed. Using the estimates with 50 
replications, the summary statistics Mean, STD and RMSE are computed. Table 
6.4 listed the values of first 10 cases. Meanwhile, we computed the posterior co-
variance matrix Var(^^|Xo,^p) by (6.15). Since the values of Var(^^|Xo,Xp) 
are very closed for different replications, we only present the results for one repli-
cation in Table 6.4. Comparing the theoretical standard deviation (the column of 
'square roots') with the simulated STD (the column of 'STD'), they are coincide. 
The scatter plots of true values of factor scores and their estimates are given by 
Figures 6.3. It shows that the distributions of the estimates and true values are 
similar. 
A 
In addition, we compare the estimates ^Qp- obtained from polytomous data 
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with the estimates ^- obtained from original continuous data. Using 200 values of 
I A A 
I ^GPi~^i for one replication, we compute the summary statistics Mean and RMSE, 
！ - r e RMSE is e - 1 to [ [ £ • , — _ ， . The results are presented in 
^ 
Table 6.5. The differences because of the loss of information are caused by the 
•(••) 
polytomous data. However, these differences are not too large. In addition, these 
two estimates were plotted and displayed in Figure 6.4. We observed that the 





Chapter 7. Further development 
In this thesis, we use the data augmentation or the Gibbs sampler algorithm to 
j 
generate a Markov chain constructed in such a way that its equilibrium distribu-
tion is equal to the posterior distribution of interested parameters. The one-run 
method is used to select a set of appropriate observations, and these observations 
are used to do posterior analysis such as estimating the unknown parameters and 
their posterior covariance matrices. We have discussed several kinds of structural 
equation models with continuous data and non-standard data in previous chap-
ters, such as the confirmatory factor analysis model and the LISREL model with 
continuous or/and polytomous data. Both theoretical derivations and simulation 
results show our approach is efficient. In fact, this approach has the potential to 
analyze other kinds of models in covariance structure analysis with different types 
of non-standard data. In this chapter, we will give some more discussion about 
one-run method in Section 7.1. In other sections, we point out the possibility to 
extend our approach to handle censored data and multi-level structure equation ! 
models. 
7.1 More about one-run method 
Assume that 
< 0(o) \ / <9(1) \ / Q{J) \ ( 0(J+i) \ 







is a Markov chain which is generated by the data augmentation or the Gibbs 
sampler algorithm from posterior density of (0,C|X), where 0 is the vector of 
interested parameters and C is the latent vector. It is assumed that the process 
is converged after the Jth iteration. In previous chapters of this thesis, we use 
one-run method to select approximately independent identical observations as 
follows 
( 0 (乃 \ ( 0(J+Si) \ ( ^(J+(T-l)5,) \ 
•.. f7 2) 
C^J) ， c(J+si) , ‘ c^JHT-^)s.) ， k . ) 
\ / \ / \ / 
where Si is the spacing which is selected to guarantee the independence between 
the adjacent observations in (7.2). Since the observations are approximately 
independent, it is easy to use them to do posterior analysis, such as using Rao-
Blackwellized estimates 
r j ^ 1 了一 1 
‘ E E(0|X,C("”1) ) 二 i E "J+”1 (7.3) 
丄 j=o i j=o 
to estimate E(0|X) which is taken as the Bayesian estimate of 0. The covariance 
matrix of above quantity in estimating E(0|X) is equal to j 
( 
i v a r c [ E ( 0 | X , C ) ] ^ i ^ 2 , 
where S^ is the sample covariance matrix of {/ij+js^, j 二 0, • • •, T — 1}. In 
addition, the posterior covariance matrix Var(0|X) is estimated by the sample 
covariance matrix of {0(州、)，j = 0 , . . . , T — 1}. 
However, for getting T approximately independent observations in (7.2), J + 
5 i ( T - l ) iterations are needed, and therefore, the burden of computation is largely 








taken to be too small. In addition, as we discussed in previous chapters, T should 
be taken to be a large number. In this situation, the burden of computation is 
rather heavy. In fact, for two main problems in posterior analysis which discussed 
in this thesis (computing the Rao-Blackwellized estimation and the posterior 
covariance matrix), we can use non-independent observations, i.e., take Si = 1 
and use following non-independent observations 
(0{J) \ ( 0("i) \ ( (9(J+T*-i) \ 
••• (7 4) 
C(J) ， G(^i ) , ， C ( J + T * - i ) , . 
\ / \ / \ / 
to do posterior analysis (see, Albert & Chib, 1993; Liu, Wong & Kong, 1994, 
1995). Now, we discuss how to use above dependent observations to estimate 
E((9|X) and Var(/9|X). 
Since we assume that the process have converged from Jth iteration, and then 
the observations in (7.4) are identical with their posterior distribution. By the 
law of large number for Markov chain (see, e.g., Bhattacharya & Waymire, 1990), 
the following Rao-Blackwellized estimate ‘ 
^ ^ E ( 0 | X , C ( ^ + ^ ) ) = ^ ^ E h j , , (7.5) 
i j=o i j=o 
tends to E(0|X) as T* tends to infinity. It means that we can use dependent 
observations (7.4) to estimate E(^|X). Similarly, the sample covariance matrix 
of {0(J+"^ ), j = 0,.. .,T* — 1} is the consistent estimates of Var((9|X) if T* is 
sufficiently large. 
However, since there are strong correlation between adjacent observations in 
i 






(7.4), the square root of Sl/T* is an underestimate of the standard error of (7.5) 
in estimating E(0|X), where S^ is the sample covariance matrix of {/ij+j, j = 
I 1, • • • ,T* — 1}. As we discussed in the previous chapters, we need to select an 
appropriate T* such that this part of errors can be ignored. Therefore, to compute 
i 
the standard error of (7.5) in estimating E(0|X) is necessary. Now, we use batch 
i ! 
means method (see, e.g., Geyer, 1992; Hoover & Ronald, 1990). In the batch 
method, we divide {hj+j, j = 1,. •. ,T* — 1} into a batches with equal sizes b 
(select T* such that T* = ab). Let hsi be the sample mean of zth batch 
— 1 ib-i 
hBi = T Y . " j+j . (7.6) 
0 j=(i-l)b 
Then, S^/a is better than Sl/T* in describing the standard error of (7.5) (see 
Albert &; Chib, 1993), where S^ is the sample covariance matrix of {hsi, i = 
1, • • • ,a}. In practice, we can not select small b to avoid the batch means will 
not be sufficiently independent, Meanwhile, the size of a can not taken to be too 
small so that the precise variance can be obtained. 
j (' 
7.2 Structural equation model with censored data 
In Chapter 6, we studied the polytomous data for the confirmatory factor analysis 
model and the LISREL model. The results obtained in that chapter are easy to 
extend to other kinds of non-standard data. Here, we consider the censored data. 
For simplicity, we only consider the confirmatory factor analysis model (6.1) 







I I (we consider right censored in this section) 
t 
j . 
i Xuki i f Xuki < Ck\ , ” ” � 
Vki = (7.7) 
丨 Ck if xuki > Ck； 
� 
for k = 1, •.., s and i = 1，.. •，N, where c^ is a known censored point. For 
convenience, we define following index vector 
1 if xuki ^ ct； , � 
ICki = — (7.8) 
0 if xuki > Ck； 
V 
to introduce if x^ki is censored. Let xcki = (”ki,ICki), and let X j j and X c be 
the collections of xuki and xcki for k = 1, • • •, s and i = 1, • • • , 7V, respectively. 
Similar to the discussion in section 6.1, we use the Bayesian approach to in-
vestigate factor analysis model with censored data. The Gibbs sampler algorithm 
is used to generate random observations from posterior distributions of the in-
terested parameters. To implement the Gibbs sampler algorithm, we treat the 
matrix of factor scores C and the unobservable matrix Xjj as augmented matri-
ces (here, the notations are the same as in Section 6.1). Then, the procedure is 
initiated by a draw from a starting density of the augmented vectors and so on, 
after jth iteration completed, [j + l)th iteration is to draw 
6>("Hi) from p(6l|J^o,Xc7,xP,CW), 
X � f r o m p(XclXo,Xc,0(' '+'\C(^^), 
C ( + ) from p(C|Xo,Xc,00+^),x[f'^'^). (7.9) 
It means that a random variate of unobservable vector Xj j is drawn in every 
iteration in the Gibbs sampler algorithm from its conditional distribution. When 
Xu is given, we obtain 6 and C just like the case with all continuous {Xo^Xjj) 
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are observable, and then, the conditional distributions of 0 and C are the same 
as the results in Section 6.1. So it is only need to consider the conditional dis-
tribution of Xu in (7.9). Since ¢^  is diagonal and 6i are mutually independent 
for i = 1,. • •, N, xuki are mutually conditional independent for k 二 1, •.., s and 
i = 1, • • •, N given 6 and C, so we can consider xuki separately. When ICki = 1, 
xuki is observable, we only consider the situation with ICki = 0. From (6.1), we 
have 
(a；c/d6^C)�7V(A2A： e^”¢；，A：A0, 
where A k^ is the A;th row of A^ and ^^ ,kk is the kth diagonal element of ¢"2. From 
the definition of censored data (7.7) and (7.8), we have 
p{xuki\Xo,Xc, 0, C) = p{xuki\Xc, 0, C) 
� N { A ^ k ' ^ i , ^2,kk)hok,oo]{xuki)' (7.10) 
I 
The method of generating random variates from above distributions is given in 
Appendix A.2. 
The remaining problem is to collect a set of observations after the process 
have converged, and use these observations to do posterior analysis. This can be 
handled based on the same procedure as in the discussion in Section 6.1, hence 
we omitted the details here. Similar to Section 6.2, the above results can be 





7.3 Multilevel structural equation model 
For simplicity, we consider the two-level structural equation model. It is expressed 
as follows: 
Xgi = v*g + Vgi, g = 1, • • -,G'and i = 1, • • -,Ng, (7.11) 
where v* are group-level random vectors which are independently and identically 
distributed as 7V(o, 1¾), and Vgi are individual-level random vectors which are 
also independently and identically distributed as 7V(o,>f?-). Note that Xgi are 
not independent due to the presence of v*. This kind of two-level data is very 
common in practice. For example, data obtained from randomly drawn students 
(individual-level) from randomly drawn schools (group-level) (see, e.g., McDonald 
, 
k Goldstein, 1989; Muthen, 1989b; Lee, 1990 and Lee k Poon, 1992b). Since its 
structure is much more complicated than one-level structural model, the analysis 
of multi-level model is very complicated. Recently, Lee & Poon (1996) use the 
EM algorithm to compute the maximum likelihood estimates of the structural 
parameters. It is an efficient approach. In this section, we try to use the Gibbs 
sampler algorithm to investigate the posterior behaviour of the multi-level struc-
tural equation models. 
Now, we discuss a two-level confirmatory factor analysis model. In the basic 
model (7.11), the latent vectors v* satisfies the following equation: 
v; = ABi; + ^;. " = l , . . . , G , (7.12) 
where *^ and 6* are independent, and distributed as 7V(o,jTB) and 7V(o,%) 
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respectively. Another latent vectors Vgi satisfies the following equation: 
Vgi = AAgi + 6gi, " = l，...,G ^ a n d ‘ = l,...,7V^, (7.13) 
where g^i and 6gi are mutually independent, and distributed as N(o,r^j) and 
N(o,^u;) respectively. Therefore, 
f2e = Var(i;;) = ^！召厂丑^召,+ ^ , (7.14) 
and 
f^ w = Var(v"i) = A ^ r ^ A j + ^^. (7.15) 
In using the Gibbs sampler algorithm to the two-level factor analysis model, we 
treat v* as augmented vector. In every iteration, a random variate of v : is drawn 
from its conditional distribution. When v* is given, the values of Vgi are easily 
computed as Xgi — v*^  hence Vgi are also given. In this situation, models (7.12) 
I 
and (7.13) can be treated as general confirmatory factor analysis model. The 
approach discussed in Chapter 3 can be used. 
We assume that the structural parameters involved in (7.12) and (7.13) are 
distinct, and denoted by 0^ and Qy^  respectively. Then the basic step of (J + l)th 
iteration of Gibbs sampler algorithm is 
(i) draw V*("^ +i) fromp(V*|J^,6>P,6ip), 
(ii) draw 6/^ -+i) fromp(6ls|X,V*(^)) = p(6ls|V*�+i)), 
(iii)draw^g+i)fromp(6gj^,V("^+i))=p(6gV(#i)), (7.16) 
where V* is the collections of v* for g 二 1, • • •, G, and V is the collections of 
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Vgi — Xgi — V* for g = 1, • • . , G and i = 1，..., Ng. 
Now, we derive the conditional distribution involved in (7.16). Since v : and 





1 1 Ng 
cx e x p { - - t ; - r 7 - ^ ^ ; l e x p { - - ^ ( a . , , — v ; ) 'Q-^ {x , , — ^ ；)} 
oc e x p { - i ( ^ ; - t^,y^-'{v; - M")}, 
with 
^g = [^B^ + N , 0 - ^ V and J^ig = Ngf2gf2:l^g, 
where Xg is the sample mean of Xgi for i = 1, • • •，Ng. Therefore, the conditional 
distribution of v* is a normal distribution with mean Ua and covariance matrix 
9 ^ 
Og for g = l,-",G. 
Note that (7.12) and (7.13) are confirmatory factor analysis models when v* ( 
and Vgi are given, so we can use the similar procedure in Chapter 3 to gener-
ate random variate from p(^s|V*("^+i)) and p[6yj\V^^^^^). It should be noted 
that the values obtained in the j t h iteration can be used as the starting value 
in the ( j + l ) th iteration in getting random variates from p(^s,|V*(*^+i)) and 
P(^tt;|Y("^+i)). Hence, we expect that the convergence should not be too slow. 
Repeating (7.16) with a sufficiently large number of times, the process will 
i 
converge, and the one-run method can be used to collect a set of observations for 
i i 
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I Hence, we introduce some ideas to investigate the two-level factor analysis 
model. In fact, these ideas can be extended to deal with the more general multi-
I -
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A.1 The derivation of conditional distribution 
(i) The conditional distribution p (C |X , 0) 
Since given ( X , 0 ) , h , • • •, ^ v^ are mutually independent, we can derive p(^ i |X , 6) 
separately. Note the fact that ( i has the normal distribution 7V(o,_T), and the 
conditional distribution of X{ given ^{ and Q is N{A^ i , ¢"), we have 
p{i,\x,e) = p{^,\x,,o) 
oc p{^^)p{Xi\Ci,0) 
OC e x p { - ^ e - T - ^ ^ a • e x p { - ^ ( ® . - 妳，-、 ^ ! ^ . - 地) } 
oc exp { - ^ ( ^ i - fj,,yn-'{^i - fj.i)}, 
where 
//, 二 r?A'a^-i®i and f2 二（r-i + A'^-'A)-\ 
Therefore, the conditional distribution of ^i given ( X , 6) is a normal distribution 
N{fi^,n) {z^l,---,N). 
(ii) The conditional distribution p{6\X^ C) 
Note that 6 consists of K, W and F. From model (3.1), we know that F only 








cx p (托 , ¢ > O f > ( x , c | / c , ¢ ^巧 
= p { K , ^ )p{r)p{xiK, ¢^ r，c)p{c\K, ¢^ , r) 
二 p{K,wr)p{x\K,^,c)p{r)p{c\r) 
So, the conditional distributions of (/c, W) and T given X and C can be discussed 
separately. Now, we first derive the conditional distribution of K and ¢ .^ 
Before discussing the general situation, we consider a special case that the 
first rik elements of A^ (the A:-th row of A) are free and the last n — n^ elements 
I ！ are fixed. Let 
A : = ⑷ , 0 (A.1) 
. 
with 
< = ( A L r . , A U , < = 凡 广 . , 入 《 ( — ) . 
Then, the unknown parameters are K = (A;〜•.., A^') and the elements in the 
diagonal matrix ¢^ Using the noninformative prior (3.4) and by the Bayes The-
orem, we have 
p(^, ¢ 1 1 , C) 二 P(K, ^ ^)p(X\K, ¢^ C) 
oc |^r("+2)/2 exp { - ^ f > 2 . - A$,yiPr-^(x, — ]e . ) } . (A.2) 
乙i=l 
It should be noted that 
E { ( A — M^y^-'(^^ —地)} = E E ( ¾ ( ¾ - 4 e ) 2 } . 






Now, A'k《i == Al'《li + Al'^l-^ where ¢ -^ is the vector that consists of first Uk 
elements of ^i and ^^. consists of other elements in 之“ Let x^i = x^i — A^'^^^-, 
above equation can be expressed as 
E E { & i ( & - < e f } 
i=l k=l 
=E E { ^ ¾ - 2^<<e? + tv{AiAi'c,4i:)]} 
i=l k=l 
= t ( ^ M E ^ - 2 A ^ ' E ( ^ . ^ L ) ] + t r [ A W ( f : G e ^ / ) ] } } 
A;=1 1 i=l i=l i=l ) 
= E {^kll^'kXk - x[c',{c,cl)-'c,x,] 
k=l 
^^kki^l — {CkC,)-'CkXkY[CkCl][Al — (c,c;)-^c,x,]}， 
〜 / • . 
where, Xj^ — {xki^.. • , ikN), Ck is an Uk by N matrix which composed by the 
first Uk rows of C. Combine the above equation and equation (A.2), we have 
p K ^ ^ | X , C ) 
= n { [ ^ . T ^ ' e x p { - i [ A ^ - (C,C; ) -^C,X, ] ' [ ^ , - i (C ,C; ) ] [A^ 
- ( c , c ; ) - i c , x , ] ) ^ , - f - - + ^ ^ / ^ x p { - i ^ , - , ^ x l [ / - c ; ( c , c ; ) - ^ c , ] x j } . 
This equation shows that (yi^, ^kk) are mutually conditionally independent with 
given ( X , Ck) for k 二 1，• • •，q. Let xpk = ^kk^ from the above equation, we have 
P^k\X, C) cx 0 ^ W / 2 - i e x p { - ^ x l [ / — Cl(C,Cl)-'a]X,M, 
and 
p(AHX,C,^,) 
cx ^ r ^ ' e x p { - i [ A ^ — (C ,C ; ) - ^C ,X , ] l ^ , (C ,C ; ) ] [A^ - ( C , C ^ ) - ' C , X , ] j 
I 
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I for k 二 1，•..，q, i.e., the conditional distribution of {A\^ ^k) is a Normal-Gamma 
I 
distribution i| 
AWX,C,^^k 〜Nnk [ {CkC l ) - 'CkXk , { ^kCkC l ) - ' ] (A.3) 
j “ 
and 
i l jk \X,C 〜Gamma(Qgt, Pk) (A.4) 
with afc 二 {N - n , ) /2 and h = | ^ 1 [ / — C ; (C7 ,C ; ) - iCy j ^ , . 
For the general situation, the n^ free parameters of A^ may not be the first Uk 
elements of Ak. Let L'^ = (lki, •. •, hn) be an index vector defined in (3.3). The 
total number of the elements with lkj = 1 is rik for j = 1, •. • ,n. Let A^ is the 
collection of Xkj with lkj = 1, then by similar reasonings as above, the conditional 
distribution of {A^^ ^pk) given ( X , C) is still a Normal-Gamma distribution with 
(A.3) and (A.4), but now 
n 
^ki ~ ^ki 一〉] ^kjCji{^ — ^kj) 5 
_7=1 
and, Ck is a Uk by N matrix which is obtained from the matrix C without j-th 
row for lkj = 0 {j 二 1，. • •，n). 
The conditional distribution p{r\C) is again derived by the Bayesian Theo-
rem. Using the noninformative prior, and note that ¢^  has the normal distribution 
7V(0,r), we have 




oc | r | - ( _ ) / 2 e x p { 4 t r [ r - i f:(6e;)]} 
乙 i=i 
Let P = r _ i , then 
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Appendix A.2 Generate a random variate from normal 
density which restricted in an interval 
We consider in generating a random variate whose density function is propor-
tional to a standard normal distribution in the interval (a, +oo), i.e. 
f{y) = Cie_"2/2, a < y < 00 with C^ = (27r)-"2(l - $ (a ) ) " ^ 
We start by generating from the preceding density function by using the rejection 
method with g being the exponential density function, that is 
g[y) 二 e_("—a), a < y < 00. 
Now, 
f(y) — r .-(y-i)V2+1/2-a 
遍-“ , 
and 
J(y), C1e-"'/2 a > 1 
c - M a x { ^ } = , . 
9(y) C1e"2-a a < l 
V 
Because 
f{y) — f e-("-l)"2-(a-l)2/2 a > 1 
~ ^ _ j e-("- i )"2 a < 1 , 
analogous to example 5f in Ross (1990), we generate the random variable as fol-
lows 
Step 1 generate independent exponentials with rate 1, write ^i and h , and let 
C = 6 + a； 
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S t e p 2 i f < f ( 2 ^ ( ( - l ) 2 / 2 + ( a - l ) 2 / 2 a 〉 l ， s e t y = C. 
6 > (C 一 1)2/2 a < 1 
V 
Note that the density function of exponential distribution in step 1 is e~^ for 
0 < y < oo. 
If we want to generate a random variate to be standard normal in the interval 
(—00, —a) or to be normal with mean “ and variance ci\ just take —Y or fj. + aY 
respectively, where Y can be generated by the previous approach. 
To generate a random variate whose density function is proportional to a 
standard normal distribution in the interval [a, 6], i.e. 
f{y) = C^2ei/2, a < y < b with C2 = (27r ) - "2 ($^ — $(a) ) "^ 
we start by generating from the preceding density function with g being the 
uniform distribution in [a, h]. Now, 
f{y) r (h 丄 - " " 2 
丽 二 。 ( “ ) 6 ， 
and 
c 二 M a x { 4 % = C2(b — a)e-'"'\ 
9[y) 
where for a < 0 < b, a < b < 0 or 0 < a < b, d takes the values 0, h or a 
respectively. Because 
f(y) 二 e-y"2+d"2 
cg[y) ’ 






step 1 generate ( from uniform distribution in [a,b] and ( from uniform distri-
bution in [0,1]; 
Step 2 i f e<e -^ ' / 2+^ ' / 2 , se ty = C. 
If we want to generate a random variate to be normal with mean fji and 
variance cr^ , just take fjL + crY^ where Y can be generated from the above method. 
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Table 3.1 The Rao-Blackwellized estimates of 
structural parameters for different spacing si 
true 5i data aug. 
values 5 10 20 50 100 200 
A31 .8 .769 .773 .772 .772 .780 .771 
A41 .8 .769 .772 .772 .773 .779 .772 
A51 .8 .736 .739 .739 .738 .745 .739 
As2 .8 .769 .768 .768 .769 .771 .774 
A72 .8 .798 .798 .799 .798 .801 .802 
As2 .8 .762 .763 .763 .764 .764 .767 
^ 1 1 .36 .373 .374 .374 .374 .377 .374 
^ 2 2 .36 .339 .340 .340 .340 .337 .340 
¢ 3 3 .36 .340 .339 .340 .340 .337 .341 
^ 4 4 .36 .370 .370 .369 .369 .369 .369 
^ 5 5 .36 .360 .360 .360 .362 .360 .359 
^ 6 6 .36 .328 .330 .329 .329 .330 .328 
^ 7 7 .36 .377 .377 .376 .378 .377 .378 
^ 8 8 .36 .386 .384 .384 .383 .386 .384 
Fn 1 1.035 1.027 1.028 1.027 1.010 1.028 
Pi2 .6 .544 .542 .541 .541 .534 .538 
T22 1 .932 .932 .932 .931 .924 .922 
*. Simulation study 1, Section 3.2.2 
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Table 3.2 Summary statistics of Bayesian estimates 
of 0 with 100 replications 
N = 100 N = 300 N 二 500 
true Mean STD RMSE Mean STD RMSE Mean STD RMSE 
Asi .8 .854 .100 .114 .815 .054 .056 .802 .039 .039 
A41 .8 .837 .111 .117 .809 .058 .058 .806 .051 .051 
A51 .8 .858 .114 .128 .818 .052 .055 .807 .046 .046 
As2 .8 .844 .099 .108 .807 .059 .059 .807 .045 .046 
A72 .8 .836 .110 .116 .806 .050 .051 .811 .036 .037 
As2 .8 .849 .094 .106 .814 .060 .061 .798 .043 .043 
^11 .36 .390 .068 .074 .369 .041 .042 .360 .027 .027 
¢22 .36 .369 .070 .070 .362 .038 .038 .364 .030 .030 
^33 .36 .362 .068 .068 .356 .038 .038 .368 .032 .033 
^44 .36 .358 .076 .076 .357 .039 .039 .366 .033 .033 
W55 .36 .361 .063 .063 .364 .040 .040 .359 .032 .031 
^66 .36 .371 .073 .074 .363 .038 .038 .359 .031 .031 
¢77 .36 .364 .076 .076 .365 .042 .042 .362 .027 .027 
^88 .36 .364 .058 .058 .362 .035 .035 .361 .026 .026 
Fii 1 .971 .195 .197 .996 .121 .121 .988 .105 .105 
Fi2 .6 .587 .128 .128 .599 .078 .078 .591 .062 .062 
T22 1 1.003 .218 .217 1.012 .124 .124 .997 .087 .086 















Table 3.3 Summary statistics of Bayesian 
estimates of factor scores with 100 replication 
N = 100 N 二 300 
Case True Mean STD RMSE True Mean STD RMSE 
1 -.9408 -.9860 .3052 .3071 .1031 .4112 .3103 .4362 
-1.2068 -1.0925 .3521 .3685 3.3726 2.7905 .3531 .6799 
2 -.7406 -.7186 .2835 .2829 .9178 .6959 .3121 .3817 
-.8058 -.7426 .3116 .3165 -.3228 -.2045 .3372 .3557 
3 -.2929 -.2490 .2935 .2953 .8269 .6238 .3242 .3811 
-.4809 -.3971 .3142 .3237 -.4914 -.4010 .3274 .3381 
4 -.8876 -.8678 .2812 .2805 -.1514 -.0940 .3444 .3474 
-1.5926 -1.3891 .3115 .3708 .1192 .0822 .3247 .3252 
5 -.4098 -.4145 .2809 .2795 2.3528 2.0679 .3264 .4320 
-.9750 -.8104 .2989 .3399 1.0871 1.1109 .3164 .3157 
6 1.0097 .8260 .3083 .3576 -.6764 -.6743 .2790 .2776 
.3258 .3821 .2965 .3004 -1.4422 -1.2239 .3340 .3976 
7 -.3796 -.3482 .2884 .2887 .8534 .7082 .3128 .3434 
-.2638 -.2127 .2894 .2924 .0057 .0749 .3551 .3601 
8 -.8297 -.7601 .3235 .3293 -.1130 .0235 .2993 .3276 
-1.0874 -.9564 .3344 .3576 .4941 .4152 .3122 .3205 
9 .3725 .4282 .3205 .3238 .9298 .7491 .3182 .3645 
1.2465 1.0253 .3305 .3963 .0029 .0903 .3099 .3204 
10 .2952 .1936 .3261 .3400 -.7031 -.7418 .3002 .3012 
-.3411 -.2668 .3156 .3227 -1.7422 -1.5621 .2963 .3455 
*. Simulation study 1, Section 3.2.2 
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Table 3.4 Diagonal elements and their square 
roots of posterior covariance matrix Var(0|X) 
N 二 100 N = 3 0 0 N = 5 0 0 
diagonal square diagonal square diagonal square 
elements roots elements roots elements roots 
A31 .0094 .0969 .0020 .0450 .0015 .0385 
A41 .0096 .0980 .0024 .0492 .0018 .0421 
A51 .0071 .0840 .0022 .0471 .0016 .0403 
入62 .0063 .0792 .0030 .0548 .0018 .0423 
入72 .0067 .0817 .0030 .0552 .0018 .0425 
As2 .0057 .0756 .0027 .0524 .0019 .0432 
^11 .0050 .0705 .0014 .0374 .0010 .0322 
^22 .0058 .0765 .0019 .0438 .0010 .0316 
^33 .0033 .0577 .0014 .0370 .0008 .0284 
^44 .0050 .0706 .0018 .0424 .0012 .0342 
W55 .0041 .0640 .0015 .0390 .0009 .0301 
^66 .0064 .0797 .0018 .0422 .0009 .0300 
^77 .0039 .0625 .0012 .0345 .0006 .0252 
^88 .0048 .0690 .0017 .0407 .0010 .0321 
Fn .0639 .2529 .0212 .1455 .0122 .1104 
Fi2 .0375 .1936 .0099 .0997 .0053 .0731 
r22 .0936 .3060 .0218 .1476 .0110 .1047 
*. Simulation study 1，Section 3.3.1 
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Table 3.5 Diagonal elements of posterior 
covariance matrix Var(^ |a?,-) and their aquare roots 
N = 100 N = 300 
Average First replication Average First replication 
diagonal square diagonal square diagonal square diagonal square 
Case elements roots elements roots elements roots elements roots 
1 .1182 .3428 .1315 .3626 .1179 .3428 .1265 .3557 
.1181 .3424 .1368 .3699 .1333 .3646 .1029 .3207 
2 .1135 .3359 .1190 .3450 .1175 .3423 .1130 .3362 
.1152 .3384 .1409 .3754 .1188 .3440 .0986 .3140 
3 .1094 .3297 .1104 .3323 .1153 .3391 .1264 .3555 
.1135 .3356 .1178 .3432 .1190 .3444 .0985 .3139 
4 .1151 .3381 .1264 .3556 .1165 .3408 .1261 .3550 
.1233 .3497 .1400 .3742 .1177 .3426 .1192 .3453 
5 .1119 .3335 .1258 .3546 .1245 .3524 .1286 .3586 
.1140 .3365 .1250 .3536 .1206 .3468 .0904 .3007 
6 .1134 .3356 .1262 .3553 .1158 .3398 .1505 .3880 
.1114 .3325 .1244 .3527 .1218 .3484 .1041 .3226 
7 .1109 .3320 .1180 .3434 .1159 .3398 .0998 .3159 
.1135 .3355 .1195 .3457 .1167 .3412 .1003 .3168 
8 .1131 .3352 .1277 .3574 .1159 .3399 .1244 .3527 
.1173 .3412 .1253 .3539 .1183 .3434 .1025 .3201 
9 .1111 .3321 .1348 .3672 .1171 .3418 .1297 .3602 
.1168 .3405 .1189 .3449 .1176 .3423 .0984 .3137 
10 .1095 .3300 .1367 .3697 .1177 .3425 .1299 .3604 
.1117 .3330 .1221 .3494 .1214 .3479 .1123 .3351 
*. Simulation study 1, Section 3.3.1 
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Table 4.1 Summary statistics of Rao-Blackwellized 
estimates of 0 with 100 replications 
N = 200 N = 500 N 二 1000 
true Mean STD RMSE Mean STD RMSE Mean STD RMSE 
A 2^i .89 .8949 .1186 .1181 .9014 .0641 .0647 .8902 .0385 .0383 
Xy42 .85 .8476 .1113 .1107 .8515 .0569 .0566 .8479 .0413 .0412 
A 2^i .53 .5557 .1537 .1551 .5420 .0689 .0696 .5358 .0437 .0439 
B21 .70 .7061 .1512 .1506 .7054 .0740 .0738 .6981 .0523 .0521 
r21 -.61 -.6201 .1365 .1362 -.6214 .0849 .0853 -.6205 .0578 .0584 
r22 -.17 -.1638 .1522 .1515 -.1675 .0787 .0783 -.1683 .0527 .0525 
¢11 6.67 6.8697 1.6604 1.6641 6.6298 .9822 .9781 6.6762 .6959 .6924 
¢^11 4.02 3.9534 .9720 .9694 4.1106 .4846 .4906 3.9756 .3100 .3116 
^22 3.19 3.3046 .8128 .8168 3.1263 .3857 .3890 3.1982 .2515 .2504 
^^33 3.70 3.6431 1.0205 1.0170 3.6674 .5246 .5230 3.6462 .3700 .3721 
^^44 3.62 3.7831 .7444 .7584 3.6196 .4127 .4106 3.6709 .2699 .2733 
^^n 2.95 2.7650 1.3554 1.3612 3.0212 .7979 .7971 2.9636 .5293 .5268 
¢^22 2.61 2.6591 .5397 .5392 2.6005 .2696 .2685 2.6513 .1700 .1741 
^ , n 5.31 5.4966 1.1978 1.2063 5.2375 .7358 .7357 5.3537 .4207 .4209 
W,22 3.74 3.9224 1.0728 1.0829 3.7928 .5614 .5611 3.7918 .4131 .4143 







Table 4.2 Diagonal elements and their square 
roots of posterior covariance matrix Var(0|X) 
N = 2 0 0 N = 5 0 0 N 二 100 0 
diagonal square diagonal square diagonal square 
elements roots elements roots elements roots 
A^ 2i .011 .103 .004 .064 .002 .040 
A^ 42 .015 .121 .004 .062 .002 .042 
A^ 2i .010 .102 .003 .057 .002 .042 
B21 .013 .114 .007 .082 .002 .050 
T21 .016 .125 .005 .072 .003 .055 
7*22 .011 .106 .005 .072 .002 .049 
¢11 3.155 1.776 .872 .934 .463 .680 
^yii .716 .846 .270 .520 .117 .342 
^^22 .499 .706 .147 .384 .068 .261 
^yS3 .838 .915 .337 .581 .133 .365 
^y44 .579 .761 .194 .441 .081 .285 
W,n 1.960 1.400 .543 .737 .273 .522 
¢,22 .207 .454 .068 .260 .032 .178 
^sii 1.131 1.063 .401 .634 .210 .458 
¢,22 .612 .783 .354 .595 .145 .380 




Table 4.3 Summary statistics of factor scores 
estimates and posterior covariance 
Case True Mean STD RMSE diagonal square 
elements roots 
1 rji -1.6627 -1.8408 .8132 .8284 1.3994 1.1829 
7/2 -.3624 -.6768 1.2781 1.3100 1.1290 1.0625 
C .2059 .5075 1.2550 1.2847 1.2402 1.1137 
2 7/1 -1.0542 -1.2409 .8929 .9078 1.2306 1.1093 
7/2 -3.2130 -2.6476 1.1512 1.2774 1.3780 1.1739 
C -.6196 .1749 1.1551 1.3972 1.7158 1.3099 
3 7/1 -.4458 .5115 .9526 1.3472 1.2801 1.1314 
rj2 3.0697 2.6198 1.2999 1.3694 1.2012 1.0960 
C -1.4451 -1.3930 1.0146 1.0108 1.3918 1.1798 
4 rji .1627 .4523 .8844 .9264 1.3379 1.1567 
7/2 .2192 .4086 1.2805 1.2881 1.1543 1.0744 
C -2.2706 -1.7631 1.0526 1.1638 1.5148 1.2308 
5 7/1 5.8777 4.7133 1.1216 1.6129 1.2342 1.1109 
rj2 5.2288 4.8277 1.1097 1.1747 1.4943 1.2224 
^ -3.0961 -2.8717 1.1572 1.1730 1.6520 1.2853 
6 7/1 6.4862 4.8612 1.0905 1.9540 1.2452 1.1159 
7/2 2.3783 3.0895 .9766 1.2042 1.1976 1.0944 
C -3.9216 -3.3994 .9920 1.1166 2.0394 1.4281 
7 T]i 2.8260 2.7274 .8907 .8917 1.2888 1.1352 
7/2 3.6783 3.1397 1.1879 1.2989 1.1627 1.0783 
C -4.7471 -3.7815 1.1595 1.5045 1.6267 1.2754 
8 Tji -4.5045 -3.5487 .9389 1.3365 1.2037 1.0971 
rj2 -4.2987 -3.6010 1.1490 1.3393 1.2411 1.1141 
C .1506 .7186 1.1254 1.2556 1.4461 1.2025 
*. Simulation study 2, Section 4.4 
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Table 4.4 Goodness-of-fit statistics corresponding 
to Gibbs sampler and LISREL7 software 
Gibbs L7 Gibbs L7 Gibbs L7 Gibbs L7 
7.2444 7.15 2.4076 2.32 2.8727 2.80 3.8727 3.73 
8.4166 8.30 2.8280 2.72 2.7419 2.60 1.9172 1.81 
3.7068 3.62 2.0926 2.00 12.8656 12.73 9.0673 8.91 
7.7617 7.69 7.6447 7.54 15.0305 14.94 9.6079 9.56 
24.1111 23.93 6.0390 5.89 5.9218 5.82 4.0594 3.92 
6.7622 6.67 2.2943 2.19 9.2290 9.14 8.9942 8.81 
9.1129 9.00 4.3466 4.25 1.9647 1.82 7.4024 7.20 
.3896 0.30 13.6316 13.53 19.0025 18.89 3.1241 2.86 
8.7868 8.60 4.6600 4.56 7.5429 7.28 8.0286 7.81 
6.4098 6.34 14.5883 14.41 5.6022 5.48 5.5983 5.25 
5.7262 5.62 4.6188 4.46 4.2321 4.10 3.2156 3.10 
3.7638 3.66 9.9244 9.84 6.7171 6.57 3.2574 3.04 
11.0901 10.90 4.4395 4.37 6.3897 6.28 8.7767 8.64 
3.8429 3.72 4.3477 4.14 3.8011 3.74 5.6427 5.54 
9.2010 9.05 7.0033 6.88 5.6119 5.44 3.4941 3.33 
7.3692 7.25 5.2750 5.10 8.0381 7.91 6.4678 6.39 
10.3404 10.24 15.2266 15.14 6.2645 6.16 3.0391 2.92 
13.6326 13.55 10.7652 10.66 14.6490 11.82 4.0911 3.99 
10.7354 10.68 3.6683 3.45 5.0525 4.80 13.8068 13.65 
2.3974 2.34 8.7659 8.70 10.4039 10.33 6.1087 5.88 
11.4925 11.31 1.7554 1.62 14.2911 14.22 6.0851 6.01 
3.2388 3.16 5.8237 5.77 9.4521 9.36 5.4101 5.30 
2.3798 2.33 5.1074 5.00 15.9754 15.80 5.1489 4.93 
6.1738 6.07 6.2289 6.10 8.5187 8.42 9.4981 9.39 
14.4096 14.00 8.9560 8.89 12.2819 12.15 6.7673 6.66 
*. Simulation study 2, Section 4.4 
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Table 5.1 Simulation results with polytomous data 
Threshold (r,s) der RMSsp Threshold ( r ,5) dep RMSsp 
Type Type 
A (6,2) 0.001 0.013 C (6,2) -0.001 0.018 
0.005 0.122 -0.010 0.171 
(4,4) 0.002 0.018 (4,4) -0.002 0.029 
0.018 0.167 -0.018 0.270 
(0,8) -0.020 0.181 (0,8) -0.025 0.306 
0.015 0.166 -0.019 0.285 
B (6,2) -0.002 0.014 D (6,2) -0.001 0.019 
-0.015 0.125 -0.014 0.175 
(4,4) 0.002 0.019 (4,4) -0.001 0.024 
0.016 0.172 -0.005 0.222 
(0,8) -0.013 0.193 (0,8) 0.010 0.316 
0.014 0.177 -0.007 0.254 
*. Simulation study 3, Section 5.1 
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Table 5.2 Standard deviation of esp and eR 
with polytomous data 
Threshold SD Threshold SD 
Type {r,s) CBP eR Type {r,s) esp eR 
B (6,2) 0.305 0.306 D (6,2) 0.330 0.327 
0.371 0.360 0.358 0.315 
(4,4) 0.379 0.378 (4,4) 0.360 0.360 
0.371 0.341 0.431 0.319 
(0,8) 0.356 0.329 (0,8) 0.426 0.332 
0.363 0.302 0.427 0.341 
(12,4) 0.260 0.260 (12,4) 0.234 0.236 
0.274 0.257 0.296 0.243 
(8,8) 0.261 0.261 (8,8) 0.221 0.221 
0.297 0.275 0.348 0.208 
(0,16) 0.261 0.241 (0,16) 0.581 0.268 
0.279 0.243 0.451 0.233 
*. Simulation study 3, Section 5.2 
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Table 5.3 Simulation results with 
polytomous data by data augmentation 
Thresholds SD 
Type (r,<s) dpp RMSpp epp SR 
B (6,2) .0020 .0161 .2919 .2945 
.0181 .1492 .3933 .3693 
(4,4) .0013 .0191 .3645 .3637 
.0121 .1770 .3795 .3378 
(0,8) -.0433 .2045 .4072 .3179 
-.0259 .1984 .3892 .3282 
D (6,2) .0020 .0161 .2919 .2945 
.0181 .1492 .3933 .3693 
(4,4) .0000 .0270 .3943 .3894 
.0002 .2496 .4155 .3237 
(0,8) .0504 .2560 .3946 .3295 
-.0001 .2311 .3828 .2906 
*. Simulation study 3, Section 5.3 
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Table 5.4 Simulation results for polytomous data 
by EM algorithm 
Threshold (r,5)) dsp dsp dEBP RMSsp RMSsp RMSEBP 
Type 
(6,2) .0010 .0011 -.0000 .015 .015 .000 
.0096 .0097 -.0001 .135 .135 .004 
B (4,4) .0014 .0012 .0001 .018 .018 .001 
.0126 .0115 .0012 .169 .170 .008 
(0,8) .0273 .0281 -.0009 .196 .198 .029 
.0357 .0338 .0020 .199 .198 .043 
(6,2) -.0026 -.0020 -.0006 .020 .020 .001 
-.0242 -.0185 -.0057 .182 .181 .010 
D (4,4) -.0044 -.0012 -.0032 .031 .030 .007 
-.0403 -.0108 -.0294 .290 .279 .064 
(0,8) -.0590 -.0305 -.0285 .324 .319 .131 
-.0552 -.0292 -.0260 .264 .280 .149 
*. Simulation study 3, Section 5.4 
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Table 5.1 Simulation results with polytomous data 
c Proportion(%) dsc RMSsc 
-1.5 6.75 0.000 0.034 
-0.006 0.056 
-1.0 13.13 0.002 0.056 
0.005 0.084 
-0.8 17.75 -0.015 0.113 
0.015 0.010 
-0.5 27.00 -0.019 0.127 
0.024 0.123 
-0.3 35.25 -0.037 0.206 
-0.008 0.215 
*. Simulation study 4, Section 5.5.1 
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Table 5.6 Standard deviation of esc and CR 
with censored data 
c Proportion No. of SD 
(%) Variables eec ^R 
-1.5 7.5 8 0.341 0.343 
0.378 0.373 
5.5 16 0.242 0.240 
0.258 0.236 
-1.0 15.1 8 0.375 0.352 
0.318 0.316 
18.9 16 0.383 0.251 
0.286 0.257 
-0.8 19.8 8 0.384 0.371 
0.435 0.351 
21.6 16 0.447 0.261 
0.302 0.234 
-0.5 34.1 8 0.364 0.300 
0.398 0.353 
30.7 16 0.491 0.270 
0.331 0.237 
-0.3 36.0 8 0.398 0.325 
0.416 0.331 
38.1 16 0.516 0.253 
0.371 0.242 
*. Simulation study 4, Section 5.5.1 
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Table 5.7 Simulation results for censored data 
by EM algorithm 
c Proportion d,Ec dsc dsBC RMSsc RMSsc RMSEBC 
-1.5 5.375 .0024 .0015 .0009 .047 .046 .003 
.0042 .0033 .0009 .036 .033 .006 
-1.0 14.750 .0008 -.0035 .0043 .088 .079 .016 
.0092 .0073 .0019 .074 .076 .015 
-0.8 20.125 .0227 .0181 .0046 .143 .138 .032 
.0196 .0073 .0122 .131 .122 .054 
-0.5 29.000 .0252 .0060 .0191 .140 .132 .056 
.0218 .0051 .0167 .139 .134 .049 
-0.3 41.125 .0154 -.0128 .0283 .185 .170 .064 
-.0047 -.0433 .0386 .189 .226 .084 
*. Simulation study 4, Section 5.5.2 
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Table 5.1 Simulation results with polytomous data 
Truncated Available Proportion dsr RMSsT 
point number (%) 
2.0 100 3.125 0.049 0.107 
0.034 0.116 
1.5 100 9.125 0.119 0.198 
0.090 0.207 
1.0 97 23.000 0.183 0.260 
0.190 0.293 
*. Simulation study 5, Section 5.6 
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Table 5.9 Standard deviation of e^T and eR 
with truncateded data 
Truncated Availble Proportion No. of SD 
Point number (%) Variables esr ^R 
2.0 100 2.8 8 0.344 0.333 
0.358 0.349 
100 2.6 16 0.276 0.269 
0.288 0.268 
1.5 100 7.0 8 0.388 0.368 
0.369 0.351 
100 6.9 16 0.279 0.250 
0.285 0.223 
1.0 100 14.6 8 0.348 0.304 
0.372 0.358 
100 12.4 16 0.329 0.249 
0.315 0.274 
*. Simulation study 4, Section 5.5.2 
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Table 6.1 Summary statistics of the Rao-Blackwellized 
! 
I estimates for polytomous data (5 = 2) 
j = = : p = = ^ = ^ = : p = : = ^ = : = = 
j N = 200 N = 500 
！ true Mean STD RMSE Mean STD RMSE 
i 
i An .800 .816 .113 .113 .801 .068 .067 
;i 
I A21 .800 .820 .121 .122 .808 .074 .074 
I A31 .800 .820 .114 .115 .805 .069 .069 
A42 .800 .822 .072 .075 .809 .051 .052 
A52 .800 .830 .074 .080 .803 .049 .049 
As2 .800 .891 .133 .161 .853 .096 .109 
Fii 1.000 1.068 .319 .324 1.032 .174 .176 
Pi2 .600 .595 .124 .124 .595 .075 .075 
1 T22 1.000 .973 .149 .151 .982 .089 .091 
！ ^ n .360 .359 .049 .049 .367 .035 .035 
； ^ 2 2 .360 .370 .055 .055 .370 .032 .034 
I ^33 .360 .361 .050 .050 .357 .032 .032 
^44 .360 .368 .047 .047 .362 .026 .026 
^55 .360 .355 .046 .046 .369 .031 .032 
^88 .360 .371 .045 .046 .364 .032 .032 
a n -1.000 -1.055 .427 .480 -1.048 .094 .142 
a12 -.600 -.637 .252 .288 -.628 .034 .061 
«13 .600 .632 .280 .310 .628 .028 .055 
ai4 1.000 1.060 .277 .335 1.036 .081 .045 
；! «21 -1.000 -1.018 .202 .183 -1.012 .181 .192 
( a22 -.600 -.604 .064 .059 -.603 .090 .092 
I «23 .600 .605 .139 .133 .605 .080 .074 
«24 1.000 1.024 .140 .115 1.019 .027 .008 
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Table 6.2 Bayesian estimates with different si and T (N=200) 
si = 1 si = 5 si = 20 
T 二 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 5 0 0 100 500 1 0 0 0 100 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 
All .722 .712 .769 .726 .770 .739 .764 .740 .736 
A21 .679 .670 .727 .683 .727 .699 .718 .699 .695 
A31 .649 .640 .692 .653 .693 .666 .685 .665 .661 
A42 .757 .759 .753 .758 .753 .759 .762 .757 .757 
A52 .821 .824 .817 .822 .817 .822 .823 .820 .821 
As2 .724 .745 .767 .722 .766 .748 .765 .749 .759 
Fn 1.549 1.575 1.371 1.532 1.368 1.496 1.394 1.487 1.508 
Fi2 .778 .781 .731 .773 .731 .757 .732 .757 .761 
T22 1.205 1.196 1.214 1.203 1.215 1.202 1.196 1.206 1.203 
^11 .306 .306 .307 .305 .307 .310 .303 .307 .308 
^22 .393 .394 .388 .392 .388 .389 .392 .389 .389 
^33 .447 .449 .448 .446 .448 .448 .449 .449 .450 
^44 .326 .325 .327 .324 .326 .324 .321 .325 .326 
^55 .227 .227 .230 .227 .229 .229 .228 .229 .230 
^88 .337 .338 .334 .337 .335 .337 .335 .335 .335 
an -.969 -.985 -1.020 -.970 -1.020 -.995 -.999 -.996 -1.004 
a12 -.586 -.585 -.624 -.585 -.623 -.607 -.610 -.611 -.621 
ai3 .575 .606 .613 .575 .612 .592 .606 .597 .609 
ai4 .952 .989 1.012 .950 1.012 .979 1.001 .980 .992 
a21 -1.265 -1.262 -1.195 -1.264 -1.195 -1.240 -1.204 -1.246 -1.255 
«22 -.688 -.690 -.650 -.689 -.651 -.687 -.656 -.694 -.699 
a23 .670 .681 .623 .669 .624 .637 .633 .626 .628 
a24 1.025 1.033 .968 1.025 .968 .991 .973 .975 .978 
*. Simulation study 6, Section 6.3 
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Table 6.3 Diagonal elements and their square 
roots of posterior covariance matrices 
Var(0|Xo,Xp) and Var(a|Xo,Xp) 
N = 200 N = 500 
diagonal squre diagonal squre 
elements roots elements roots 
An .010 .099 .005 .068 
A21 .009 .097 .005 .071 
A31 .009 .094 .004 .065 
A42 .003 .057 .002 .048 
A52 .003 .056 .002 .049 
As2 .008 .088 .010 .098 
Tu .168 .410 .025 .158 
Pi2 .023 .151 .005 .070 
T22 .031 .175 .008 .092 
^ n .002 .048 .001 .028 
^22 .003 .053 .001 .032 
^33 .003 .056 .001 .031 
^44 .002 .041 .001 .028 
^55 .001 .037 .001 .034 
^66 .002 .047 .001 .032 
an .008 .092 .007 .082 
«12 .006 .080 .004 .062 
«13 .007 .085 .003 .058 
«14 .011 .105 .008 .089 
«21 .019 .139 .005 .067 
«22 .0 1 0 .102 . 003 . 053 
«23 .009 .094 .003 .057 
a24 .013 .114 .005 .069 
*. Simulation study 6, Section 6.3 
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Table 6.4 Summary statistics of factor scores 
estimates and posterior covariance 
Case True Mean STD RMSE diagonal square 
elements roots 
1 -.416 -.432 .303 .301 0.116 0.341 
-1.063 -1.024 .319 .318 0.154 0.392 
2 .790 .635 .289 .325 0.150 0.387 
-.538 -.298 .335 .409 0.138 0.371 
3 -.309 -.270 .313 .312 0.128 0.358 
.393 .283 .323 .338 0.147 0.383 
4 .377 .375 .329 .325 0.130 0.361 
.533 .431 .335 .347 0.141 0.375 
5 -.317 -.336 .407 .404 0.171 0.414 
-.247 -.306 .333 .335 0.153 0.391 
6 1.406 1.265 .319 .346 0.171 0.414 
.891 .784 .351 .364 0.148 0.385 
7 .949 .849 .352 .362 0.180 0.424 
1.085 .957 .342 .362 0.145 0.381 
8 -.903 -.571 .332 .467 0.167 0.409 
1.489 1.196 .287 .408 0.160 0.400 
9 -.208 -.261 .359 .360 0.137 0.370 
-1.140 -.992 .331 .360 0.142 0.377 
10 .665 .550 .284 .304 0.125 0.354 
-.443 -.337 .317 .331 0.144 0.379 
*. Simulation study 6, Section 6.3 
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Table 6.5 Comparisons of the factor 
scores esitmates for polytomous data 
and original continuous data (N=200) 
Data type Mean STD Mean RMSE 
Ploytomous data -.059 1.141 
loPi -.057 1.034 
Original data -.038 .992 
i^ -.062 1.048 
true value -.054 1.018 
i , -.073 1.074 
iGPi — h -.020 .184 
.005 .072 
ioP^ - ( -.005 .379 
.016 .352 
*. Simulation study 6，Section 6.3 
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Figure 3.1. The batch mean of the Rao-Blackwellized estimates for 
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Figure 5.4. Scattered plots of {^EPi} against { ^ J with s = 4 and thresh-
olds type A.，A，represents {^J while ,., represents an EM estimate. (Simula-
tion Study 3, Section 5.4). 
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Figure 5.5. Scattered plots of {^^;pJ against {^^pJ with s = 4 and 
thresholds type A.，o, represents { ^ ^ p J while，•，represents an EM estimate. 
(Simulation Study 3, Section 5.4). 
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Figure 5.6. Scattered plots of {^scJ against { l ) with censoring points 
A 
—0.3 (lower) and - 1 . 5 (upper), ,o, represents an estimate in { ^ J while，.， 
represents a Bayesian type estimate. (Simulation Study 4’ Section 5.5.1). 
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Figure 5.7. Scattered plots of {^EcJ against {^J with censoring point 
—0.8. 'A' represents {¢^} while，•，represents an E M estimate. (Simulation 
Study 4, Section 5.5.2). 
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Figure 5.8. Scattered plots of {kEC }^ against {^^cJ with censoring point 
_0.8. V represents {ksCz} while ,., represents an EM estimate. (Simulation 
Study 4, Section 5.5.2) . 
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Figure 5.9. Scattered plots of {《召了] against { ( } with truncated points 
A 
1.0 (upper) and 2.0 (lower).，o, represents an estimate in { ( } while '•’ repre-
sents a Bayesian type estimate. (Simulation Study 4, Section 5.5.1). 
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Figure 6.1. The batch mean of the Rao-Blackwellized estimates for 
monitoring the convergence of data augmentation algorithm for N — 
200 (Simulation Study 6, Section 6.3). 
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Figure 6.2. The batch mean of the Rao-Blackwellized estimates for 
monitoring the convergence of data augmentation algorithm for N — 
500 (Simulation Study 6, Section 6.3). 
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Figure 6.3. The Rao-Blackwellized estimates and the true values of 
factor scores for the polytomous data for N 二 200. ’.，represents true 
values, 'o' represents that from polytomous data (Simulation Study 6，Section 
6.3). 
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Figure 6.4. The Rao-Blackwellized estimates of factor scores for the 
polytomous data and the original continuous data for N 二 200. '•‘ rep-
resents that from original continuous data, 'o' represents that from polytomous 
data (Simulation Study 6, Section 6.3). 
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